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Abstract 

Cancer diagnosis, prognosis, and treatment choices are guided, among other 

elements, by the quantification of morphological and phenotypical features of the 

tumor, done on tissue sections stained in situ with one or two biomarkers. Recently, 

the development of novel multiplexed tissue imaging technologies (mass cytometry 

and multiplex immunofluorescence), has increased the number of biomarkers (>10) 

that can be simultaneously stained and imaged in tissue sections. The resulting 

complex biomarker signatures provide a comprehensive visualization of the tumor 

microenvironment (i.e. cell phenotypes and their spatial interactions) and it is 

believed that will help to shape the future of cancer discovery and treatment. 

Unfortunately, due to the novelty of these highly multiplexed imaging techniques, 

the existing image analysis techniques fall short when applied to these multiplexed 

datasets, as they were not designed to quantify complex marker expression 

combinations or the single-cell spatial analysis of the tumor microenvironment. 

In this thesis, we present the development and validation of advanced image 

processing and deep learning tools for the quantitative single-cell analysis of the 

tumor microenvironment from multiplex image datasets. First, we present NMF-RI, 

a non-negative matrix factorization-based blind unmixing method for the separation 

of a high number of fluorescent emissions, without the need for manual control 

samples. Second, we present Synplex, a simulator that generates artificial patient 

cohorts as sets of multiplexed tissues with predefined cell and neighborhood-level 

rules, useful for the validation of computational methods. Third, we present 

NaroNet, a deep learning framework, that models the tumor architecture into cell 

phenotypes, cellular neighborhoods, and areas of neighborhood interactions, which 

are quantified without human supervision, thus automatically paving the way for the 

discovery of new, clinically relevant, tumor microenvironmental features.  
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Abstract (in Spanish)      

El diagnóstico, el pronóstico, y el tratamiento del cáncer se guían a partir de, entre 

otros elementos, la cuantificación de características morfológicas y fenotípicas del 

tumor, extraídas a partir de cortes de tejido teñidos con uno o dos biomarcadores. 

Recientemente, el desarrollo de nuevas tecnologías de adquisición de imagen 

(citometría de masas e inmunofluorescencia múltiple) ha aumentado el número de 

biomarcadores (>10) que pueden teñirse y visualizarse simultáneamente en 

secciones de tejido. Esta estrategia de imagen médica permite la visualización 

completa del microambiente tumoral (i.e., los fenotipos celulares y sus interacciones 

espaciales) ayudando a acelerar la investigación del cáncer en la búsqueda de nuevos 

y más eficaces tratamientos. Desafortunadamente, debido a la novedad de estas 

técnicas de imagen, los métodos computacionales actuales son insuficientes, ya que 

no han sido diseñados para cuantificar combinaciones complejas de expresión de 

marcadores o el análisis espacial de las células del microambiente tumoral.  

En esta tesis, presentamos el desarrollo y validación de herramientas de procesado 

de imágenes y aprendizaje profundo para el análisis cuantitativo del microambiente 

tumoral a nivel celular a partir de imágenes multiplexadas. Primero, presentamos 

NMF-RI, un método basado en factorización de matrices para la separación de un 

alto número de emisiones fluorescentes, sin la necesidad de muestras de control. 

Segundo, presentamos Synplex, un simulador que genera cohortes de pacientes 

artificiales representados por tejidos multiplexados creados a partir de reglas a nivel 

celular y de vecindario, y que es útil para la validación de métodos computacionales. 

En tercer lugar, presentamos NaroNet, un método que modela la arquitectura 

tumoral en fenotipos celulares, vecindarios celulares y áreas de tejido, los cuáles se 

cuantifican sin supervisión humana, y que por lo tanto permite el descubrimiento de 

nuevas características tumorales que son clínicamente relevantes. 
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Glossary      

2D  Two-dimensional 

aCGH  Array Comparative Genomic Hybridization  

AECC  Spanish Association Against Cancer 
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AUC  Area Under the Curve 
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GAN  Generative Adversarial Network 



  

 

  

H&E   Hematoxylin & Eosin 

HDM  High Dimensional Microscopy 

IHC   Immunohistochemistry  

IMC   Imaging Mass Cytometry  

IML  Interpretable Machine Learning 

LMM  Linear Mixing Model 

LVBPF  Linearly Variable Band-Pass Filter 

MI  Multiplexed Imaging 

MIBI   Multiplexed Ion Beam Imaging  
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ReLU  Rectified Linear Unit 

ResNet  Residual Network 
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RMSE  Root Mean Square Error 
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1. Chapter 1 

Introduction 

In this introductory chapter, the scientific context of the thesis is 

presented. This review of the state of the art in several fields, such as 

the study of the tumor microenvironment, high -dimensional 

multispectral imaging, and computational pathology, provides a broad 

overview of the topics addressed in this thesis.  

1.1. Cancer disease and the tumor microenvironment 

1.1.1. Cancer incidence in the Spanish population 

Cancer is one of the principal causes of death in Spain. In 2020, more than 250.000 

citizens were diagnosed with cancer, being colorectal (15.7%), prostate (12.9%), 

breast (12.1%), and lung cancer (10.7%) the cancer types with the highest incidence1. 

Even though recent advances in medical care, and lifestyle changes (e.g. reduction 

in tobacco consumption), have reduced the overall cancer mortality2, its incidence is 

still growing due to the population’s longer lifespans, as age is the most significant 

risk factor for developing cancer3. For instance, in prostate cancer, the incidence rate 

is as low as 19 per 100.000 population in the 45-49 age group but rises to 819 per 

100.000 in the 75-79 age group4.  

 

As rightly expressed by the Spanish Association Against Cancer (AECC)5, reducing 

the impact of cancer requires advances in all the elements of the problem. This starts 

with the basic knowledge and understanding about the disease, by studying the 

differences between cancer cells and normal cells, and follows with the study of large 



  

 

  

populations, developing better diagnostic tools for making decisions at all stages, 

including better treatments to improve the outcome of the patients. 

1.1.2. Cancer biology 

Healthy human tissues are made of trillions of cells that grow, divide, and organize 

spatially as required to fulfill their biological function. When cells become 

genetically damaged, or when they reach the end of their lives, as indicated by their 

biological clock, they die6. In cancer, however, this harmonic process is interrupted7 

as old or genetically damaged cells are able to survive by evading the death signals 

and acquire a proliferative advantage over normal cells8. This combination of events 

gives raise to tissue-like structures called tumors that have the potential to invade the 

surrounding normal tissues9 and eventually impede their normal function. 

Furthermore, cancer cells can adopt a migratory phenotype10 to move locally within 

an organ or group of neighboring organs, or even remotely through the blood or 

lymphatic system, to create new tumors -metastases- in distant organs11. Finally, 

cancer cells tend to be less differentiated -i.e. functionally specialized- than normal 

cells and are less sensitive to homeostasis-related signals sent from nearby cells12. 

 

Studying the local microenvironment where tumor cells grow (TM), has become a 

trend in cancer research13. Namely, researchers look for patterns in the way tumor 

cells organize and relate to each other and to normal cells -especially with those that 

form the immune system- to understand the mechanisms of tumor resistance14 and 

develop therapeutic strategies focused on the modulation of these patterns to prevent 

tumor expansion15,16. 
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1.1.3. Tumor microenvironment 

Tumors can be understood as evolving tissues that cause significant molecular, 

cellular, and physical changes to their host tissues, with the aim to support their own 

growth and survival. The composition of the tumor microenvironment -the tumor 

and its surrounding tissue- varies between tumor types, although some hallmark 

features include the presence of immune and stromal cells, newly created blood 

vessels, and a tumor secreted extracellular matrix17,18.  

 

Early during tumor growth, a dynamic, reciprocal relationship develops between 

cancer cells and other elements of the tumor microenvironment. This relationship 

between tumor cells and their surrounding healthy cells can promote both pro and 

anti-tumorigenic functions, supporting or not cancer cell survival, local invasion, and 

metastatic dissemination19. As a representative example that explains how the TM 

affects tumor progression, Fig. 1.1 shows two possible scenarios: A ‘cold’ immune 

TM, which is characterized by low infiltration of immune T cells into the tumor, and 

a ‘hot’ immune TM20, which is characterized by high T cell infiltration and 

molecular signatures of immune activation21. In general, ‘hot’ tumors display a better 

response to immunotherapy and therefore better patient’ survival outcomes than 

‘cold’ tumors22 showing how this TME characteristic can indeed have a dramatic 

influence on patient survival. 

 

Immune cells. Immune cells are critical members of the TM. As just explained, the 

relationship between the immune cells and the tumor cells can either suppress or 

enhance tumor growth (Fig. 1.1). A growing literature about the TM has identified 

new targets for therapeutic intervention23. For instance, macrophages are critical 

components of the immune system, responsible of engulfing and digesting cancer 

cells, microbes, cellular debris, foreign substances, etc. Macrophages can target non-

healthy cells that express specific proteins at their surface24. This process, called 



  

 

  

phagocytosis, protects the human body against infection and injury. In cancer, 

macrophages can heavily infiltrate tumor areas, occupying up to 50% of the tumor 

mass25. Therefore, studying their role in tumor progression is key to understanding 

cancer progression. In many types of cancer, such as breast, lung, and gastric cancer 

high macrophage infiltration is commonly associated with poor patient prognosis26. 

This happens because macrophages secrete vascular growth factors into the TM, 

promoting the proliferation of new blood vessels that in turn facilitate tumor 

maintenance and growth17. On the contrary, in colorectal cancer, high infiltration of 

macrophages is associated with better outcomes26.  Understanding what is different 

in both systems, possibly the interactions of macrophages with the other elements of 

the TM, is therefore of critical importance for cancer prognosis and effective 

treatment. This is just an example of how the study of the composition of the TM 

can indeed provide some clues on the prognosis and outcome of a cancer patient. 

 

 
Figure 1.1: Impact of immune cells in the tumor microenvironment. The role of immune 

cells can either suppress tumor formation (anti-tumor microenvironment) or promote 

tumorigenesis (immune-suppressive microenvironment). 
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1.2. Highly multiplexed tissue imaging  

Given the complexity and heterogeneity of the TM, in this thesis, we use in situ 

imaging techniques that can help explore the composition of cancer tumor tissues at 

the cellular level. Specifically, we combine two strategies: multiplex 

immunolabeling histology (MIH) and high dimensional microscopy (HDM) to 

quantify in situ the tumor microenvironment. MIH is used to label different cell 

phenotypes (i.e., tumor cells, T cells, fibroblasts, macrophages, etc.) in fixed tissues.  

HDM uses advanced optics and novel mathematical and algorithmic developments 

to capture MIH signals at the microscopic scale, from multiple emitting elements 

(e.g., fluorescence, rare earth metals). 

1.2.1. Multiplex immunolabelling histology (MIH) 

Conventional histopathological diagnosis is done using sections stained using two 

techniques: Hematoxylin & Eosin (H&E) and immunohistochemistry (IHC). H&E 

staining, which has been used for over a century, highlights non-specifically a broad 

range of cytoplasmic, nuclear, and extracellular matrix features27. This allows 

identifying tissue structures based on their shape, e.g., tumor and stromal regions, as 

well as individual cells, e.g., macrophages and tumor cells. In summary, H&E 

staining reveals cell morphology and texture but does not help identify subcellular 

structures or the distribution of chemical substances28. IHC staining selectively 

identifies antigens (i.e., proteins) by antibody binding29. When antibodies bind to the 

antigen in the tissue an attached enzyme is deposited that creates contrast with the 

surrounding tissue that can be seen under the conventional microscope. 

Alternatively, the antibody can be conjugated to a fluorescence molecule that allows 

identifying it by fluorescence microscopy. Conventional IHC allows only labeling 

of a small number of markers (1 to 3) per tissue section, thus limiting its prognostic 



  

 

  

and diagnostic value as only a few elements of the TM can be visualized at a given 

time.           

 

To simultaneously identify higher numbers markers on a tissue section, multiplexed 

immunolabeling methodologies have recently emerged, such as Imaging Mass 

Cytometry (IMC)30, Multiplex Immunofluorescence (MIF)31, Serial Staining 

Immunofluorescence (SSI)32,33 or Multiplexed Ion Beam Imaging (MIBI)34. These 

methods combine histological, immunological, and biochemical techniques for the 

labeling of multiple (>10 to 100+) specific antigen markers in formalin-fixed 

paraffin-embedded (FFPE) tissues, etc. In this thesis, we will mostly use Multiplex 

Immunofluorescence (MIF), which is a multiplexed version of the standard 

immunofluorescence labeling and allows simultaneous labeling of multiple antigens 

using primary antibodies that can be raised in the same species, followed by 

incubation with horseradish peroxidase-conjugated secondary antibodies and 

tyramide-based amplification to covalently link a set of spectrally neighboring 

fluorophores to the tissue. As shown in Fig. 1.2, MIF staining is a sequential 

procedure that preserves the structure of the target antigen35,36,37,38 and allows 

simultaneous visualization of several antibodies, thus breaking the limit of 2-3 

simultaneous antibodies visible by standard immunofluorescence. These are the 

main steps of MIF: 

 

1. Tissue biopsy extraction. Tissue samples can be obtained using different 

methods such as punch/core biopsy, excisional/incisional biopsy, etc. As 

tissue degradation begins at the time of sample removal, the following tissue 

processing steps should be done as soon as possible. 

 

2. Fixation and embedding. The excised tissues are first fixed to crosslink 

proteins in the sample and thereby stopping the degradation process. After 
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fixation, embedded in paraffin for long-term storage and to allow easier 

handling and transportation39.  

 

3. Sectioning and mounting. FFPE tissues are sectioned into thin (4-5µm) 

slices using a microtome. This thickness corresponds approximately to one 

layer of cells of the tissue. Sections are then mounted on glass slides to 

facilitate handling and microscopic observation. 

 

4. Multiplex immunofluorescence staining. First, the mounted tissue 

section is deparaffinized using xylenes, to allow antibodies and molecular 

probes to penetrate the tissue and adhere to their targets. Then, an iterative 

process is repeated until all targets of interest (i.e., proteins) are detected, 

using a different fluorophore/antibody pair for each one40. The process is as 

follows: i. tissue blocking, ii. application and incubation of primary antibody 

at a specified temperature, iii. rinse tissue with TBST, iv. introduction of 

secondary antibody, v. rinse tissue with TBST, vi. dilute fluorophore-

conjugated TSA® and incubate, vii. microwave treatment to strip the 

antibody-fluorophore complex allowing the introduction of the next primary 

antibody. As fluorophore emission-excitation spectra are selected to prevent 

spectra overlapping, multiplex stained tissues are then quantified by 

fluorescence microscopy allowing the individual quantification of each 

marker (i.e., target protein). 

 

5. Tissue imaging. After staining is completed, the sample can be imaged 

by fluorescence microscopy. This is thoroughly explained in section 1.2.2.  

 

Staining for IMC, a modality that will be used in one experiment in this thesis is 

similar to MIF in terms of tissue collection, tissue processing, and staining. However, 



  

 

  

instead of fluorescent probes or dyes, antibodies are bound to rare earth metal 

isotopes of known atomic mass that can be specifically identified using mass-

spectroscopy. 

 

 

1.2.2. High dimensional microscopy 

The staining of tissue sections with fluorescent probes or rare earth metals ions, as 

explained in section 1.2.1, allows the identification of cells and sub-microscopic 

cellular components with a high degree of specificity. Such identification is carried 

out by high dimensional imaging, where fluorescent probes and rare earth metals are 

transformed to digitalized signals (i.e., high dimensional images), maximizing the 

target signal over alternative signals or autofluorescence.  

 
Figure 1.2: Multiplex immunolabeling histology process. 
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Multiplex fluorescence imaging 

In contrast to traditional brightfield microscopy, which is based on light absorption 

by wide-spectrum chromophores, multiplex fluorescence microscopy can 

specifically reveal the presence of stained fluorescent molecules based on their 

narrow excitation and emission spectra41. When multiple fluorescent labels are 

present in a tissue, as allowed by their narrow spectra, microscopy produces an 

image per potential target, thus creating a stack of ‘high-dimensional images’. In the 

next paragraphs, we outline the key elements present in a fluorescence microscope 

and describe a state-of-the-art multiplex setup42. 

 

1. Excitation and emission (Fig. 1.3a). The physical phenomena behind 

multiplex fluorescence imaging is fluorescence, which is the absorption and 

subsequent re-radiation of light by a fluorescent molecule43. The shift 

towards higher wavelength that occurs between the excitation and emission 

light, known as Stokes’s shift, is what makes fluorescence microscopy 

possible. Indeed, by filtering out the excitation light and allowing the 

emitted light to reach the detector, it is possible to visualize only the 

fluorescent structures contrasted against a very dark (black) background44. 

The continues growth of the utilization of fluorescence microscopy is 

closely linked to the development of new synthetic and naturally occurring 

bright, stable fluorophores with known intensity profiles of excitation and 

emission.  

 

2. Fluorescence microscopy configuration (Fig. 1.3b).  Taking advantage 

of the Stoke’s shift of a particular fluorescent probe, the basic function of a 

fluorescence microscope is to irradiate the tissue with a fluorochrome-

specific narrow-band of wavelengths, and to separate the much weaker 



  

 

  

emitted fluorescence from the excitation light. To this end, the preferred 

approach in modern fluorescence microscopes is to use epi-illumination. In 

this configuration, besides magnifying the light from the labeled sample 

elements and projecting it towards the detector, the objective also transmits 

the illuminating light onto the tissue section. As both the excitation and 

emission light share parts of the light path, a special type of beam splitter, 

named dichromatic mirror, is needed to separate the excitation from the 

emission light45. This dichroic mirror is designed so that the light coming 

from the light source is re-orientated at 90°, to illuminate the tissue section 

while allowing the emitted light go straight towards to the detector. Dichroic 

mirrors are used in combination with two additional filters: the excitation 

filter, which selects the excitation wavelengths, and an emission filter that 

only allows passage of the longer emitted wavelength light.  

 

3. Multiplex fluorescence (Fig. 1.3c). Based on the selection of specific 

excitation and emission filters, and the dichroic mirror, it is feasible to 

analyze tissue sections that have been stained by more than one fluorescent 

probe, only requiring that individual fluorochromes have different 

excitation-emission spectra46. To this end, those three elements are 

specifically selected to allow passage of the emitted light of one fluorescent 

probe while filtering out the emission of others.  

 

4. Spectral unmixing. In multiplex fluorescence imaging systems, when 

acquiring image channels, if two fluorophores have overlapping emission 

spectra, it is not possible to extract the pure signal from one fluorescent 

probe without also receiving the interfering signal from the other. To recover 

the pure signal of each fluorophore from mixed fluorescence image channels 

researchers developed spectral unmixing. This computational tool converts 
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a stack of image channels (pixel values representing narrowed-wavelength 

light emissions) to a stack of image fluorophores (pixel values representing 

fluorophore intensities). Multiple spectral unmixing computational methods 

have been proposed in recent years, most of them following the Linear 

Mixing Model (LMM), which assumes that pure signals of all fluorophores 

are linearly mixed across image channels. In case that the emission spectra 

of single fluorophores are known, it is possible to reconstruct image 

fluorophores by using algorithms, e.g., Non-negative Least Squares 

(NLS)47. However, to obtain each fluorophore spectrum it is required to 

experimentally record single-stained tissue sections as controls, which is 

time and cost expensive45. To avoid these single-fluorophore acquisitions, 

alternative blind source separation solutions have been developed. Some of 

these are based on the assumption that real fluorophores are spectrally close 

to their theoretical-based emission spectra48, while others are unsupervisedly 

initialized from a user-defined number of gaussian-like spectra46. 

 

As a representative example, the Vectra® Polaris™ setup was developed to acquire 

multispectral images of tissue sections49,50, where the emission light path is captured 

at several wavelengths within the emission band. Specifically, this consists of 5 

excitation-emission filters automatically arranged by a moving wheel, each filter 

exciting and capturing the signal of 1 to 2 fluorophores using 3-7 spectral channels. 

This creates a full stack of 35 image channels, each of them representing a narrow 

band from the wavelength spectra. A posteriori unmixing, (see section 1.2.3), 

identifies, for each pixel, which dye(s) are present in each pixel, and in what 

amounts, thus allowing the in-situ visualization of up to 8 biomarkers/fluorescent 

probes in one tissue section. 



  

 

  

 

Imaging Mass Cytometry 

In contrast to multiplex fluorescence imaging, IMC quantifies isotope abundance in 

high-mass metal-tagged tissue sections, which eliminates the reduced, but still 

existing spectral overlap and autofluorescence of multiplex fluorescence imaging. In 

this field, the Fluidigm Hyperion™ imaging system is the leading solution and has 

been proved effective to quantify up to 50 markers in a single tissue30. This technique 

uses a laser that ablates 1 µm diameter tissue spots on a region of interest51. These 

tissue spots or plumes are then carried individually by a stream of inert gas through 

a tube and processed by a time-of-flight mass spectrometer for analysis of isotope 

abundance. The metal isotopes associated with each spot are simultaneously 

measured and indexed with the location of each spot. The tissue is scanned spot-by-

spot while the slide is moved under the fixed laser beam. Consecutive scans 

ultimately yield an intensity map of all target proteins through the tissue. Compared 

to multiplex fluorescence imaging, IMC has one clear advantage, the absence of 

 
Figure 1.3: Basic concepts of fluorescence microscopy. a. The emission and excitation 

curves (spectra) of the target fluorescent probe under study. b. Overview of a epi-

illumination microscopy configuration, capable of exciting a tissue section at fluorophore’s 

emission wavelength, and detecting its emission light. c. Output image from two emitted 

fluorophore emissions. 
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spectral overlap between fluorochromes. This is of great importance when acquiring 

images with (>10) markers since, in IMC, it is not necessary to to performa spectral 

unmixing. 

1.3. Computational Pathology 

The thriving field of Computational Pathology (CP) focuses on the management, 

processing, analysis, and visualization of histological tissue images. CP methods 

automate several critical tasks in Pathology such as cell counting, tissue phenotyping 

or tumor scoring, which are required to discover tumor biomarker targets or to 

automate patients' diagnosis and prognosis. In the following paragraphs, we 

introduce the two main areas of work in CP, known as Single-cell analysis (SCA, 

section 1.3.1), used to quantify cellular populations52, and Weakly-supervised deep 

learning (WSDL, section 1.3.3), used to produce individualized clinical diagnosis 

and prognosis of a disease53 directly from patient tissue sections.  

1.3.1. Single-cell analysis (SCA) 

Both healthy and cancer tissues are composed of thousands of interacting cells of 

different phenotypes, defined by a particular morphology and the expression of a 

specific set of proteins. To study disease progression, tissue sections are stained with 

multiple cell markers. That way it is possible to quantify the cellular morphology 

and marker expression of cells, and therefore identify the presence and spatial 

distribution of different cell phenotypes.  

 

To better contextualize how single-cell analysis is done in cancer research, we 

provide a very real example, as patient’s eligibility for immunotherapy is based on 

manual cell counting of cells expressing the immune-response marker. Programmed 

death-ligand (PD-L1) transmembrane protein plays a key role in tumor progression 



  

 

  

inhibiting the host immune response54 resulting in an increased risk of death55 for 

patients with high expression of this protein. Taking this into account, a PD-L1-

based treatment was developed, by inhibiting PD-L1 function and therefore, 

allowing the patient to react to tumor growth, thus improving their own survival56. 

However, only patients with a high level of PD-L1 expression benefit from this 

treatment. To guide the selection of patients for PD-L1-based immunotherapy a 

semi-quantitative score named Combined Positive Score (CPS)57 was created. This 

score is defined as the ratio between PD-L1+ tumor cells and the total number of 

tumor cells in the tumor, calculated from tissue sections of a tumor biopsy. In Fig. 

1.4, we show a immunofluorescence stained tissue section, where marker PD-L1 is 

imaged along with CK (a marker to visualize tumor cells)58.  

 

 

As modern microscopy and sample staining techniques generate large amounts of 

data, i.e. hundreds of patients and millions of cells, researchers have found it 

necessary to automatize the task of quantifying cell phenotypes, for instance 

automating the calculation of the CPS score. Indeed, computational methods have 

shown to be more precise, and more rigorous compared to visual/manual 

annotations59, in almost any objective task at hand, e.g. distinguishing living/dead 

 
Figure 1.4: One example quantifying a cell phenotype with clinical relevance. 

Immunofluorescence imaged tissue sections showing PD-L1 positive cells (in orange), and 

tumoral cells (in yellow). Images adapted from ref. 58. 
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cells60, annotating cells, identifying B cells in tissue sections61, etc. In this regard, 

Deep Learning (DL) methods stand out above the rest of the algorithmic approaches 

in almost any automatization task.  

 

In multiplex image processing, most DL methods implement a convolutional neural 

network (CNN), which is trained on a small subset of manually labeled images to 

identify a particular element, for instance, PD-L1 positive cells, within the tumor 

microenvironment based on their morphology and marker expression. Then, the 

trained CNN is fed a full image dataset, automatically quantifying hundreds of tissue 

images. This strategy has been used to find quantitative differences in the presence 

of tumor microenvironment elements across subjects and conditions such as, for 

instance, the PD-L1 cell phenotype case that was described above.  

 

There is a great collection of software packages that offer usable DL-based solutions, 

such as Ilastik62, trainable WEKA segmentation toolkit63, or CellProfiler64. Using 

these tools, users can train and test computational models65 running on easy-to-use 

desktop platforms66. Most of the state-of-the-art DL methods follow a common set 

of steps: image preprocessing, data augmentation, cell segmentation, and 

quantitative extraction of human-readable characteristics. 

 

1. Image preprocessing. A great variety of filters and transformations can be 

used to improve the quality of the images, thus facilitating the subsequent 

CNN-based automatic learning of features:  

a. Images with a high level of shot noise (e.g., low-intensity 

fluorescence images), can benefit from a morphological Median or 

percentile filter, by removing noise while not affecting the quality 

of image structures67. Other types of noise, e.g., Gaussian, or 



  

 

  

combinations of shot and gaussian noise can be effectively reduced 

using other spatial denoising filters, e.g. an Alpha-trimmed filter. 

b. To improve image contrast, the three techniques most used are 

linear contrast stretch, histogram equalization, and a local, contrast-

sensitive version of the equalization named CLAHE. The simplest 

method, linear contrast stretch, consists of saturating/clipping the 

1% highest and lowest intensity values and linearly rescaling the 

rest of the intensity values. Alternatively, histogram equalization 

converts the intensity distribution of the image to a uniform 

function. This is optimal when relevant image information is 

localized in one single area of the histogram. An improved version 

of the histogram equalization is Contrast-Limited Adaptive 

Histogram Equalization (CLAHE)68. Here, histogram equalization 

is performed in local patches/tiles of the image instead of in the 

whole image and is applied to contrast-reduced versions of the 

image, largely improving the results in images containing sections 

with very largely contrasted image patches.  

 

2. Data augmentation. To achieve the highest performance when training DL 

models, data augmentation is used to artificially increase the amount of 

training data available. This is useful to reduce overfitting, especially when 

data is scarce (a common case in biology setups), and where manual 

annotations are difficult to obtain. Two techniques are most used for this:  

a. Image transformation. This technique augments the training 

dataset by adding slightly modified copies of already existing data 

by using geometric transformations, like flipping, color 

modification, cropping, rotation, noise injection, etc69.   
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b. Synthetic images. If a dataset is too small, then image 

transformations may pose a limited solution, since their size is too 

small for a given task. To this end, synthetic generators replicate 

biological samples with known cellular heterogeneity and 

complexity. For instance, Filogen70, is a simulator capable of 

generating 3D time-lapse sequences of motile cells and has been 

used for the development of cell tracking algorithms71. 

 

3. CNN-based cell segmentation. To perform cell segmentation, methods 

based on CNNs ranked at the top in most biomedical benchmarks72,73. CNNs 

consists of feedforward neural networks with several interconnected 

layers74. To this end, first, input layers learn basic representations of image 

data (i.e., lines, curves, corners, blobs, with different orientations and 

translations). Then, mid-level features are learned (i.e., nuclei round shape, 

cytoplasmic features) from the combination and processing of the simpler 

features already learned in the input layer. Finally, a pixel-level 

classification is performed i.e., the assignment of each pixel in the image to 

a pre-defined class, for instance, class one being background, and class two 

being a cell body. A method named U-Net59, is the basis of most DL models 

in biomedical image analysis75. The U-Net team59 designed a network with 

a contracting path that reduces the image size (i.e., input and mid-level 

layers), and an expansive path that returns the image to its original size (see 

Fig. 1.5) The contracting path repeatedly applies 3x3 convolutions to the 

image, each followed by a rectified linear unit (ReLU), and 2x2 max-pooling 

operations. The expansive path, in turn, repeatedly applies upsampling 2x2 

convolutions, each followed by a ReLU. At the final layer, feature vectors 

are mapped to the desired number of classes. 



  

 

  

Each operation of the U-Net has a critical and specific function and it is the 

basis for more modern and successful DL pipelines:  

a. The convolutional operation applies a filter to an image input 

creating a feature map of detected features. This filter is trainable so 

that its parameters can be optimized to detect features optimal for 

the segmentation/classification task. 

b. ReLU is an activation function that allows CNNs to learn non-linear 

features, by activating and deactivating neurons. It simply outputs 

zero values when the input is negative. 

c. A pooling operation summarizes feature maps into smaller ones. 

This strategy reduces the dimensionality of feature maps into 

classification/segmentation outputs by selecting only the most 

relevant features. For instance, the 2x2 max-pooling operation 

halves the feature map by selecting the maximum value from 2x2 

sliding windows.  

 

4. Cellular feature extraction. CNN-Based cellular segmentation masks are 

used to extract human-readable quantifiable values, such as cell 

morphology76, marker expression and colocalization77. Specifically, in the 

field of high dimensional imaging, combinations of markers are used to 

define cell phenotypes. For instance, referring again to the PD-L1 example 

that was explained before, it is possible, from cell segmentation masks, to 

identify tumor PD-L1+ cells. To this end, PD-L1 and CK marker expression 

is extracted from cell segmentation masks, and using a marker expression 

level threshold, cells are classified as tumor PD-L1+.   
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Spatial cell organization.  

Cell phenotyping can help to identify relevant cell phenotypes in the TM, but it 

leaves uncharacterized relevant mechanisms of tumor progression. This is true 

because tumor progression is not determined by individual cells but also by the 

interactions between tumor cells and other relevant elements of the tumor 

microenvironment, and most notably with cells of the native or stimulated immune 

system78,79. Therefore, it is important to understand how the host tumor cells are 

 
Figure 1.5: U-Net architecture. Each blue box corresponds to a feature map. The number 

of image-channels are denoted on top of the box. The x-y-size is provided at the lower left 

edge of the blox. Image adapted from ref.59. 

 



  

 

  

organized, and how they form cellular neighborhoods relative to the other elements 

of the tumor microenvironment. 

 

As an example, we next illustrate how understanding the context of the tumor 

microenvironment, at the level of cellular neighborhoods, has clinical relevance: 

Schürch et al.80 investigated why two types of colorectal cancer (CRC) patients have 

different risk survivals, where patients with the Crohn’s-like reaction (CLR) are 

associated with good survival while patients with diffuse inflammatory infiltration 

(DII) have worse survival. To this end, patient tissue sections were stained and 

imaged using 35-markers, and the main cell phenotypes were quantified in the 

tissues, along with the interactions between them. Interestingly, the authors 

discovered that CLR patients contain a cellular neighborhood, consisting of an 

enriched interaction between CD3+ and CD34+ cells, that is not present in DII 

patients. This simple cell interaction, which couldn’t be extracted with single-cell 

analysis methods, was shown to have very relevant diagnostic and prognostic value. 

 

To this end, given a tissue section, a tissue graph is created with cells as nodes and 

edges representing the spatial interactions among them. Each cell in the graph 

becomes represented by a vector of values that could have several meanings. For 

example, cell vectors could contain the level of expression of one, or several tissue 

markers81, the size of the nucleus82, the functional state of the cell, or simply a 

descriptive cell phenotype83. Then graph analysis methods can be used to find 

patterns of affinity between and within cell types. To this end, cellular 

neighborhoods are calculated from the relative location of the cell phenotypes84,85,86, 

using approaches like the Louvain community detection algorithm87, which assigns 

cells to cellular neighborhoods by maximizing a modularity metric that measures the 

separability of cellular neighborhoods. This method iteratively removes a particular 

node from the current cellular neighborhood and places it in another cellular 
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neighborhood. The process stops when the metric reaches its maximum. Using this 

strategy, for instance, one could study interactions between immune cells and the 

tumor in patients receiving treatment88.  

 

 

1.3.2. Weakly supervised deep learning 

As explained in section 1.3.1, standard DL methods quantify cell phenotypes from a 

subset of annotated images, where researchers must identify which cell phenotypes 

may be of clinical interest. When using high dimensional imaging, millions of cells 

can be stained with >10 markers, exponentially increasing the number of possible 

combinations between markers, thus of different cell phenotypes, and more 

importantly, the number of spatial interactions in the TM that may be clinically 

relevant. This opens a world of opportunities, but complicates the annotation of the 

images, as the number of potential cell-to-cell affinities in the tumor 

microenvironment becomes prohibitively high. This may be alleviated using 

clustering and graph analysis methods, that use marker expression and cell-to-cell 

interactivity to create groups of cells with similar microenvironmental 

characteristics. Here, patterns are identified without human supervision from the 

 
Figure 1.6: An example quantifying a cellular neighborhoods with clinical relevance. 

CRC patient types showing distinct celullar neighborhood abundance. The relevant cellular 

neighborhood consists of an interaction between CD3+ and CD34+ cells. Images adapted 

from ref. 80. 

 



  

 

  

dataset, usually achieving the discovery of microenvironmental features of clinical 

relevance. However, as this strategy extracts features (clusters) directly from the 

dataset, it ignores which are the clinical questions at hand (e.g., survival, response to 

treatment, etc.) and therefore it is not optimal to find the most relevant tumor features 

(or clusters).  

 

To solve this issue, a branch of DL, which has been recently used in CP, named 

Weakly-Supervised Deep Learning (WSDL)89 uses neural networks that are trained 

only using patient-level labels. This strategy aims at finding, without human 

supervision, which are the most relevant tumor features for a classification task. In 

the following paragraphs, we outline how WSDL models are applied in H&E-stained 

tissue sections. 

 

In WSDL, models are trained using clinical data such as the patients' survival or 

disease-free time90, tumor scores91,92, clinical grades93,94, etc. Even though these 

labels are often noisy, imprecise, and limited95, WSDL methods have recently shown 

very successful, for instance, when predicting a patient’s clinical-grade93 based on 

hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) tissue sections, providing area under the curve values 

(AUC) greater than 0.95. Therefore, WSDL models could output patient predictions 

that would flag malign or benign tumor sections for rapid review in 

screening/diagnostic scenarios. Please notice the high complexity of building WSDL 

models, since H&E-stained whole slide images (WSI) tumor sections are extremely 

large (~60.000x80.000 pixels) and can contain millions of cells. Moreover, it is 

known that from this massive pool of cells only a small subset of cells show 

morphological patterns that could predict the patient-level label96. Therefore, WSDL 

models require sorting cellular information from the tumor landscape to select only 

relevant tumor features.  
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WSDL approaches 

The two most effective WSDL approaches used to classify H&E tissue sections are 

Multiple Instance Learning (MIL) and Neural Image Compression (NIC).  

 

1. Multiple instance learning. In contrast with supervised image 

classification approaches, where the complete image is processed and 

assigned to one label, MIL divides the image into patches -i.e., instances-, 

where one WSI can be seen as a “bag of patches”. The rationale behind the 

MIL paradigm is that each patch, containing dozens of cells, can be assigned 

to different classification types, e.g., benign or malignant, without the need 

that all patches in a WSI be of the same type. Then, to obtain the patient-

level prediction, the ‘bag of patches’ representing the WSI is assigned to a 

certain class. For instance, in the benign/malignant case97, a WSI/patient is 

labeled malignant if it has at least one patch labeled as malignant, whereas, 

a WSI is labeled benign if all its patches are labeled benign.  

 

2. Neural Image Compression. In supervised end-to-end learning settings, 

CNNs are trained to extract cellular morphological features while learning 

to classify patients into distinct types. When the number of patients is low, 

 
Figure 1.7: Multiple instance learning workflow. a. Patches are cropped from the original 

WSI. b. A CNN is trained to classify patches into user-defined types. c. Every patch in the 

WSI is classified into two types, Malignant or Benign. d. Patch prediction probabilities are 

utilized to provide a diagnosis. Image adapted from ref.93. 

 



  

 

  

as it is common in many real patient classification scenarios, and also being 

tumor images highly heterogeneous, training CNNs becomes extremely 

challenging. To overcome this, NIC98 divides the training process into two 

steps: the first one unsupervisedly extracts relevant features containing high-

level information (cellular morphology, tumor structure). The second one 

supervisedly trains the CNN on these high-level image representations to 

predict patient-level labels. 

 

 

1.3.3. Interpretable machine learning 

ML-based applications are expected to be increasingly used in real clinical settings, 

where predictions are the basis of high-stakes decision making99, e.g., the selection 

of a patient’s treatment, tumor’s grading, or prognosis. This makes most clinical 

support systems depend heavily on black-box predictions, where clinicians would 

hardly understand why a patient is predicted to be of a specific type, e.g. having a 

benign or malignant tumor53.  

  

 
Figure 1.8: Neural Image Compression workflow. a. Patches are cropped from the original 

WSI, and a CNN is trained to unsupervisedly obtain patch embeddings. b. Every patch in the 

WSI joined to form a compressed representation of the original image. c. A CNN is trained 

to classify patients into distinct types. Images adapted from ref. 98. 
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 For this reason, interpretable machine learning (IML) has been recently developed 

to boost pathologists' trust in learning frameworks100. Indeed, government 

organizations have created guidelines to systematically assess DL applications101,102, 

where interpretability ranks top amongst the regulatory agencies concerns. 

Therefore, next-generation artificial intelligence-based methods require the 

implementation of human-level interpretability. To this end, in the next paragraphs, 

we outline the two most promising IML approaches that have been applied to H&E 

sections and could be also applied to MIF imaging, providing safe and robust 

predictions for patient management.  

  

1. Decision tree. A decision tree (Fig. 1.9a) consists of a sequential 

collection of statements involving “or”, “and”, “if-then” logical decisions. 

In the past, these logical models were hand-crafted by experts, but they are 

now being replaced by algorithms that aim to find the optimal decision tree, 

e.g. CORELS103, SHAP104. For instance, Brogden et al.105, created a decision 

to determine if a patient would benefit from an anti-PD-1 immunotherapy 

treatment. To this end, they quantified the levels of genomic expression (DC 

index) and PD-L1 expression for each patient, and used a decision tree to 

determine the thresholds that maximize patient differentiation (treatment 

responders, and treatment non-responders). 

 

2. Attention scores. Scoring (Fig. 1.9b), attention-based ML models find 

which are the parts of the input data that act as prototypes for each class. For 

instance, Courtiol et al.100 used a  model that selects 10 patches out of 10.000 

from H&E WSIs tissue sections to predict the risk survival. To this end, each 

patch is scored, where high values are associated with high patient risk, and 

low scores are associated with low patient risk. This constrains the model to 



  

 

  

find which are the most relevant morphological features in the tumor section 

and, at the same time, facilitates human interpretation of the model.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 1.9: Two interpretable machine learning workflows. a. Decision tree to assess 

patient response to immunotherapy treatment. b. Attention-based interpretable machine 

learning where scores reflects patches relevance to the final survival prediction. Images 

adapted from ref.105 and ref.100. 
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2. Chapter 2 

Objectives 

Our growing understanding of the role of the immune system in cancer progression 

has led to promising immunotherapy treatments based on the use of protein blocking 

antibodies (e.g., anti-PD-1/L1 or anti-CTLA4), which to a large degree improve 

patient management and survival. Key to this improvement, but still largely 

unsolved, is determining which are the patients that can benefit from these 

treatments. Nowadays, this decision relies mostly on the quantification of the 

expression of the targeted proteins (e.g., PD-1/L1 and CTLA4) on the patient’s 

tumor sections. From the evaluation of the limited success of this strategy, it has 

become evident that solving this problem requires being able to analyze the presence 

and interactions of not one, but of several elements of the immune system, and to 

somehow quantify the way these elements interact with the tumor cells and with 

other elements of the tumor compartment. We can summarize this critical necessary 

task under the concept of quantifying the elements and interactions of the tumor 

microenvironment.  

 

This daunting task requires great technical efforts in designing clinically relevant 

biomarker panels and developing tools to quantify in situ, simultaneously, several 

cellular and extracellular markers on tissue sections obtained from cancer tissue 

biopsies. This need has fostered the development of an exciting field, known as 

spatial biomarker research, which has raised great expectations in the scientific 

community due to recent technological developments in tissue staining and image 

acquisition systems that allow labeling up to 50 markers in a tumor section. This 

allows the study of the expression of these many individual markers, as well as the 

quantification of the spatial interactions between them, opening the door to the 



  

 

  

investigation of many tumor microenvironmental features that may be clinically 

relevant. Unfortunately, due to this recent technological disruption, the existing 

image analysis techniques fall short on the task of handling and analyzing these 

large, multispectral datasets. 

 

In summary, there is a great urge to develop new processing and image analysis 

strategies to improve the clinical management of patients by predicting their 

response to therapies, and also to discover clinically relevant markers that will 

advance the development of new therapies to tackle cancer progression. 

2.1. Thesis objectives 

This thesis is devoted to providing several important contributions to the field of 

image analysis of highly multiplexed tumor tissue sections, through the development 

of new state-of-the-art computational methods, all of them adapted to advance 

biomarker research. In order to achieve this, the following objectives are proposed: 

 

1. Develop a blind spectral unmixing algorithm to convert raw multi-spectral 

microscopy signals into marker expression signals. 

 

2. Develop a tumor simulator that creates artificial, yet realistic images of 

highly multiplexed tumor tissue sections containing user-defined 

microenvironment attributes, such as the number of cell phenotypes, the 

level of expression of cellular markers, or the presence and frequency of 

different cell neighborhoods. 
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3. Develop an interpretable Deep Learning strategy to discover clinically 

relevant tumor microenvironment features from multiplex image data, using 

a seamless learning end-to-end framework. 

 

4. Validate the above-mentioned Deep Learning strategy on the task of 

discovering tissue microenvironment elements related to clinical outcomes 

using both artificial and real cancer patient cohorts. 

2.2. Thesis outline 

The content of this thesis is organized into six chapters and two appendices. A 

summary of each chapter is presented below: 

 

• Chapter 1 introduces the concept of the tumor microenvironment and its role 

in tumor progression. Then it describes recent techniques designed to 

prepare, stain, and acquire high-dimensional images of patient tissue 

sections, along with analysis methods to quantify tumor microenvironment 

elements.  

 

• Chapter 2 describes the main goals of this thesis and the instrumental 

objectives required to achieve them. 

 

• Chapter 3 describes a novel method for blind unmixing of multispectral 

image and flow cytometry samples. The proposed method, named NMF-RI, 

is described along with real and synthetic experiments that validate its use 

and demonstrate their superior performance compared to the state-of-the-art. 

 



  

 

  

• Chapter 4 describes the background in the simulation of cancer at the cellular 

level, and a novel method designed to generate artificial multiplex 

immunostained tissue images. The proposed simulation method, named 

Synplex, is described and validated in the simulation of realistic patient 

cohorts. 

 

• Chapter 5 describes the background in deep-learning image analysis 

methods and introduces a novel method developed to discover clinically 

relevant tumor microenvironment features. The proposed method, named 

NaroNet, is described and validated using seven synthetic and three real 

patient cohorts, achieving outstanding interpretability and prediction 

performance. 

 

• Chapter 6 presents the conclusions reached with this work and some 

suggestions for future lines of work. 

 

• Appendix A lists all the publications generated during the doctoral work, 

including articles published in international journals and international 

conferences.  

 

• Appendix B describes the development of an unsupervised learning graph 

analysis method for the quantification of cellular interactions in multiplex 

images. 
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I wish I found some better sounds 

No one's ever heard 

I wish I had a better voice 

That sang some better words 

 

I wish I found some chords 

In an order that is new 

I wish I didn't have to rhyme 

Every time I sang 

 

I was told when I get older 

All my fears would shrink 

 

Tyler Joseph, “Stressed out” 
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3. Chapter 3 

NMF-RI: blind spectral unmixing 

of highly mixed multispectral flow 

and cytometry data 

Abstract:  

Advances in multiplex immunostaining and multispectral cytometry 

have opened the door to simultaneously visualizing an unprecedented 

number of biomarkers both in liquid and solid samples. Properly 

unmixing fluorescent emissions is a challenging task, which  normally 

requires the characterization of the individual fluorochromes from 

control samples. As the number of fluorochromes increases, the cost in 

time and use of reagents becomes prohibitively high. In this chapter, we 

describe a fully unsupervised blind  spectral unmixing method for the 

separation of fluorescent emissions in highly mixed spectral data, 

without the need for control samples. To this end, we extend an existing 

method based on non-negative Matrix Factorization and introduce 

several critical improvements: initialization based on the theoretical 

spectra, automated selection of ‘sparse’ data, and use of a re -initialized 

multilayer optimizer. Our algorithm is tested using synthetic data to 

study its robustness against different levels of colocaliz ation, signal-to-

noise ratio, spectral resolution, and the effect of errors in the 

initialization of the algorithm. Then, we compare the performance of 



  

 

  

our method to that of traditional spectral unmixing algorithms using 

novel multispectral flow and image cytometry systems. In all cases, we 

show that our blind unmixing algorithm performs robust unmixing of 

highly spatially and spectrally mixed data with an unprecedently low 

computational cost. In summary, we present the first use of a blind 

unmixing method in multispectral flow and image cytometry, opening 

the door to the widespread use of our method to efficiently pre -process 

multiplex immunostaining samples without the need for experimental 

controls. This chapter is adapted from ref.4 8.  

3.1. Introduction 

Fluorescence immunolabeling-based flow (FIFC) and image (FIIC) cytometry are 

widely used in Biology to identify cells and subcellular structures with a high degree 

of specificity, both in liquid and solid biopsies, respectively44,106,107. By using 

multiple fluorochrome markers, the standard FIFC and FIIC implementations can be 

used to label multiple targets (up to 12 in FIFC and 4 in FIIC), provided that the 

emission spectra of the fluorochromes do not significantly overlap. 

 

Recent advances in tissue multiplex immunolabeling108,109,110, have brought the 

immunophenotyping power of FIIC closer to what FIFC can do in liquid biopsies. 

For instance, tissue biopsies stained with newly developed panels made of eight or 

more fluorescently tagged biomarker antibodies have been used as signatures of 

cancer patients likely to respond to immunotherapy111. Furthermore, technological 

advances in multispectral acquisition have also increased the number of markers (18 

or higher) that can be used in FIFC109,112. 
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This substantial increase in the number of targets, both in FIFC and FIIC, 

significantly increases the mixing of the emission spectra. Therefore, the 

concentration of a target, calculated from the emission of its fluorescent tag captured 

in the expected wavelength range, becomes contaminated by the emissions of 

overlapping fluorochromes attached to spatially colocalized targets. Furthermore, in 

tissues, the endogenous emission of fluorescence by some biological structures (i.e., 

autofluorescence AF), occurs in the same wavelength range as the exogenous 

emission of the fluorochromes used, also interfering with the quantification of their 

targets113. 

 

To address this problem, fluorescence separation techniques have been developed, 

based on the use of multispectral acquisition systems and spectral unmixing 

algorithms114,115. The standard method for spectral unmixing requires prior 

knowledge of the amount of bleed-through between the acquisition channels to 

create an endmember matrix that can be experimentally calculated from singly 

stained -control- samples. Alternatively, it can be created from the theoretical spectra 

of the fluorochromes. This second approach assumes errors caused by differences 

between the theoretical and real spectra due to the preservation of the fluorochromes, 

their binding status, or their specific chemical environment116. Then, using the 

endmember matrix and multispectral data acquired on the mixed sample, a linear 

mixing model (LMM) is used to calculate the target concentration maps for each of 

the species in the mixture. In tissues, the AF spectrum is also measured on unstained 

samples and considered an additional target when solving the LMM. 

 

The second group of unmixing methods, called blind source separation algorithms 

(BSS), aim at simultaneously calculating the unmixed concentration of the 

fluorochromes (or their targets) and the endmember matrix. Some of these methods 

are based on classic blind multivariate separation techniques such as Independent 



  

 

  

Component Analysis117 or its extension Robust Dependent Component Analysis118. 

Alternatively, the use of Non-Negative Matrix Factorization (NMF) was first 

proposed by Neher et al.119. A hierarchy-based multilayer variant was later proposed 

to reduce the computational burden of the unmixing task114 and has been also used 

to separate AF from fluorescence signals120,121. NMF-based spectral separation has 

also been used in the field of remote sensing122, along with optimized multilayer 

variants123. Also in that field, a linear combination of graphs has been recently 

proposed to construct the LMM and find the optimal endmember matrix124, and a 

method based on constrained Pixel-by-Pixel NMF125 has been proposed, that creates 

an endmember matrix for each pixel in the image, dealing this way with the high 

intra-class variability existing in scenarios where illumination or weather conditions 

affect the spectra of pure materials. Common to all these BSS methods is the 

elimination of the need for using control samples, since blind methods learn the 

actual fluorochrome spectra from the samples, thus adjusting to changes caused by 

the experimental conditions. 

 

As it has been shown in the field of remote sensing126, the accuracy of BSS 

algorithms is highly dependent on the level of data mixing. This requires the 

adaptation of BSS algorithms to situations of high mixing and spatial colocalization. 

In this chapter, we build on our previous work and the work of others, to address the 

more complex problem of spectrally unmixing samples with a high number of 

fluorochrome tags and high spatial colocalization. We present a new method that 

addresses this problem and is more computationally efficient than previous 

solutions. To this end, besides proposing an optimal way to initialize the algorithm 

and preprocess the data, we enforce the sparsity of the data used by the optimizer 

and propose several algorithmic improvements that ensure its accurate convergence 

and unprecedented computational efficiency. We evaluate our method on synthetic 

data and on real data obtained using state-of-the-art multispectral flow and image 
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cytometry systems: the AURORA (Cytek Inc., Fremont, CA, USA) multispectral 

flow cytometer, the Vectra Polaris (Perkin Elmer Inc., Waltham, MA, USA) 

multiplex imaging system, and a home-made multispectral image cytometer. To the 

best of our knowledge, this is the first use of NMF in samples with high spatial and 

spectral overlap, and in particular on data produced using these state-of-the-art 

multispectral cytometry technologies. The structure of this chapter is as follows: 

Section 3.2 contains the basic theory for LMM and NMF, along with a description 

of our algorithm, adapted to high levels of the spatial mixture. In Section 3.3, we 

present the data and experiments used to test the performance of NMF and report the 

results obtained. Finally, we comment on the results in Section 3.4. 

 

3.2. Materials and methods 

3.2.1. Linear mixing model 

The LMM describes the linear mixture of fluorescent emissions acquired in multiple 

spectral channels113. In FIIC, the emission of 𝑀 excited fluorochromes coming from 

𝑁 pixels is filtered into 𝐿 channels. Therefore, each pixel is represented by a vector 

of 𝐿 channels that contains the sum of contributions of 𝑀 fluorochromes. In FIFC, 

the 𝑀 fluorochrome emissions, distributed in 𝐿 acquisition channels come from 𝑁 

events (i.e. cells) that are sequentially excited by one or more laser sources. The 

LMM can be written as: 

𝑌 = 𝐴𝐻 + 𝐷 + 𝐺 (3.1) 

where, following the notation commonly used in fluorescence imaging119, 𝑌 is the 

𝐿 × 𝑁 matrix of detected intensities; A is the 𝐿 × 𝑀 endmember matrix that contains 

the expected emission of each of the 𝑀 fluorochromes in each of the 𝐿 spectral 

channels; 𝐻 is the 𝑀 × 𝑁 matrix of real fluorochrome or target concentrations for 

each detected event (pixel or cell) (which is also known as fractional abundance or 



  

 

  

mixing matrix); 𝐷 is the dark current term of the detector and 𝐺 is a noise term that 

represents data measurement errors. The goal of any non-blind spectral unmixing 

method is to obtain the matrix of real fluorochrome concentrations 𝐻, from the 

detected intensities 𝑌 and the known endmember matrix 𝐴, calculated from control 

samples or the theoretical spectra. Additive non-linearities, 𝐷, and 𝐺, are also 

accounted for in the mathematical model. Fig. 3.1, graphically summarizes the LMM 

model.  

 

 

3.2.2. Non-negative matrix factorization (NMF) 

Given a non-negative matrix 𝑌, the goal of NMF is to find two nonnegative matrices 

𝐴 and 𝐻 such that:  

𝑌 ≈ 𝐴 × 𝐻 + 𝐷 + 𝐺 (3.2) 

where all symbols have the same meaning as in the LMM. The explicit non-

negativity constraint here is specific for physical applications like ours where values 

 
Figure 3.1: Graphical description of the LMM model. 
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can never be negative. In spectral unmixing, this problem is laid out as the 

constrained minimization of a cost function, commonly the squared Euclidean 

distance expressed by the Frobenius norm, 𝐷𝐹(𝐴, 𝐻) = 1
2
‖𝑌 − 𝐴 × 𝐻‖𝐹

2 , which is 

optimal in the presence of data with Gaussian distributed noise 𝐺127,128. Gradient 

descent with multiplicative update rules is frequently used to find the minimum of 

this cost function. In practice, the NMF algorithm starts from an initial guess of 𝐴 

and 𝐻, and iteratively multiplies its matrix components using positive factors. Each 

iteration consists of a multiplication by a factor that becomes one if 𝑌 is equal to 

𝐴 × 𝐻. This way the non-negativity constrain is preserved while not increasing the 

distance between 𝑌 and 𝐴 × 𝐻. 

 

Due to the non-convexity of the cost function for both 𝐴 and 𝐻, which in turn causes 

the derivatives of 𝐴 and 𝐻 not to converge to the same point, the algorithm can be 

trapped in local minima, thus producing several alternative solutions that satisfy Eq. 

3.2. To address this problem, several solutions have been proposed: using a 

multilayer optimizer129,123; enforcing a sparseness constraint to the solution of the 

optimization127,122; initializing the algorithm closer to the global solution, for 

instance using Gaussian or exponential distributions reminiscent of fluorescence 

spectra119,129. In the next section, we particularize, extend and combine these 

solutions as appropriate to work in situations of high mixing and high spatial 

colocalization. 

3.2.3. Proposed method 

Initialization and pre-processing 

This section describes the proposed initialization and pre-processing steps which are 

summarized in Algorithm 3.1.  



  

 

  

1. Unless explicitly indicated otherwise, the endmember matrix 𝐴 is initialized 

(𝐴0) using the theoretical emission spectra of the fluorochromes expected in 

the sample. To avoid contamination of the results, channels containing very 

low emissions (lower than 0.1% of the total, integrated power spectrum) are 

clipped down to 0, to ensure that those values remain unchanged by the 

multiplicative update iterative optimization rules 

 

2. To reduce the effect of the dark current (𝐷) caused by thermal noise in the 

acquisition device, we subtract it from 𝑌 in Eq. 3.2, i.e., 𝑌0 = 𝑌 − 𝐷. 

Assuming that the dark current affects equally to all wavelengths, we 

estimate the dark current as: 

𝐷 = 𝑚𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑛 (𝑚𝑖𝑛(𝑌)) (3.3) 

i.e., 𝐷 is a median filtered version of a 1 × 𝑁 vector, where each element is 

the dark current of each pixel, calculated as the minimum of its 𝐿 spectral 

channels. With this, we assume that nearly all pixels have at least one 

channel with no fluorochrome emission. Note that Eq. 3.3 may produce 

negative values. To avoid this, these are set to a small positive value ε =

10−10  to maintain the non-negativity constraint. 

 

3. To initialize 𝐻, (i.e., 𝐻0) we solve the LMM system of linear equations using 

a regularized Moore–Penrose Inverse of 𝐴0 (i.e., 𝐴0
+). This result is not 

constrained to have non-negative solutions, which might lead to negative 

values in the concentration matrix. Those negative values, which have no 

physical meaning, are set to a small value  ε =10-10. Therefore, 

𝐻0 = 𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝐴0
+ × 𝑌0, 𝜀) (3.4) 
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4. To reduce the computational burden and improve the performance of the 

optimization in the presence of high Gaussian noise (i.e., high 𝐺) and high 

spatial colocalization, only a selection of ‘low mixed’ pixels is used, whose 

emissions are a linear combination of the fewest possible number of 

fluorochromes. To select these pixels we use a ‘sparse coding’ strategy130, 

by applying the following sparseness measure131 to the initialization of 𝐻. 

𝑆𝑃𝑆 = 𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠(𝐻0) =  
√𝑀 − (∑|𝐻0𝑖|)/√∑ 𝐻0𝑖

2

√𝑀 − 1
 

(3.5) 

where 𝑆𝑃𝑆 is a 1 × 𝑁 vector that contains the sparseness of each pixel; 𝑀, 

as usual, is the number of fluorochromes and ∑|𝐻0𝑖| is the sum of all 

fluorescence concentrations for pixel 𝑖. 𝑆𝑃𝑆 takes a value of zero when all 

fluorescent components are equal and a value of one if only a single 

fluorescent component is nonzero. Accordingly, the sparsest data points in 

a concentration map correspond to single-stained pixels. 

 

5. To apply the sparseness selection criterium, we threshold 𝑆𝑃𝑆 and apply the 

corresponding selection mask to 𝐻0, discarding all pixels whose sparseness 

value lays below that threshold (𝑇ℎ𝑆𝑃𝑆) and obtaining a reduced matrix 

𝐻𝑆𝑃𝑆. The number of sparsest points selected can be adjusted according to 

the level of mixing, the amount of available data, and the computational 

resources available. 

 

6. The same sparse pixels selected in the previous step are kept in the 

observation matrix 𝑌0, thus creating 𝑌𝑆𝑃𝑆.  

 

In  Fig. 3.2, we illustrate an example of the pixel/selection strategy with a vectorial 

representation of the level of the sparseness of an image of calibration microbeads 



  

 

  

labeled with three fluorochromes. The figure shows how, for this sample, using a 

specific sparseness threshold, the selected pixels are only stained with one or two 

fluorochromes. Highly mixed pixels stained by three fluorochromes are therefore not 

selected for the optimization process.  

 

Algorithm 3.1. Schematic description of Initialization and Preprocessing. 

1: Theoretical endmember matrix initialization: 𝐀𝟎 

2: Dark Current elimination: 𝐘𝟎 = 𝐘 − 𝐃 

3: Concentration Matrix initialization: 𝐇𝟎 = max (𝐀𝟎
+𝐘𝟎, ε)  

4: Sparseness vector creation: 𝐒𝐏𝐒 = sparseness(𝐇𝟎) 

5: Creation of 𝐇𝐒𝐏𝐒 from 𝐇𝟎 by selecting pixels/events with SPS above 𝐓𝐡𝑺𝑷𝑺 

6: Creation 𝐘𝐒𝐏𝐒 from 𝐘 by selecting the same pixels/events as in line 5  
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Figure 3.2: Pixels/data selection Method. Top left. Initialization matrix H containing 

spheres mixed with combinations of fluorochromes. (Pure, and Mixed Pixels are identified 

by primary and secondary colors, respectively, following the color chart). Top right. 

Fluorochrome concentration maps for pixels selected in the left panel: Pure Pixel (A), Highly 

mixed Pixel (B), Non-stained Pixel (C), and Mixed Pixel (D). SPS is the sparseness measure 

calculated for each pixel. Bottom left. Example of the selection of the sparsest pixels on the 

Concentration map displayed in the Top left panel, using two thresholds: 3% threshold 

contains pure and mixed pixels (light blue and red), while 1% contains pure pixels only (red). 

Bottom right. Simplex projection of every pixel in the left panel, indicating whether the pixel 

was selected or not by the pixel selection method. Black crosses represent the theoretical 

spectrum for each of the three fluorochromes. 

 



  

 

  

Non-negative matrix factorization with re-initialization 

The proposed non-negative matrix factorization with reinitialization (NMF-RI) 

approach is described in Algorithm 3.2. Following our previously proposed 

multilayer strategy129, this new method performs an iterative NMF decomposition. 

Therefore, at the beginning of each layer, we apply an NMF decomposition to the 

sparse matrix components 𝐴 and 𝐻 resulting from a previous NMF layer. However, 

while our previous algorithm iteratively decomposes only the matrix H𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑒𝑟 in two 

new matrix components A𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑒𝑟+1 and H𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑒𝑟+1, we now instead maintain 

A𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑒𝑟+1 = A𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑒𝑟 and re-initialize H𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑒𝑟+1  by solving the LMM system of linear 

equations using a regularized Moore–Penrose Inverse of 𝐴𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑒𝑟 (i.e., Alayer
+). This 

multilayer approach avoids unnecessary iterations, by solving a new non-convex 

optimization problem in each layer.  

 

Following previous solutions127,119, the re-initialized 𝐴 and 𝐻 matrices are 

alternatively updated using multiplicative rules while enforcing two sparseness 

parameters that help finding a global optimal solution: ∝1 for matrix 𝐻 and ∝2 for 

matrix 𝐴. Both parameters take values in the [0,1] range. These sparseness 

constraints are especially important if the matrices are initialized randomly. In our 

case, as we initialize matrix 𝐴 using the theoretical spectra and matrix 𝐻 applying 

Eq. 3.4, we can use a soft sparseness enforcement. Accordingly, both parameters 

were set to 0.001. In the case of 𝐻, ∝1 is normalized by multiplying 0.001 to the 

mean of 𝐻. This is not necessary in 𝐴, since it is normalized so that each column 

adds up to one. 

 

Also different from our previous strategy129, where only a global stopping criterium 

was implemented and a fixed number of iterations was preset for each layer, we 

implement two stopping criteria: one at each layer and a global one to finalize the 
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optimization. Within a given layer, convergence is defined as a minimum value of 

the Frobenius distance in Eq. 3.1. Due to the non-convexity of 𝐴 and 𝐻 

multiplicative update rules, 𝐴 converges before 𝐻. Convergence is reached when 𝐴 

does not change more than a value 𝜃1 in two consecutive iterations. The global 

stopping criterium applies when 𝐴 changes below a given threshold 𝜃2 in two 

consecutive layers. Both stopping criteria parameters 𝜃1 and 𝜃2 were set in our 

experiments to 0.01 and 0.1, respectively. 

 

Once the final endmember matrix 𝐴 has been optimized using the selected set of 

pixels, the final concentration matrix 𝐴 -including all the pixels- is calculated using 

a fast and simple Moore–Penrose pseudo-inverse of 𝐴, as described mathematically 

in line 13 of Algorithm 3.2. 



  

 

  

 

3.3. Results 

We now present the experiments performed to evaluate our new NMF-RI unmixing 

algorithm. As terms for this comparison, we use our previous multilayer 

implementation (NMF-ML)129, the segregation biased implementation (NMF-SB) 

proposed by Neher et al.119, and the target/background classification regularized 

implementation (TBCR-NMF), proposed by Qin et al.121. These algorithms are 

publicly available (NMF-SB), (TBCR-NMF), or were provided by the authors 

(NMF-ML). To ensure a fair comparison, unless explicitly indicated, all methods 

were initialized using the theoretical spectra, instead of using the exponential (NMF-

Algorithm 3.2. NMF-RI 

1: 

Input: 𝒀𝑺𝑷𝑺, Sparse Observation Matrix. 𝒀, Observation Matrix. 𝑯𝑺𝑷𝑺, Sparse 

Concentration Matrix. 𝑨𝟎, Theoretical Endmember Matrix. 𝛉𝟏, Inner loop stopping 

criteria. 𝛉𝟐, Global stopping criteria.  

2: while |𝑨𝒍𝒂𝒚𝒆𝒓−𝟏
𝒌 − 𝑨𝒍𝒂𝒚𝒆𝒓

𝒌 | > 𝜽𝟐 do  

3:      Save layer matrix: 𝐀𝐥𝐚𝐲𝐞𝐫+𝟏
𝐤 = 𝐀𝐥𝐚𝐲𝐞𝐫

𝐤  

4:      layer = layer + 1 

5:      while |𝐀𝐥𝐚𝐲𝐞𝐫
𝐤−𝟏 − 𝐀𝐥𝐚𝐲𝐞𝐫

𝐤 | > 𝛉𝟏 do    

6:            𝐇𝐒𝐏𝐒
𝐤+𝟏 = 𝐇𝐒𝐏𝐒

𝐤 ⊙ clip ((𝐀𝐥𝐚𝐲𝐞𝐫
𝐤 )

T
𝐘𝐒𝐏𝐒 −∝𝟏) ⊘ ((𝐀𝐥𝐚𝐲𝐞𝐫

𝐤 )
T

𝐀𝐥𝐚𝐲𝐞𝐫
𝐤 𝐇𝐒𝐏𝐒

𝐤 + ε) 

7:           𝐀𝐥𝐚𝐲𝐞𝐫
𝐤+𝟏 = 𝐀𝐥𝐚𝐲𝐞𝐫

𝐤 ⊙ (clip(𝐇𝐒𝐏𝐒
𝐤 (𝐘𝐒𝐏𝐒)𝑻 −∝𝟐) ⊘ ((𝐀𝐥𝐚𝐲𝐞𝐫

𝐤 𝐇𝐒𝐏𝐒
𝐤 (𝐇𝐒𝐏𝐒

𝐤 )
T

)
𝑻

+ ε))

𝑇

 

8:           Column-wise sum-to-one normalization on 𝑨. 

9:           k = k + 1 

10:      end while   

11:      Re-initialize concentration matrix: 𝐇𝐒𝐏𝐒
𝐤 = 𝐀𝐥𝐚𝐲𝐞𝐫

𝐤 +
𝐘𝐒𝐏𝐒 

12: end while   

13: Unmixing of all data points using calculated 𝑨𝒍𝒂𝒚𝒆𝒓
𝒌 : 𝑯 = 𝑨𝒍𝒂𝒚𝒆𝒓

𝒌 +
𝒀 

14: Output: 𝑯, Calculated Concentration Matrix. 𝑨, Calculated Endmember Matrix. 

15: Note: ⊙ and ⊘ symbols denote elementwise multiplication and division, respectively. 
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ML), Gaussian (NMF-SB), or the nCut-based (TBCR-NMF) initialization proposed 

by the developers of the compared algorithms. Note that nCut obtains the 

initialization spectra directly from the sample by segmenting -i.e. partitioning- all 

pixels into disjoint areas so that each part corresponds to a different fluorochrome. 

Analogously, our sparseness-based pixel selection strategy was used in all cases, 

even if not originally proposed in the formulation of NMF-ML, NMF-SB, or TBCR-

NMF. In all the experiments 𝑇ℎ𝑆𝑃𝑆 (Algo. 3.1) was chosen to ensure the use of at 

least 104 pixels/events while avoiding the use of pixels/events with a sparseness 

below 0.5. The methods NMF-RI, NMF-ML and TBCR-NMF were implemented in 

MATLAB. NMF-SB is available as an ImageJ plugin. In the case of TBCR-NMF, 

we reduced the default sparsity parameter 𝑢 from 0.8 (default) to 0.1, as the method 

was initialized using the theoretical spectra. The experiments were conducted on an 

Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2637 v4 @ 3.50GHz (2 procs.) and 64 GB RAM. The 

code is available at (https://github.com/djimenezsanchez/NMF-RI). 

3.3.1. Performance evaluation metric 

To evaluate the accuracy of the blind unmixing methods, we use a metric based on 

the RMSE, called Relative Accuracy (RACC): 

if RMSE(Href, Hnmf) ≤ RMSE(Href, HFilt):  

RACC =
RMSE(Href, HFilt) − RMSE(Href, Hnmf)

RMSE(Href, HFilt)
 

if RMSE(Href, Hnmf) > RMSE(Href, HFilt): 

RACC =
RMSE(Href, HFilt) − RMSE(Href, Hnmf)

RMSE(Href, Hnmf)
   

 

 

  

 

(3.6) 

https://github.com/djimenezsanchez/NMF-RI


  

 

  

where, for a given experiment, 𝐻𝑟𝑒𝑓 is the concentration map obtained using the -

control based- reference spectra, 𝐻𝑛𝑚𝑓 is the concentration map obtained using the 

spectra calculated by a blind unmixing method and 𝐻𝐹𝑖𝑙𝑡 is the concentration map 

obtained using wideband spectral filters, i.e., by not doing any unmixing. The 

resulting RACC metric ranges from -1 to 1, being 1 when 𝐻𝑛𝑚𝑓 = 𝐻𝑟𝑒𝑓 and 0 when 

𝐻𝑛𝑚𝑓 = 𝐻𝐹𝑖𝑙𝑡. In other words, a positive value means that using the blind unmixing 

method is better than not doing spectral unmixing, while a negative value indicates 

the opposite. 

 

In addition, we use a metric common in hyperspectral image processing, called 

Spectral Angle Distance (𝑆𝐴𝐷)132. 𝑆𝐴𝐷𝑖 evaluates the dissimilarity between 

corresponding pairs of 𝑖 endmembers of 𝐴𝑛𝑚𝑓 and 𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑓. The value of 𝑆𝐴𝐷𝑖 is 

averaged for all endmembers to obtain the global dissimilarity, 𝑆𝐴𝐷, between 𝐴𝑛𝑚𝑓 

and 𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑓: 

𝑆𝐴𝐷 = 𝑎𝑟𝑐𝑐𝑜𝑠 (
Anmf

𝑇 Aref

‖Anmf‖‖Aref‖
) (3.7) 

3.3.2. Synthetic experiments 

The synthetic image dataset consisted of 23 artificial images of size 𝑁 = 174 × 174 

pixels, containing 9 circles of 50 pixels in diameter, artificially labeled with one of 

three (𝑀 = 3) fluorochromes (Alexa488, R-PE or PE-cy5). These circles were 

spatially arranged to produce 5 levels of spatial colocalization, ranging from 0% to 

100% (Fig. 3.3). From the artificial images, the corresponding 𝑀 × 𝑁 concentration 

matrices 𝐻 were created with the following degrees of colocalization: 0%, 25%, 

50%, 75% and 100%. Then, to create the artificially mixed data, we followed the 

LMM, i.e., calculated 𝑌 = 𝐴𝐻 + 𝐷 + 𝑁, using an endmember matrix 𝐴 that 

contained the theoretical emission spectra of the fluorochromes with different levels 
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of additive and multiplicative noise. These spectra were provided by the 

manufacturers with a high (1 nm) spectral resolution that was reduced by decimating 

the fluorescence spectra into 36 (𝐿 = 36) channels, as typically seen in multispectral 

cytometry. Finally, we added white Gaussian noise 𝑁 and dark current noise 𝐷, with 

an amplitude of 3–5% of the maximum of the signal, to simulate a real acquisition 

system with varying SNR levels. In all simulations, we normalized 𝐴 to ensure that 

the sum of 𝑌 and 𝐻 was the same in all pixels. To this end, the sum of every column 

of 𝐴 was normalized to one. Please note that the concentration values in the 𝐻 matrix 

were not normalized, since concentration differences are indeed seen in real 

biological samples, as some pixels may be more intense than others. 

 



  

 

  
 

 
Figure 3.3: Two examples of synthetic datasets and unmixing results for different levels 

of colocalization. Case A Top. Concentration map (𝐻) of simulated spheres stained by three 

fluorochromes with 0% colocalization. Case A Left. Reference spectra used to generate 

observation matrix (solid), spectra calculated by our NMF-RI algorithm (solid with circles), 

and initialized spectra, i.e., the theoretical spectra with added noise (dashed). Case A Right. 

Simplex projection of the Observation Matrix Y. Case B (bottom panel) shows the same 

information for the case of 50% spatial colocalization.  
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We performed a series of experiments to evaluate the robustness of the algorithms 

under different scenarios: 

 

Experiment 1 analyzed the effect of the level of spatial colocalization. The RACC 

results (Fig. 3.4a) show that both NMF-SB and NMF-RI, initialized using the 

theoretical spectra, have similar, robust performance regardless of the level of 

colocalization, being NMF-RI slightly more accurate for all levels and especially so 

for the highest level of colocalization. Contrarily, NMF-ML and TBCR-NMF, also 

initialized with the theoretical spectra, are negatively affected by the level of  

colocalization, as shown by a decrease in performance at high colocalization levels. 

Fig. 3.4a also shows that initializing the endmember matrix with an exponential, 

Gaussian function or using nCut, as originally proposed for NMF-ML, NMF-SB and 

TBCR-NMF, respectively, produces consistently lower results that when initializing 

with the theoretical spectra. This is especially clear at high levels of spatial 

colocalization, and drastically so for TBCR-NMF, where positive RACC values are 

obtained only for the case of no spatial colocalization. The SAD values calculated 

(Tab. 3.1) confirm the trend seen in Fig. 3.4a, and show that NMF-RI, with average 

dissimilarity of 0.0487 performs better than TBCR-NMF, NMF-SB and NMF-ML, 

which produce average SAD values of 0.0734, 0.0783 and 0.0701, respectively. 

  



  

 

  

 

 
Figure 3.4: Comparison of methods using RACC metric on different synthetic 

experiments studying. a. spatial colocalization. b. level of error between theoretical and 

reference spectra. In each experiment, Reference Spectra represents the RACC metric 

obtained when using controls to unmix the synthetic samples; Filter method represents 

the RACC metric obtained when using consecutive wideband filters to obtain the 

concentration of each fluorochrome (i.e. not doing unmixing); Theoretical 

Spectra represents the RACC metric obtained when using the theoretical spectra without 

optimization,and NMF-ML, NMF-SB, TBCR-NMF and NMF-RI represent the RACC metric 

of unmixing using the optimized spectra for each method, respectively.  
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Experiment 2 studied the robustness of the methods against errors in the 

initialization spectra, measured as the RMSE between the theoretical and the 

reference spectra. As previously explained, increasing errors in the initialization 

matrix were simulated by initializing the algorithm with a matrix 𝐀𝟎 containing the 

theoretical spectra with increasing amounts of multiplicative and additive noise. The 

RACC (Fig. 3.4b) and SAD (Tab. 3.2) values obtained show that both NMF-RI and 

NMF-SB have similar, robust performance regardless of the initialization error. This 

indicates that both methods are able to converge to the noise free spectra from the 

initial noisy spectra used in the initialization matrix 𝐀𝟎. NMF-ML and TBCR-NMF 

are more negatively affected by the initialization error, although their performance 

is stable for the range of RMSE values used. 

Experiment 1: Spatial Colocalization (in percentage) 

Method 0%  25% 50% 75% 100% 

Reference Spectra 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

Filter Method 2.051 2.051 2.051 2.051 2.051 

Theoretical Spectra 0.822 0.822 0.822 0.822 0.822 

NMF-ML 0.044 0.045 0.046 0.071 0.142 

NMF-SB 0.087 0.093 0.067 0.067 0.075 

NMF-RI 0.044 0.045 0.046 0.044 0.061 

TBCR-NMF 0.066 0.060 0.059 0.060 0.119 

NMF-ML (Exponential Initialization) 0.049 0.052 0.054 0.090 0.505 

NMF-SB (Gaussian Initialization) 0.048 0.054 0.055 0.059 0.134 

TBCR-NMF (nCUT Initialization) 0.187 2.210 2.363 2.467 2.943 

Table 3.1: Comparison of methods using SAD metric for different spatial 

colocalization levels in the synthetic dataset. SAD measures the endmember 

dissimilarity between methods and reference spectra. Best performance results are 

marked in bold. 

 



  

 

  

 

In order to provide a deeper insight into the impact of the initialization method, we 

calculated the results of NMF-RI for different initializations, i.e., Gaussian, 

exponential, random, nCut and the theoretical spectra Fig. 3.5. The results confirm 

that a theoretical initialization, whenever the theoretical spectra are known, is the 

best initialization approach, especially in high-mixing scenarios.  

 

Experiment 2: SAD between Theoretical and Reference Spectra  

Method 0.747 0.754 0.789 0.822 1.030 1.474 1.333 

Reference Spectra 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

Filter Method 2.051 2.051 2.051 2.051 2.051 2.051 2.051 

Theoretical Spectra 0.747 0.754 0.789 0.822 1.030 1.474 1.333 

NMF-ML 0.076 0.070 0.066 0.072 0.070 0.075 0.074 

NMF-SB 0.059 0.054 0.053 0.067 0.092 0.065 0.078 

NMF-RI 0.048 0.040 0.039 0.044 0.053 0.039 0.040 

TBCR-NMF  0.061 0.062 0.062 0.060 0.045 0.051 0.040 

Table 3.2: Comparison of methods using SAD metric for different theoretical 

initializations in the synthetic dataset. SAD measures the dissimilarity between methods 

and reference spectra. Best performance results are marked in bold. 
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Figure 3.5: Comparison of initialization methods for varying spatial colocalization for 

NM-RI. a. NMF-RI unmixing performance is compared using Gaussian, exponential, 

theoretical, nCUT, and random initializations. The result of unmixing using the initial 

Gaussian, exponential, nCUT, and theoretical and random spectra, without optimizing them, 

is represented using dashed lines. b. Initialization functions used in the synthetic 

experiments. NMF-RI with random initialization was carried out using 50 random 

initializations and averaging every result obtained. 

 

 

 



  

 

  

 

 
Figure 3.5: Comparison of initialization methods for varying spatial colocalization for 

NM-RI. a. NxMF-RI unmixing performance is compared using Gaussian, exponential, 

theoretical, nCUT, and random initializations. The result of unmixing using the initial 

Gaussian, exponential, nCUT, and theoretical and random spectra, without optimizing them, 

is represented using dashed lines. b. Initialization functions used in the synthetic 

experiments. NMF-RI with random initialization was carried out using 50 random 

initializations and averaging every result obtained. 
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Experiment 3 analyzed the effect of the level of noise in the input image, with SNR 

values ranging between 20 dB and 40 dB. The RACC (Fig. 3.6a) and SAD (Tab. 3.3) 

values obtained show that, as expected, the performance of all methods improves 

with increasing SNR. The best performance at all SNR levels is provided by our 

NMF-RI, followed by NMF-SB and TBCR-NMF. In terms of overall performance, 

an SNR level above 30 dB produces robust results for both NMF-SB and NMF-RI. 

In this experiment, we also show the positive impact of our pixel selection strategy 

in all the algorithms since, on top of reducing their computational load by selecting 

‘sparse’ pixels, it improves their performance. This is especially evident at low SNR 

levels. Interestingly for TBCR-NMF, the pixel selection strategy seems to be 

beneficial only below 30 dB. 

 

 

Experiment 3: Additive Noise. SNR (dB) 

Method 20 25 30 35 40 

Reference Spectra 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

Filter Method 2.0519 2.0519 2.0519 2.0519 2.0519 

Theoretical Spectra 0.8221 0.8221 0.8221 0.8221 0.8221 

NMF-ML 0.2615 0.1731 0.1247 0.1071 0.0991 

NMF-SB 0.1728 0.1097 0.0770 0.0715 0.0581 

NMF-RI 0.1421 0.0871 0.0646 0.0532 0.0496 

TBCR-NMF 0.1558 0.1087 0.0925 0.0914 0.0863 

NMF-ML (without pixel selection) 0.3161 0.2215 0.1699 0.1513 0.1341 

NMF-SB (without pixel selection) 0.2103 0.1338 0.0811 0.0739 0.0662 

NMF-RI (without pixel selection) 0.1554 0.0947 0.0686 0.0570 0.0525 

TBCR-NMF (without pixel 

selection) 
0.1788 0.1017 0.0650 0.0423 0.0340 

Table 3.3. Comparison of methods using SAD metric for additive noise added to the 

observation matrix Y. SAD measures the dissimilarity between methods and reference 

spectra. Best performance results are marked in bold. 
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Experiment 4 studied the effect of the spectral resolution, measured as the ratio of 

the number of channels to number of fluorochromes. As expected, (Fig. 3.6b, Tab. 

3.4), all methods suffer from poor performance at low ratios, which improves as the 

ratio increases and reaches a maximum at a ratio of 3. Above this value, the 

performance does not improve with increasing number of channels. 

 

 
Figure 3.6: Comparison of methods using RACC metric on different synthetic 

experiments studying; (a) SNR, (b) spectral resolution. The Additional Results panel show 

the number of pixels and average number iterations needed to perform the unmixing. 
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Globally, the performance of NMF-SB and NMF-RI follows a similar trend, being 

NMF-RI more robust than NMF-SB in all scenarios. In terms of computational 

complexity, it must be highlighted that our NMF-RI method provides on average a 

6-fold decrease compared to NMF-SB or NMF-ML, and more than one order of 

magnitude compared to TBCR-NMF. 

 

The selection of parameters for NMF-RI was based on bibliography and confirmed 

by preliminary experiments. To validate the selection, we used the synthetic data to 

test the performance of NMF-RI, selecting different parameters on highly mixed 

data, i.e., with 75–100% spatial colocalization. Namely, we studied (i) the unmixing 

accuracy and the computation requirements of the algorithm as a function of the 

stopping criteria 𝜃1 and 𝜃2 (Figs. 3.7) and (ii) the accuracy and computation 

complexity as a function of the sparseness parameters ∝𝟏 and ∝𝟐 (Fig. 3.8). The 

results show: (i) an optimal convergence area for values of 𝜃1 and 𝜃2 smaller than 

0.01 and 0.1, respectively. Using smaller values results in increased computation 

time without an increase in the RACC. (ii) The RACC is primarily affected by ∝𝟏, 

Experiment 4: Spectral Resolution. Ratio Channels/Fluorochromes 

Method 1 2 3 4 5 

Reference Spectra 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

Filter Method 2.0519 2.0519 2.0519 2.0519 2.0519 

Theoretical Spectra 0.8221 0.8221 0.8221 0.8221 0.8221 

NMF-ML 0.0589 0.0083 0.0251 0.0415 0.0504 

NMF-SB 0.0896 0.0406 0.0438 0.0367 0.0372 

NMF-RI 0.0559 0.0168 0.0202 0.0295 0.0418 

TBCR-NMF 0.1601 0.0474 0.0800 0.0634 0.0625 

Table 3.4: Comparison of methods using SAD metric for different ratio 

Channels/Fluorochromes in the synthetic dataset. SAD measures the dissimilarity 

between methods and reference spectra. Best performance results are marked in bold. 

 



  

 

  

and a large sparseness constraint, i.e., ∝𝟏> 0.1, would drastically reduce the 

performance of the method for highly mixed data. Using small values of sparseness 

constraint is beneficial at it reduces the computation time and increases the RACC.  

 

 

 

Figure 3.7: Performance evaluation between the stopping criteria Theta 1 (𝛉𝟏) and 

Theta 2 (𝛉𝟐). In red, the parameters used in the experiments explained in Section 3.3. (a) 

Heat-map displaying the RACC obtained using a 75-100% colocalization in the synthetic 

dataset for the NMF-RI method. (b) Heatmap displaying the number of iterations NMF-RI 

method took to converge using synthetic images of 75-100% colocalization in the synthetic 

dataset for different values of (θ1) and (θ2). 

 

 

Figure 3.8: Parameter evaluation between the sparseness parameters Alpha 1 (∝𝟏) and 

Alpha 2 (∝𝟐), and RACC. In red, the parameters used in the experiments explained in 

Section 3. (a) Heat-map displaying the RACC obtained using a 75-100% colocalization in 

the synthetic dataset for the NMF-RI method. (b) Heatmap displaying the number of 

iterations NMF-RI method took to converge using synthetic images of 75-100% 

colocalization in the synthetic dataset for different values of (∝𝟏) and (∝𝟐). 
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3.3.3. Experiments with fluorescent microbeads 

Quantum Simply Cellular anti-Mouse IgG microspheres (Bang Laboratories), singly 

or multiply labeled with Alexa488, R-PE and PE-cy5 conjugated mouse antibodies, 

were mixed with PBS and spread out on six microscope glass slides: three slides 

contained singly labeled beads (one with each fluorochrome conjugate) (S1), two 

slides contained microbeads labeled with two of the fluorochromes conjugates (S2) 

and one slide contained microbeads labeled with all three fluorochromes conjugates 

(S3). Two 1024 × 1024 hyperspectral image stacks were acquired from each slide 

using a multispectral imaging system consisting of an Olympus MVPLAPO 2 

objective, a C1140 ORCA-flash4.0 V2 CMOS (Hamamatsu) and a LF103245 

linearly variable band-pass filter (LVBPF) (Delta Optical, Hørsholm, Denmark) 

located perpendicular to the emission optical path, covering a spectral range between 

450 nm and 880 nm. We excited the samples using a 474 nm Blue LED UHP-T-470-

EP (Prizmatix, Holon, Israel). The image stacks were acquired by changing the 

position of the LVBPF in 0.5 mm steps (6 nm of the spectrum) distributed in 37 

spectral channels. From the acquired images, we prepared two datasets: Dataset 1 

contained all pixels from the images taken on the S1 slides. Dataset 2 was made of 

all pixels from the images of the S2 and S3 slides. All pixels in Dataset 1 were used 

to simulate a case with 0% colocalization. Equal numbers of pixels from Datasets 1 

and 2 were used to simulate the case of 50% colocalization. Pixels from Dataset 2 

were used to simulate the case of a 100% colocalization (Fig. 3.9). In this 

experiment, matrix 𝑌 contains up to 106 pixels with spectral information distributed 

in 37 channels and 𝐴 was created from the theoretical excitation and emission 

information of both fluorochromes and filters provided by the manufacturers. 

 



  

 

   

 

Figure 3.9: Experimental setup using fluorescent microbeads on a home-made 

multispectral imaging cytometer. Top. Micrograph showing the concentration maps (H) 

obtained after unmixing three fluorochromes using NMF-RI (50% spatial colocalization 

case). Middle. Comparison of Reference spectra generated from single-stained samples, the 

NMF-RI calculated spectra, and the initialization, i.e. Theoretical spectra. Bottom. Simplex 

projection of resulting Observation Matrix Y. 
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Fig. 3.10 shows the results. As expected, all the algorithms are negatively affected 

by increasing the level of spatial colocalization. This is especially clear for NMF-

ML, for which the results, for colocalization levels higher than 75%, are worse than 

when using the theoretical spectra to linearly unmix the images. On the other side, 

the performance of NMF-RI is substantially better than the performance of NMF-

SB and TBCR-NMF for all colocalization levels except for the case of 100% 

colocalization where these three methods provide similar, acceptable results even in 

the absence of pure single stained pixels. Noteworthily, the NMF-RI required in 

average approximately six times less iterations than NMF-SB to converge, and one 

order of magnitude less than NMF-ML or TBCR-NMF. In fact, NMF-ML and 

TBCR-NMF did not reach convergence as defined by the stopping criteria used, thus 

being stopped after a predefined maximum of 500 iterations. 

 

 
Figure 3.10: Performance comparison using fluorescent microbeads on a Low-cost 

home-made multispectral imaging microscope.  

 



  

 

  

3.3.4. Flow cytometry 

A An 8-plex flow cytometry sample was prepared by mixing 100μl of peripheral 

blood (PB) with a cocktail of 8 fluorescently labeled antibodies CD20+CD4-PacB, 

CD45-OC515, CD8+IgLambda-FITC, CD56+IgKappa-PE, CD5-PerCPcy5.5, 

CD19+TCRgd-PEcy7, CD3-APC, CD38-APCC750 (Cytognos S.L., Salamanca, 

Spain). Single stained control samples were prepared from 8 aliquots of 100μl of PB 

mixed with one of the following antibodies: CD20-PacB, CD45-OC515, CD8-FITC, 

CD8-PE, CD5-PerCPcy5.5, CD19-PEcy7, CD3-APC, CD38-APCC750 (Cytognos 

S.L., Salamanca, Spain). One extra 100μl aliquot of unlabeled PB was used to obtain 

the autofluorescence of the blood cells. All samples were incubated at room 

temperature in the dark for 15 min. Red blood cells were lysed using 2 ml of 1 FACS 

Lysing solution (BD Biosciences, San Jose, CA, USA), and the stained cells were 

washed twice in PBS+0.5% BSA washing buffer. Flow cytometry data from each 

sample were acquired using an AURORA flow cytometer (Cytek Biosciences, Inc., 

Fremont, CA, USA), equipped with three lasers, and the data was exported as 

FCS3.1. The AURORA is a 3-laser system that acquires 38 spectral channels in the 

400–900 nm range. All data were exported as FCS 3.1 files containing the raw 

information on 38 fluorescence channels plus Forward and Side Scatter parameters. 

 

Our 8-plex stained sample contained approximately 255000 events consisting of 

debris, singly, and multiply stained cells. From this sample, we first separated debris 

from stained cells using our pixel selection strategy, keeping the 50% ‘sparsest’ 

events. The endmember matrix A was initialized using the theoretical spectra 

provided by the manufacturer BD Fluorescence133, taking into account both the 

excitation and emission wavelengths. Therefore, 𝐴 contained 𝑀 = 9 fluorochrome 

spectra (including AF) and 𝐿 = 38  spectral channels, and the observation matrix 

Y𝑆𝑃𝑆 contained 𝐿 = 38 channels and 𝐿 = 117013 events. In this case, AF signal is 
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too low with respect to fluorochromes and, therefore, AF spectrum was obtained 

using a non-stained sample. 

 

Our NMF-RI blind unmixing method accurately estimated the -control- reference 

spectra of the fluorochromes (Fig. 3.12), even in cases where the theoretical spectra 

used to initialize the algorithm were substantially different, as in the case of CD38-

APCC750, CD3-APC, or CD5-PerCPcy5.5. Consequently, our blind unmixing 

algorithm produced similar unmixing results to those obtained using the reference 

spectra, without the need for control samples (Fig. 3.11). In terms of time 

performance, NMF-RI took 12.38 seconds to compute 91 iterations. 

 

 

  

Figure 3.11: Cell population comparison between NMF-RI and controls obtained from 

single-stained acquisitions on flow cytometry data. (a-d) Superposition of cells, in red 

(Controls), and in blue (NMF-RI). Debris and doublets were gated manually. NMF-RI, 

compared to the theoretical spectra used for initialization, and the reference spectra 

calculated from the singly stained -control- samples.  

 



  

 

   

 

Figure 3.12: Performance comparison between NMF-RI and controls obtained from 

single-stained acquisitions on flow cytometry data. Fluorochrome emission spectra 

calculated by the NMF-RI, compared to the theoretical spectra used for initialization, and 

the reference spectra calculated from the singly stained -control- samples. a-c. Sum-to-one 

normalized spectra corresponding to the fluorescence emission captured when each of the 

three lasers (UV, BLUE and RED) are used to excite the sample at 405, 488 and 640 nm, 

respectively.  
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3.3.5. Tissue cytometry 

Human ovary, formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded tissue sections were stained with 

a set of immune-marker antibodies, using the Opal 7 Color Kit (Perkin Elmer Inc., 

Waltham, MA, USA). This panel included DAPI, CD4-Opal520, CD20-Opal540, 

CD8-Opal570, FOXP3-Opal620, CD45RO-Opal650, and AE1/AE3-Opal690. 

Images of the tissue sections were acquired on a Vectra® Polaris™ (Perkin Elmer 

Inc., Waltham, MA, USA) imaging system42. The Vectra Polaris generates 

multispectral (35 spectral channels) images using 5 excitation filters ranging from 

440 to 720 nm. We used a 20x set-up that acquires 1868x1400 pixel images. 

Unstained sections (negative controls) were imaged to characterize the AF. Singly 

stained sections (positive controls) were acquired to estimate the reference spectra. 

Due to a problem during the staining process, the CD45RO immune-marker did not 

stain any region of the tissue, but we included its theoretical spectrum in the 

algorithm initialization to simulate a real case in which not all markers work as 

expected. To initialize NMF-RI we used the theoretical spectra available on the 

InForm™ software (Perkin Elmer Inc., Waltham, MA, USA). We acquired five 

images –of regions with different biological structures-, comprising more than 107 

pixels in total. Then, our pixel selection strategy was used to obtain the 1% of the 

sparsest pixels. Therefore, YSPS contained 𝐿 = 35 channels and 𝑀 = 671956 pixels. 

Finally, NMF-RI required 8.73 seconds to compute 136 iterations. 

 

In order to provide an insight into NMF-RI performance in the presence of AF, as is 

usually the case of tissue cytometry applications, two alternatives are presented and 

compared in Figs. 3.13 and 3.14. The first one consists of using unstained tissue 

sections –negative controls- to calculate the AF spectrum and include it in the 

endmember matrix A without letting NMF-RI optimize it. The second approach, 

more in line with the BSS philosophy and the intent of avoiding the use of control 



  

 

  

samples, consists of initializing the method using a flat AF spectrum -i.e., uniform 

for all wavelengths- in the channels that are contaminated by endogenous 

fluorescence of the tissue (DAPI and FITC) and letting NMF-RI find the optimal 

AF. This is a challenging task since the stronger nature of the signal of fluorescent 

markers compared to the endogenous fluorescence of the tissue normally leads to an 

inaccurate convergence of the optimized AF curve. To address this, we have 

introduced a hierarchical optimization strategy into our NMF pipeline, following 

what was proposed by Huang et al.120. This method fixes the concentration of AF 

when updating concentrations of multiple fluorochromes, and updates the AF in a 

different iteration while the concentrations of the rest of the fluorochromes remain 

unchanged. In our experiments, we alternatively update concentrations and AF, 8 

and 1 time, respectively. The number of iterations was chosen to be proportional to 

the size of the endmember matrix, being 8 the number of fluorochromes in this case. 

By comparing Figs. 3.13 and 3.14, we can conclude that, whereas the AF curve 

recovered by NMF-RI in the latter does not accurately resemble the AF measured 

from unstained tissue sections, the fluorochrome spectra optimized by the latter 

algorithm are very similar to those provided by the former algorithm. We can thus 

claim that our algorithm can characterize the AF with an accuracy sufficient not to 

lead to failure in the recovery of the fluorochrome spectra, while not requiring 

control samples to calculate the autofluorescence. 
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Figure 3.13: Performance comparison between NMF-RI and controls obtained from 

singlestained acquisitions on image cytometry data, when AF spectrum is optimized 

together with the rest of the fluorochromes by NMF-RI. Fluorochrome emission spectra 

calculated by the NMF-RI, compared to the theoretical spectra used for initialization, and 

the reference spectra calculated from the singly stained -control- samples. (a-e) Sum-to-one 

normalized spectra corresponding to the fluorescence emission captured using each of the 

five filters (DAPI, FITC, Cy3, Texas Red, and Cy5).  

 



  

 

  

 

  

Figure 3.14: Cell population comparison between NMF-RI and controls obtained from 

single-stained acquisitions on image cytometry data. (a-d) Superposition of cells, in red 

(Controls), and in blue (NMF-RI). Debris and doublets were gated manually. NMF-RI, 

compared to the theoretical spectra used for initialization, and the reference spectra 

calculated from the singly stained -control- samples.  
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Regarding the performance of NMF-RI in the unmixing of the fluorochromes, after 

initializing it using the theoretical spectra, it provides a good estimate of the 

reference spectra calculated from the singly stained-control samples. This time, since 

the controls are environment and instrument-specific, we perform a qualitative 

comparison of the concentration maps, 𝐻𝑛𝑚𝑓 and 𝐻𝑟𝑒𝑓 (Figs. 3.15 and 3.16). Fig. 

3.15 shows the comparative results between the output of NMF-RI, 𝐻𝑛𝑚𝑓, and the 

output of the linear unmixing using the spectra calculated from the singly stained 

samples (controls), 𝐻𝑟𝑒𝑓. At first sight, we observe a high similarity, indicating that 

NMR-RI produces similar results to those obtained using the reference spectra from 

control samples. However, a detailed look reveals some differences that can be 

analyzed in light of the expected expression of the markers. In the case of CD4 and 

CD8 markers, positive cells are visible, even though CD4 after NMF-RI is more 

intense in the area of positive cells than when using controls. Otherwise, NMF-RI 

(CD8) displays some background that is not expected on this specific immune-

marker, possibly due to bleed-through of fluorescence from other immune-markers. 

Finally, Fig. 3.16 shows a combined, pseudo-colored view of all the markers on the 

same image. Here, an inaccurate spectral decomposition makes the emission of one 

fluorochrome contaminate its spectrally contiguous fluorochrome. 

 



  

 

  

 

 

 
Figure 3.15: Microphotographs of representative examples of unmixing from a seven-

multiplex panel. The images correspond to a 20× objective magnification and have been z-

score normalized. (Top rows) Traditional linear unmixing using spectra from single-stained 

IF. (Bottom rows) Blind unmixing using NMF-RI. (Columns) Concentration maps of five 

immune-markers. (CD4, CD20, CD8, FOXP3, AE1/AE3) and DAPI’s (blue) counterstain.  
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3.4. Discussion 

Conventional linear unmixing methods used in fluorescence image and flow 

cytometry require the calculation of reference fluorescence spectra. This is normally 

done using control samples consisting of singly stained samples, from which the 

spectra and the corresponding endmember matrix are calculated for each specific 

acquisition setup. This significantly increases the cost and duration of the 

experiments, and especially so as the number of fluorochromes increases, as in the 

case of modern multispectral flow or image cytometry systems. Furthermore, the 

fluorescent spectra calculated from control samples can be different from the actual 

spectra of the fluorochromes in multiply labeled samples due to their binding status 

and their biochemical environment, thus producing incorrect concentration maps. To 

 
Figure 3.15: Microphotographs of representative examples of unmixing from a seven-

multiplex panel. Top image shows the result of traditional linear unmixing using spectra 

from single-stained IF, and bottom image shows the result of blind unmixing using NMF-

RI. Images have been pseudo-colored to show the six fluorochromes present in the sample—

DAPI (Blue), CD4 (Green), CD20 (Yellow), CD8 (Red), FOXP3 (Magenta) and AE1/AE3 

(Cyan). The seventh fluorochrome—CD45RO—is not visible, due to a problem during the 

staining process of the sample.  

 



  

 

  

overcome these problems, we have presented, tested, and validated an efficient blind 

unmixing algorithm (NMF-RI), with the only requirement of being initialized using 

the theoretical spectra of the fluorochromes expected in the sample. To the best of 

our knowledge, this is the first use of NMF in highly spatially and spectrally mixed 

multispectral flow and tissue cytometry -two state-of-the-art technologies-, where 

our proposed novel adaptation can achieve fast convergence and provide a robust 

solution. To this end, we introduce a multilayer optimization algorithm that is 

reinitialized in each layer and is key to the improved results and significant reduction 

of the computation time compared to previous NMF-based algorithms. Furthermore, 

we implement a sparseness-based pixel selection strategy that avoids unnecessary 

computations of the optimization algorithm, while making it more robust against 

noise. We also introduce the dark current elimination as a preprocessing step for 

NMF algorithms, which avoids the use of additional regularization terms in the NMF 

cost function. Finally, we propose to initialize the algorithm using the theoretical 

spectra, if known, of the fluorochromes, instead of using random, Gaussian, or 

exponential functions. Those alternatives are indeed useful in situations where the 

endmembers’ spectra are unknown, but provide comparatively poorer results than 

those obtained using the known theoretical spectra, especially on highly mixed 

multispectral data. Furthermore, using the theoretical spectra is computationally 

more efficient than other alternatives in the literature where the initialization is based 

on a previous matrix decomposition using, for instance, vertex component 

analysis134,135. We have presented a thorough evaluation of the method, and we have 

compared it with other state-of-the-art methods using synthetic data, to assess its 

robustness against different factors that are critical in multispectral tissue cytometry 

systems: the level of spatial colocalization, the error in the initialization spectra, the 

amount of additive noise and the spectral resolution of the acquisition system. As 

shown in these experiments, our NMF-RI is significantly more robust than NMF-

ML and TBCR-NMF in scenarios of high spatial colocalization, low SNR, or high 
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initialization error and obtains better performance than another state-of-the-art 

method, NMF-SB, even after being conveniently improved with our sparsest-based 

selection and initialization strategies. Most importantly, the computation time of our 

NMF-RI algorithm is six times shorter than that of both NMF-ML and NMF-SB, 

and more than one order of magnitude shorter than TBCR-NMF. We have also 

shown the performance of our NMF-RI algorithm on real multispectral image 

cytometry data -calibration beads- imaged with a homemade multispectral image 

cytometer and on real samples acquired using two novel commercial multispectral 

cytometry systems: a flow cytometer Aurora (Cytek Biosciences, Inc. Fremont, CA, 

USA) and tissue multiplex cytometer Vectra Polaris (Perkin Elmer Inc., Waltham, 

MA, USA). This is, to the best of our knowledge, the first time that a blind spectral 

unmixing algorithm has been successfully used in multispectral flow cytometry and 

tissue cytometry. Using the real images of quantitation microbeads, we show that 

our NMF-RI algorithm outperforms NMF-ML, NMF-SB, and TBCR-NMF and 

maintains an acceptable performance even in cases of high spatial colocalization of 

the fluorochromes. In the flow cytometry experiments presented, we demonstrate 

that NMF-RI can achieve similar unmixing results to those obtained using control-

based reference spectra. Finally, tissue cytometry experiments using the Vectra 

Polaris imaging system allow us to show qualitatively that the proposed blind 

unmixing algorithm can also be beneficial for multiplex-based tissue cytometry.  

 

In summary, we have presented a method that can be efficiently used to blindly 

unmix fluorochrome emissions without the need for control samples in situations of 

high spectral mixing and spatial colocalization. Given the increasing use of both flow 

and image multispectral cytometry in research and clinical settings, the use of 

algorithms such as the one described may result in heavy cost and time savings and 

therefore in the benefit of the patient. 
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4. Chapter 4 

Synplex: tumor microenvironment 

simulations from highly 

multiplexed histological images 

Abstract:  

Multiplex tissue immunostaining is a novel technology of growing 

relevance as it can capture ‘ in situ’ the complex interactions that exist 

between multiple elements of the tumor microenvironment. As this 

novel technology generates unprecedented amounts of biological 

information, the analysis of these images inevitably requires the use of 

novel machine learning computational tools, that rely on the availability 

of large, annotated image datasets. Manual annotations of multiplex 

images are, however, extremely laborious, often impracticable. In this 

chapter, we present Synplex, a computer simulator of multiplex  

immunostained tissue images from a set of user -defined parameters. 

These include structural attributes, such as the number of cell 

phenotypes, the number, and level of expression of cellular markers, or 

the cell morphologies. Synplex consists of three seq uential modules, 

each being responsible for a different task: modeling cellular 

neighborhoods, modeling cell phenotypes, and synthesizing realistic 

cell/tissue textures. Synplex is validated both qualitatively and 

quantitatively by generating synthetic tis sues that simulate disease 



  

 

  

paradigms found in real scenarios. Synplex is publicly available for 

scientific purposes, and we believe that it will become a valuable tool 

for the training and/or validation of multiplex image analysis 

algorithms. This chapter is adapted from ref. 1 3 6 

4.1. Introduction 

C Cancer is a tissue-level disease. Therefore, a tumor can be understood as a 

malignant organ with a transformed tumor microenvironment populated by native, 

tumor, immune and stromal cells, blood vessels, and extracellular matrix 

components18. Understanding how the properties of this complex microenvironment 

relate to tumor status or progression is crucial for accurate patient stratification and 

a successful choice of personalized anticancer therapies. Indeed, it is of the highest 

clinical utility to be able to answer questions such as: which cell phenotypes are 

located in a specific neighborhood, e.g., the tumoral or the stromal compartment? 

Do tumor cell phenotypes spatially interact with each other in a special way? Is this 

interaction related to the patient’s clinical subtype? Is the relative expression of a 

marker or combination of markers significantly correlated with patient survival? 

 

Novel multiplexed imaging (MI) technologies allow simultaneous in situ staining 

and visualization of a high number (tens) of proteins expressed in the cells or 

structurally present in the extracellular matrix137,138. This in turn allows, for the first 

time, to visualize in situ a high number of tumor microenvironment elements (TMEs) 

and their interactions. Since the analysis of the presence and interactions of these 

TMEs exceeds the capabilities of the human brain, computational pathology 

methods are being developed to quantify cell phenotypes and their interactions in 

images of multiplex-stained tissues.  
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Machine learning (ML) based image analysis algorithms are being developed to 

process the vast amounts of data produced by multiplex imaging technologies, with 

the aim of learning complex cell spatial patterns and associating those patterns with 

the patients’ diagnosis or prognosis. These methods can be supervised or 

unsupervised. Supervised methods are used to study the role that a specific cell 

phenotype or a cell-to-cell interaction has in the disease. This requires the use of 

manual annotations of these TMEs, that are fed to a model that automatically learns 

the underlying, annotated tissue pattern139. Unsupervised methods are used in 

discovery mode to learn clinically relevant cell phenotypes or interactions between 

phenotypes140. To this end, topological networks are created from the information 

extracted from the segmentation of all the cells in the tissues (e.g., the intensity of 

the biomarkers, morphological features). 

 

Regardless of their supervised or unsupervised nature, ML methods must be trained 

and validated before being used in research or clinical environments. This requires 

access to properly annotated datasets. For instance, manual annotations of cells have 

been used to develop cell tracking and segmentation methods73. However, in the case 

of the MI technologies, due to the extreme complexity involved in the annotation of 

high number of cell phenotypes and their interactions, very few public multiplex 

imaging datasets are available, and those available contain poor reference 

annotations. A valid alternative to the use of real, annotated datasets is the use of 

synthetic datasets141,142 that simulate biological samples following accurate cellular 

rules. For instance, Filogen70 simulates 3D time-lapse sequences of motile cells 

displaying filopodial protrusions, as they have been acquired by confocal 

fluorescence microscopy. As explained, Filogen has been used for the development 

of cell tracking algorithms71. In another example, generative adversarial networks 

(GANs) have been trained using annotated real fluorescence microscopy data to 

create realistic 3D stacks of fluorescent cells143. 



  

 

  

Computational models of the tumor microenvironment are of great interest, as these 

models, properly fed by experimental data and biological knowledge144, can help to 

bridge the large gap existing between the microscopic tumor features and clinical 

patient-level observations. For instance, at different levels of biological complexity, 

in silico models have been developed for virtual drug screening145, drug 

repurposing146, or artificial gene synthesis147. At the cellular level, some models have 

been developed to integrate all known biological phenomena occurring inside the 

cell (gene regulatory networks, biochemical reaction/transport processes, cell cycle-

related events, etc.)148 to guide the biologists in their scientific discovery149. 

PhysiBoSS150 is one such example that simulates the population-wide effect of 

environmental and genetic alterations of individual cells. It takes as input a top-level 

interaction model of various cellular events (e.g., cell apoptosis, a cell growth factor, 

gene mutation rate, etc.) to generate time-lapse sequences of growing cells organized 

as a multicellular organoid system. Insights obtained from this simulation tool have 

been helpful to design in vitro and in vivo experiments151. 

 

Our approach 

Here we present Synplex, the first synthetic tissue simulator of multiplex 

immunostained cancer tissue sections. Synplex follows user-provided rules that can 

define specific disease paradigms, based on the number of markers and cell 

phenotypes present in the tissue, the number and composition of cellular 

neighborhoods, the interactions between cell phenotypes, and the spatial 

relationships between neighborhoods (Fig. 4.1). The output of Synplex are sets of 

multiplex images and their corresponding ground truths, consisting of masks that 

identify regions with specific cell phenotypes and neighborhoods. This image 

generation process follows an iterative and stochastic optimization process that 

ensures a realistic variability between images. This way, image sets can be created 

with certain intra-class variability, as it happens in real datasets.  
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In this chapter, we describe Synplex and validate its performance in two different 

applications. First, we generate a synthetic dataset of 30 multiplex immunostained 

images from a set or specific user-defined parameters, and compared the synthetic 

microenvironment features measured in the generated images, (e.g. the presence of 

cell phenotypes, interactions between cells, neighborhood interactions, etc.) with the 

parameters given to the simulator. Then experimental parameters measured from an 

endometrial cancer cohort, stained with a 6-marker panel152 were used to generate 

300 synthetic tissues, and then the simulated cellular populations from both the 

tumor and the stroma were compared with those quantified in the real tissues.  

 

 

With both two examples, we show that Synplex can successfully simulate the 

complexity of the tumor microenvironment105. This could be used for the 

augmentation of training samples for the analysis of the tissue microenvironment 

  

Figure 4.1: Conceptual framework of Synplex. a. Generated multiplex image. b. Cell 

phenotypes’ ground-truth. c. Cellular neighborhoods’ ground truth. Note that each color in 

the mask refers to one cell phenotype and neighborhood. 

 



  

 

  

using ML models, as multiplex immunostained datasets are usually made of few, 

poorly annotated real images. It could also be of great interest for in silico selection 

of optimal markers and fluorochromes to be used in biomarker tumor discovery. 

4.2. Methods 

Synplex consists in three sequential and independent steps: modeling of cellular 

neighborhoods, modeling of cell phenotypes, and, finally, the generation of a 

realistic tissue image texture. The simulation process starts by creating a tissue with 

a predefined presence and interaction of neighborhoods. Then, cells with predefined 

spatial, phenotypical, and morphological features are placed in each neighborhood. 

Next, a marker expression level is assigned to each cell, in the nucleus, cytoplasm, 

or membrane. Finally, a realistic tissue texture is given to all microenvironmental 

elements in the image, which is then passed through a virtual microscope simulating 

an acquisition system. In each module, a set of parameters are manually chosen by 

the user, but as the process is stochastic, it produces different results each time is 

executed, thus simulating the real variability seen in tissue sections. 

4.2.1. Modeling of cellular neighborhoods 

Five user-defined parameters are used: i) the number of cellular neighborhoods 𝑁; 

ii) a vector 𝑁𝑎𝑏 ∈ ℝ𝑁, containing the relative abundance of each neighborhood in 

the tissue, where the sum of its values represents the whole tissue i.e., 𝑁𝑎𝑏(1) +

𝑁𝑎𝑏(2) + ⋯ + 𝑁𝑎𝑏(𝑁) = 100%; iii) a matrix 𝑁𝑖𝑛𝑡 ∈ ℝ𝑁×𝑁, that contains the 

pairwise interactions between neighborhoods, where values can range from 1 

(attraction) to 0 (repulsion), being 0.5 the absence of interaction; iii) A radius value 

𝑁𝐶𝑡𝑥 ∈ ℤ, in pixels, that is used to define the neighboring context of a pixel.  
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The simulation -see Algorithm 1- starts by randomly initializing a neighborhood 

image mask 𝑀Nb ∈ [0,1, . . . , 𝑁]𝑚x ×𝑚y (Fig. 4.2a-b), where 𝑚x and 𝑚y are the size 

of the image in the x and y-axis, respectively. The module also initializes with 1’s 

all values of an indexing image 𝑅𝑁𝑏 ∈ [0,1]𝑚x×𝑚y. This indexing image keep tracks 

of the pixels that have been permanently assigned to a neighborhood, as the simulator 

assigns a value of 0 to those pixels. The mask values of 𝑀Nb are then updated 

iteratively by a constrained minimization of ℓ𝑁:  

ℓ𝑁 = 𝑠𝑢𝑚 (𝑎𝑏𝑠 (𝑁𝑖𝑛𝑡 ⊙ (
𝑁𝑎𝑏

𝑀𝑁𝑏𝑎𝑏

)

2

)) (4.1) 

where ⊙ is an element-wise multiplication operator. In each iteration of the 

optimization, the tissue simulator optimizes a 𝑁𝐶𝑡𝑥x𝑁𝐶𝑡𝑥 pixel region surrounding a 

randomly selected pixel 𝑠𝑖,𝑗. To this end, a submatrix 𝑀𝑐 ∈ ℝ𝑁𝐶𝑡𝑥×𝑁𝐶𝑡𝑥  is created 

with the values of 𝑀𝑁𝑏 contained within that 𝑁𝐶𝑡𝑥x𝑁𝐶𝑡𝑥 pixel region. The selected 

values in 𝑀𝑐 are updated in 𝑀𝑁𝑏 following two strategies that depend on the values 

of 𝑀𝑐: 

• (i.) If more than 95% of the pixels of 𝑀𝑐 belong to a certain neighborhood 

type, the simulator automatically assigns 𝑠𝑖,𝑗 to that neighborhood 

permanently. Then, as the pixel value 𝑠𝑖,𝑗 has been set, the simulator sets 

𝑅𝑁𝑏(𝑖, 𝑗) to zero.  

• (ii.) Otherwise, the simulator updates each value of  𝑀𝑐 using the following 

update rule matrix 𝑈𝑁𝑏 = 𝑁𝑖𝑛𝑡 ⊙ (𝑁𝑎𝑏 𝑀𝑁𝑏𝑎𝑏
⁄ )

2
. This way pixel values are 

optimally transformed to minimize ℓ𝑁. 

This iterative process continues until all pixel values of 𝑀Nb are permanently 

assigned by the tissue simulator i.e.  ∑ 𝑅𝑁𝑏 = 0. 



  

 

  
 

 

Figure 4.2: Visualization of the tissue generation process to create a tissue 

neighborhood ground-truth. a. Random initialization of the neighborhood mask. b. 

Augmented region from the initial neighborhood mask. c-j. Neighborhood mask and the 

corresponding augmented region at 100, 200, 400, and 800 iterations of the simulation 

process. k. Final optimized neighborhood mask containing 𝑁 interacting neighborhoods. l. 

Augmented region from the final neighborhood mask. m. Color legend. n. In blue, 

optimization loss. o. Number of unassigned pixels. 
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4.2.2. Modeling of cellular phenotypes 

Nine user-defined parameters are used: i) the number of phenotypes 𝑃; ii) the relative 

abundance of each phenotype in each tissue neighborhood, 𝑃𝑎𝑏 ∈ ℝ𝑃×𝑁, where each 

column in the matrix represents a complete neighborhood e.g., 𝑃𝑎𝑏(1,1) +

𝑃𝑎𝑏(2,1)+. . . +𝑃𝑎𝑏(𝑃, 1) = 100%; iii) the interaction between phenotypes in each 

neighborhood 𝑃𝑖𝑛𝑡 ∈ ℝ𝑃×𝑃×𝑁; iv) the eccentricity of the cells of each phenotype 

𝑃𝑒𝑐𝑐 ∈ ℝ𝑃, ranging from 0 (round cells) to 1 (maximally elongated cells); v) the 

diameter (in pixels) of the cells of each phenotype 𝑃𝑠𝑖𝑧 ∈ ℝ𝑃; vi) the ratio between 

the size of the cell nucleus and the total cell size for each phenotype 𝑃𝑅_𝑁𝑢𝑐𝐶𝑒𝑙𝑙 ∈

ℝ𝑃, ranging from 0 (absence of nucleus) to 1 (absence of cell cytoplasm); vii) the 

cell morphology complexity 𝑃𝑐𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑥 ∈ ℝ𝑃, ranging from 0 (cell with an ellipsoidal 

shape) to 1 (long and multiple filopodia) of each cell phenotype; viii) the cell polarity 

𝑃𝑝𝑜𝑙𝑟𝑡𝑦 ∈ ℝ𝑃, ranging from 0 (nucleus at the center of the cell) to 1 (nucleus at the 

Algorithm 1. Pseudocode for modeling cellular neighborhoods. Inputs: 𝑵𝒂𝒃, Neighborhood 

abundance matrix. 𝑵𝒊𝒏𝒕, Neighborhood to neighborhood interaction matrix, {𝒎𝐱, 𝒎𝐲} tissue 

image size in x and y-axis, respectively.  𝑵 number of neighborhoods. Output: 𝑴𝐍𝐛, cellular 

neighborhood mask. 

1: Random neighborhood mask: 𝑴𝑵𝒃 = 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑜𝑚𝑀𝑎𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑥(𝒎𝐱, 𝒎𝐲, 𝑵) 

2: Initialize vector of set indices: 𝑹𝑵𝒃 = 𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑥_𝑜𝑓_𝑜𝑛𝑒𝑠(𝒎𝐱, 𝒎𝐲) 

3: while ∑ 𝑹𝑵𝒃 > 0    

4:      Update optimization rule: 𝑼𝑵𝒃 = 𝑵𝒊𝒏𝒕 ⊙ (
𝑵𝒂𝒃

𝑴𝑵𝒃𝒂𝒃

)
2

 

5:      Select one random pixel   𝒔 | 𝒔 ∈ 𝑹𝑵𝒃 = 1  

6:      Get context information of 𝒔:  𝑴𝒄 = {𝑴𝑵𝒃|𝑴𝑵𝒃: 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡(𝑴𝑵𝒃, 𝒔) < 𝑁𝐶𝑡𝑥/2 px. } 

7:      if 𝑚𝑎𝑥(ℎ𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡𝑠(𝑴𝑪𝑵)) > 95% then 

8:           Most abundant neighborhood: 𝑴𝑵𝒃 = 𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑚𝑎𝑥(ℎ𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡𝑠(𝑴𝑪𝑵)): 𝑴𝐍 ∩ 𝑴𝑪𝑵  

9:           Reduce pool of pixels to iterate: 𝑹𝑵𝒃 = 𝟎: 𝑹 ∩ 𝑴𝑪𝑵 

10:      Else 

11:          Update set of neighborhoods: 𝑴𝐍𝐛 = 𝑼𝑵𝒃(𝑴𝑪𝑵): 𝑴𝑵𝒃 ∩ 𝑴𝑪𝑵  

12: end while      

 



  

 

  

extremal side of the cell) of each cell phenotype; ix) a radius value 𝑃𝐶𝑡𝑥 ∈ ℤ, in 

pixels, that represents the context of the target pixel.   

 

The simulation -see Algorithm 2-  starts by creating five image masks: i) a cell 

phenotype mask, 𝑀𝑃𝑛 ∈ [0. . 𝑃]𝑚x×𝑚y, where each pixel is assigned to one cell 

phenotype, initialized with user-defined [0. . 𝑃] values for each neighborhood (Fig 

4.3a-b); ii) a mask of individual cells 𝑀𝑃ℎ_𝐶𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑠 ∈ ℕ𝑚x×𝑚y, where each pixel 

represents one cell, initialized with zeros (Fig 4.3c-d); iii) a mask of individual 

nuclei 𝑀𝑃ℎ_𝑁𝑢𝑐 ∈ ℕ𝑚x×𝑚y, where each pixel represent a nucleus, initialized with 

zeros; iv) a matrix of updated indices 𝑅𝑃𝑛 ∈ [0,1]𝑚x×𝑚y, initialized with ones, that 

will be used to keep track of the pixels that have been permanently assigned to a cell 

phenotype; v) a mask of cellular orientation 𝑀𝑂𝑟𝑛𝑡𝑡𝑛 ∈ [0. .1]𝑚x×𝑚y, where values 

specify how cells should be oriented. In case the tumor and the stroma are present in 

the neighborhood’s mask, 𝑀𝑂𝑟𝑛𝑡𝑡𝑛 is initialized in reference to the location of the 

tumor so that cells are oriented forming a rim around the tumor border153 (Fig 4.4a-

b). 

 

Cell phenotype mask values in 𝑀𝑃𝑛, 𝑀𝑃ℎ_𝐶𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑠, and 𝑀𝑃ℎ_𝑁𝑢𝑐 are updated iteratively 

by a constrained minimization of ℓ𝑃: 

ℓ𝑃 = 𝑠𝑢𝑚 (𝑎𝑏𝑠 (𝑃𝑖𝑛𝑡 ⊙ (
𝑃𝑎𝑏

𝑀𝑃𝑛𝑎𝑏

)

2

)) (4.2) 

where 𝑀𝑃𝑛𝑎𝑏
∈ ℝ𝑃×𝑁 is the current phenotype abundance present in 𝑀𝑃𝑛, and 𝑃𝑎𝑏 

and 𝑃𝑖𝑛𝑡 constrain the function loss to specific, user-defined cell phenotype 

abundances and interactions. Note that ⊙ is an element-wise multiplier. To 

minimize ℓ𝑃, the tissue simulator optimizes a subset of pixel values in each iteration 
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and subsequently updates 𝑀𝑃𝑛𝑎𝑏
 using 𝑈𝑃 = 𝑃𝑖𝑛𝑡 ⊙ (𝑃𝑎𝑏 𝑀𝑃𝑛𝑎𝑏

⁄ )
2

∈ ℝ𝑃×𝑃×𝑁 as 

the update rule to minimize ℓ𝑃.  

 

In each iteration, the optimization process selects a region of 𝑃𝐶𝑡𝑥𝑥𝑃𝐶𝑡𝑥 pixels from 

𝑀𝑃𝑛 and 𝑀𝑁𝑏 and stores it in 𝑀𝐶𝑃 ∈ ℝ𝑃𝐶𝑡𝑥×𝑃𝐶𝑡𝑥 and 𝑀𝐶𝑁 ∈ ℝ𝑃𝐶𝑡𝑥×𝑃𝐶𝑡𝑥 respectively, 

surrounding a randomly selected pixel 𝑠𝑖,𝑗 that has yet to be set, i.e. 𝑅𝑃𝑛(𝑖, 𝑗) = 1. 

To assign the cell phenotype of the corresponding pixel 𝑠(𝑖, 𝑗), the simulator applies 

a majority voting strategy on 𝑀𝐶𝑁 to determine the most frequent neighborhood 

(𝑁𝑔) contained in the region surrounding pixel 𝑠(𝑖, 𝑗). Then the simulator identifies 

the new value of the phenotype that should be assigned to all pixels in 𝑀𝐶𝑃 using the 

rule matrix 𝑈 ∈ ℝ𝑃×𝑃×𝑁, first extracting the 𝑁𝑔th plane, and then using 𝑀𝐶𝑃 to 

obtain the new optimal cell phenotype 𝑀𝑃𝑁. 



  

 

  
 

 

Figure 4.3: Visualization of the cell phenotype optimization process to generate a cell 

phenotype ground-truth. a. Random initialization of the cell phenotype mask and its 

corresponding zoom-in (b.). c. Initialization of the individual cell mask (no cells are painted) 

and its corresponding zoom-in. e,f,i,j. Cell phenotype mask at the 300th and final iteration. 

g,h,i,l. Individual cell mask at the 300th and final iteration. m. Color legend of 4 cell 

phenotypes that appear in the cell phenotype mask. n. In blue, optimization loss. o. Number 

of unassigned pixels form iteration 0 to 800. 
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Once the cell phenotype is defined, a cell is created in 𝑀𝐶𝑃
′as described next: first, 

a cell shape is created consisting of an ellipse with 𝑃𝑒𝑐𝑐(𝑀𝑃), 𝑃𝑠𝑖𝑧(𝑀𝑃), and 

orientation 𝑀𝑂𝑟𝑛𝑡𝑡𝑛(𝑖, 𝑗); then the complexity term is applied by adding sparse noise 

expanding and constraining the cell structure by a factor 𝑃𝑐𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑥 ∈ ℝ𝑃; finally, a 

nucleus, 𝑀𝐶𝑃
′′, is generated with its size calculated using the ratio of the nucleus to 

 

Figure 4.4: Visualization of the cell phenotype modelling process. a. Example of a 

tumoral area. b. Its corresponding orientation mask, where stromal cells are oriented with 

respect to the tumor. c. Examples of modelled cells with increasing values of polarity and 

eccentricity. d. Examples of modelled cells with increasing values of nucleus to cell ratio 

and complexity.  

 



  

 

  

the cell 𝑃𝑅_𝑁𝑢𝑐𝐶𝑒𝑙𝑙 ∈ ℝ𝑃, which is located inside the cell according to its polarity 

𝑃𝑝𝑜𝑙𝑟𝑡𝑦 ∈ ℝ𝑃. To decide whether to set or not the generated cell into the tissue two 

options are considered, based on the distribution of values of 𝑅𝑝𝑛 in the 𝑃𝐶𝑡𝑥𝑥𝑃𝐶𝑡𝑥 

region of the cell: 

• (i.) If more than 85% of 𝑀𝐶𝑃
′ values have not been set yet, the simulator 

automatically adds the simulated cell to the tissue. Specifically, the 

morphology of the cell (𝑀𝐶𝑃
′) is assigned to the mask of cells (𝑀𝑃ℎ_𝐶𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑠), the 

phenotype of the cell (𝑀𝐶𝑃
′) to the phenotype mask (𝑀𝑃𝑛), and the nucleus of 

the cell (𝑀𝐶𝑃
′′) to the nucleus mask (𝑀𝑃ℎ_𝑁𝑢𝑐). Additionally, the matrix that 

stores which pixel values have been already set is updated setting to zero all 

pixels of 𝑀𝐶𝑃
′. 

• (ii.) If less than 85% of 𝑀𝐶𝑃
′ values are yet to be set, i.e., it is not possible to 

insert a new cell in the tissue, the simulator has two options: to expand the 

cytoplasm of existing neighboring cells filling the intercellular empty space, or 

to fill this space with stromal fibers. This decision is made based on the user-

defined phenotype abundance of stromal fibers, i.e.,  𝑃𝑎𝑏(𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑓𝑖𝑏𝑒𝑟𝑠), 

and the actual abundance of stromal fibers in the tissue, i.e., 

𝑀𝑃𝑛𝑎𝑏
(𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑓𝑖𝑏𝑒𝑟𝑠). If 𝑃𝑎𝑏(𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑓𝑖𝑏𝑒𝑟𝑠) is higher than 

𝑀𝑃𝑛𝑎𝑏
(𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑓𝑖𝑏𝑒𝑟𝑠), the pixels of 𝑀𝐶𝑃

′ are set to the stromal phenotype. 

Otherwise, when 𝑀𝑃𝑛𝑎𝑏
(𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑓𝑖𝑏𝑒𝑟𝑠) > 𝑃𝑎𝑏(𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑓𝑖𝑏𝑒𝑟𝑠), the 

pixels of 𝑀𝐶𝑃
′ are used to expand the cytoplasm of existing neighboring cells. 

Therefore, the user-defined abundance of stromal fibers is used to control the 

level of compactness of tissues, measured as the average empty space between 

cells. 
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Algorithm 2. Pseudocode for modeling cell phenotypes. Inputs: 𝑷𝒂𝒃, phenotype abundance 

matrix; 𝑷𝒊𝒏𝒕, cell phenotype to cell phenotype interaction matrix; 𝑷𝒆𝒄𝒄, eccentricity of cell 

phenotypes; 𝑷𝒔𝒊𝒛, size of cell phenotypes; 𝑷𝑹_𝑵𝒖𝒄𝑪𝒆𝒍𝑙, ratio of nucleus size to cell size of 

phenotypes; 𝑷𝒄𝒎𝒑𝒍𝒙, complexity of cell phenotypes; 𝑷𝒑𝒐𝒍𝒓𝒕𝒚, polarity of cell phenotypes; 

{𝒎𝒙, 𝒎𝒚}, tissue image size in x and y-axis, respectively; 𝑴𝑵𝒃, the cellular neighborhood 

mask, and 𝑷 the number of phenotypes. Output: 𝑴𝑷𝒏, the cell phenotype mask; 𝑴𝑷𝒉_𝑪𝒆𝒍𝒍𝒔, 

the individual cell mask; 𝑴𝑷𝒉_𝑵𝒖𝒄, the individual cell nucleus mask. 

1: Initialize cell phenotype mask: 𝑴𝑷𝒏 = 𝑊𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝑒𝑑𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑜𝑚𝑀𝑎𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑥(𝒎𝐱, 𝒎𝐲, 𝑷𝒂𝒃) 

2: Initialize individidual cell mask: 𝑴𝑷𝒉_𝑪𝒆𝒍𝒍𝒔 = 𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑥𝑂𝑓𝑍𝑒𝑟𝑜𝑠(𝒎𝐱, 𝒎𝐲) 

3: Initialize individidual nucleus mask: 𝑴𝑷𝒉_𝑵𝒖𝒄 = 𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑥𝑂𝑓𝑍𝑒𝑟𝑜𝑠(𝒎𝐱, 𝒎𝐲) 

4: Initialize cell orientation mask: 𝑴𝑶𝒓𝒏𝒕𝒕𝒏 = 𝐶𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑂𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛_𝑇𝑢𝑚𝑜𝑟(𝒎𝐱, 𝒎𝐲, 𝑴𝑵𝒃) 

5: Initialize matrix of ‘set’ pixels: 𝑹 = 𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑥𝑂𝑓𝑂𝑛𝑒𝑠(𝒎𝐱, 𝒎𝐲) 

6: Initialize index of cells: 𝑪𝒆𝒍𝒍_𝑰𝒏𝒅𝒆𝒙 = 𝟎 

7: while ∑ 𝑹 > 0   

8:      Update optimization rule: 𝑼 = 𝑷𝒊𝒏𝒕 ⊙ (
𝑷𝒂𝒃

𝑴𝑷𝒏𝒂𝒃

)
2

 

9:      Select random pixel 𝒔𝒊,𝒋 | R(𝑖, 𝑗) = 1  

10: 
     Get phenotype context of 𝒔:  𝑴𝑪𝑷 = 𝑴𝑷𝒏([𝑖 − 𝑃𝐶𝑡𝑥/2, 𝑖 + 𝑃𝐶𝑡𝑥/2], 

                                                                                     [𝑗 − 𝑃𝐶𝑡𝑥/2, 𝑗 + 𝑃𝐶𝑡𝑥/2]) 

11: 
     Get neighborhood: 𝑵𝒈 =  𝑚𝑎𝑗𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦𝑉𝑜𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔(𝑀𝑁𝑏[𝑖 − 𝑃𝐶𝑡𝑥/2, 𝑖 + 𝑃𝐶𝑡𝑥/2], 

                                            [𝑗 − 𝑃𝐶𝑡𝑥/2, 𝑗 + 𝑃𝐶𝑡𝑥/2]) 

12:      Get cell phenotype: 𝑷𝒉 = 𝑚𝑎𝑗𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦𝑉𝑜𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔(𝑼′(𝑴𝑪)) | 𝑼′ = 𝑼(: , : , 𝑵𝒈) 

13:      Generate cell: 𝑴𝑪𝑷
′ = 𝐶𝑒𝑙𝑙𝐺𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑟(𝑷𝒆𝒄𝒄, 𝑷𝒔𝒊𝒛, 𝑷𝑶𝒓𝒏𝒕𝒕𝒏, 𝑷𝒄𝒎𝒑𝒍𝒙, 𝑷𝒉) 

14:      Generate nucleus: 𝑴𝑪𝑷
′′ = 𝑁𝑢𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑢𝑠𝐺𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑟(𝑴𝑪𝑷

′, 𝑷𝑹_𝑵𝒖𝒄𝑪𝒆𝒍𝑙 , 𝑷𝒑𝒐𝒍𝒓𝒕𝒚, 𝑷𝒉) 

15:      if 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛(𝑅([𝑖 − 𝑃𝐶𝑡𝑥/2, 𝑖 + 𝑃𝐶𝑡𝑥/2], [𝑗 − 𝑃𝐶𝑡𝑥/2, 𝑗 + 𝑃𝐶𝑡𝑥/2]) ∩ 𝑀𝐶𝑃
′) > 85%  then 

16:           Set new phenotype: 𝑴𝑷𝒏 = 𝑷𝒉: 𝑴𝑷𝒏 ∩ 𝑴𝑪𝑷
′  

17:           Set new cell: 𝑴𝑷𝒉_𝑪𝒆𝒍𝒍𝒔 = 𝑪𝒆𝒍𝒍_𝑰𝒏𝒅𝒆𝒙: 𝑴𝑷𝒏 ∩ 𝑴𝑪𝑷
′ 

18:           Set new nucleus: 𝑴𝑷𝒉_𝑵𝒖𝒄 = 𝑪𝒆𝒍𝒍_𝑰𝒏𝒅𝒆𝒙: 𝑴𝑷𝒏 ∩ 𝑴𝑪𝑷
′′ 

19:           Reduce pool of pixels to iterate: 𝑹 = 𝟎: 𝑹 ∩ 𝑴𝑪𝑷
′ 

20:           Increment cell index: 𝑪𝒆𝒍𝒍_𝑰𝒏𝒅𝒆𝒙 = 𝑪𝒆𝒍𝒍_𝑰𝒏𝒅𝒆𝒙 +  𝟏 

21:      elseif 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛(𝑹 ∩ 𝑴𝑪
′) < 50%  then 

22:           if 𝑷𝒂𝒃(𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑙𝐹𝑖𝑏𝑒𝑟𝑠) > 𝑴𝑷𝒏𝒂𝒃
(𝒔𝒕𝒓𝒐𝒎𝒂𝒍𝑭𝒊𝒃𝒆𝒓𝒔)  then 

23:                Set stromal fibers: 𝑴𝑷𝒏 = 𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑙𝐹𝑖𝑏𝑒𝑟𝑠: 𝑴𝑷𝒏 ∩ 𝑴𝑪𝑷
′ 

24:           else   

25:                Increase cytoplasm of cells: 𝑴𝑷𝒏 = 𝑚𝑎𝑗𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦𝑉𝑜𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔(𝑴𝑷𝒏): 𝑴𝑷𝒏 ∩ 𝑴𝑪𝑷
′ 

26: end while      

 



  

 

  

This iterative process continues until all pixel values are permanently assigned to a 

phenotype, i.e. ∑ 𝑹𝒑𝒏 = 𝟎. Upon convergence, the resulting 𝑴𝐏𝐧, 𝑴𝑷𝒉_𝑪𝒆𝒍𝒍𝒔, and 

𝑴𝑷𝒉_𝑵𝒖𝒄 have 𝑷 interacting phenotypes. 

4.2.3. Tissue texture and virtual microscopy 

This final step of the simulator has three objectives: simulate the marker expression 

intensities of three cell compartments: nucleus, cytoplasm and membrane; simulate 

the tissue texture; and simulate tissues as imaged by a real microscope. To this end, 

seven user-defined parameters are used: i) the marker expression, 𝑀𝑝ℎ ∈ ℝ𝑃×𝑀, 

where each row specifies the markers’ expression for one cell phenotype; ii) the cell 

phenotype marker localization, 𝑀𝑙𝑜𝑐 ∈ [0,1]𝑀𝑥3, where each marker can be expressed 

in the nucleus, cytoplasm, and/or the membrane; iii) the microscope’s signal to noise 

ratio, 𝑀𝑆𝑁𝑅 ∈ ℝ, measured in decibels (dB); iv) Gaussian noise leakage, 𝑀𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑘 ∈ ℝ, 

measured as the gaussian’s standard deviation of the bleed-through between 

spectrally contiguous markers; v) Perlin noise parameters to mimic tissue features, 

𝑀𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑙𝑖𝑛 ∈ ℝ𝑀×3, where the rows refer to markers, and columns are Perlin noise initial 

and final frequencies and persistence parameter values154; vi) Perlin noise parameters 

to mimic tissue background/autofluorescence, 𝑀𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑙𝑖𝑛𝐵𝑐𝑘𝑔 ∈ ℝ3; vii) The 

microscope’s point spread function, 𝑀𝑃𝑆𝐹. 

 

Once the cell phenotype masks (𝑀𝑃ℎ_𝐶𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑠 and 𝑀𝑃ℎ_𝑁𝑢𝑐) are generated, as seen in 

Fig. 4.5a, we extract two masks. First, the cell membrane, 𝑀𝑃ℎ_𝑀𝑒𝑚, using edge 

detection over 𝑀𝑃ℎ_𝐶𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑠. Second, a mask of the cytoplasm, 𝑀𝑃ℎ_𝐶𝑦𝑡, applying an XOR 

filter over 𝑀𝑃ℎ_𝐶𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑠 and 𝑀𝑃ℎ_𝑁𝑢𝑐. Then, cell phenotype marker localization 

parameters, 𝑀𝑙𝑜𝑐, and marker expression, 𝑀𝑝ℎ, are used to determine if one pixel 

should be stained by one or several markers, and to apply the level of marker 
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expression. This process generates a multispectral image of size 𝑀 × 𝑚𝑥 × 𝑚𝑦, 

where 𝑀 is the number of markers and, 𝑚𝑥 and 𝑚𝑦  are the size of the image in the 

x and y-axis respectively (see Fig. 4.5b).  

 

To create final realistic images, we first apply a texture to each marker using a Perlin 

noise generator. First, a background/autofluorescence mask is created using 

𝑀𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑙𝑖𝑛𝐵𝑐𝑘𝑔 parameterization, where high-level inconsistencies are modeled, such 

as uneven illumination, or microsection disparities. Then, for each marker, the tissue 

texture is added following 𝑀𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑙𝑖𝑛 parameterization (Fig. 4.5c). Finally, to obtain an 

image that is visually similar to one taken with a real microscopy, the previously 

textured image is introduced in a virtual microscope. To this end, the image is first 

blurred by the microscope’s point spread function, which is approximated by a 

Gaussian function, 𝑀𝑃𝑆𝐹. Finally, the camera photodetection uncertainty is applied 

as photon shot noise to achieve a specific 𝑀𝑆𝑁𝑅, which is measured in dB, for each 

of the markers (Fig. 4.5d).   

 

 

Figure 4.5: Illustration of the process of generation of the final, realistic synthetic image 

by the tissue texture module. From left to right, input ground-truth masks generated by the 

neighborhood and phenotype modules, marker expression simulation, tissue texture 

simulation, and final –virtual- microscopy image. 

 



  

 

  

4.3. Experiments and Results 

To demonstrate the potential of Synplex generating artificial images containing 

realistic tumor microenvironments we carried out two experiments. First, we validate 

the ability of Synplex to generate specific cellular neighborhoods, cell phenotypes, 

and their interactions (i.e. specific TMEs) following user-defined parameters. Then, 

we evaluate the ability of Synplex to accurately model the complexity of the tumor 

microenvironment measured from experimental data. To this end, we introduced in 

Synplex, parameters quantified from a 6-marker multiplex immunostained 

endometrial cancer dataset. A set of 300 images was generated and the cell 

population values extracted from the ground-truth masks were compared with the 

ones extracted from the real experiment. The following paragraphs describe both 

experiments and the qualitative and quantitative evaluation of the generated tumor 

microenvironments. 

 

4.3.1. Simulation of tissue samples with user-defined parameters 

We created 30 1000x2000x6 synthetic tissue images from a set of user-defined 

parameters. Tissue images contained 8 cell phenotypes (Ph1-Ph8), defined by the 

intensity of 6 markers (Fig. 4.6a) expressed in the nucleus, cytoplasm, and/or 

membrane of the cell, affected by a predefined Perlin noise persistence and 

frequency (Fig. 4.6b). Cells display a user-defined eccentricity (Fig. 4.6c), polarity 

(Fig. 4.6d), nucleus-to-cell ratio (Fig. 4.6e), complexity (Fig. 4.6f), and size (Fig. 

4.6g). Local affinities and/or interactions between cell phenotypes give rise to 6 

types of neighborhoods (Nb1-Nb6) (Fig. 4.6h), that have predefined prevalence in 

the tissue (Fig. 4.6i,j) and predefined neighborhood-to-neighborhood interactions 

(Fig. 4.6k).  
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Figure 4.6: Set of parameters used for the configuration of the experiment in the 

synthetic simulator. a. Marker expression level of simulated cell phenotypes. b. Tissue 

texture parameters. c-g. Cell phenotype morphological parameters. h. Spatial interaction 

between phenotypes in neighborhoods. i-k. Parameters of the cellular neighborhoods 

module.  

 

 

 



  

 

  

Qualitative evaluation 

We qualitatively evaluate the images that were produced by Synplex. Fig. 4.7a 

shows a sample image containing image background and cells stained by the Mk2 

marker that belongs to the user-defined phenotype Ph2 (Fig. 4.6a). These cells show 

different levels of eccentricity, some cells being round and others more elongated, 

confirming the intra-class variability defined for the phenotype eccentricity (Fig. 

4.6c). Fig. 4.7b shows a sample image containing cells stained by Mk3 and Mk4, 

where cells stained only by Mk3 correspond to Ph3 and cells stained by both Mk3 

and Mk4 correspond to Ph7. Moreover, Ph7 cells form a cluster, as expected since 

the user-defined parameters set the presence of a neighborhood with a predominancy 

of Ph7 cells (Fig. 4.6i). Fig 4.7c shows attraction between Ph2 and Ph6 cells, as 

defined by the simulator parameters for Nb2 (Fig. 4.6h). Finally, Fig. 4.7d shows a 

sample image with cells stained by all markers, where different cellular 

neighborhoods can be visualized. Overall, Synplex generates tissue images that are 

modeled at the single-cell level with rules specifying interactions between cells and 

user-defined tissue architecture. This is quantitatively proven in the next section. 
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Quantitative evaluation 

We first analyzed the cellular neighborhood generated by Synplex and compared 

their simulated neighborhood interactivity with the user-predefined interactions 

(Fig. 4.8a). To this end, we measured the level of attraction, or repulsion between 

each pair of neighborhoods using the number of contour pixels shared by both 

neighborhoods. The boxplots in Fig. 4.8b show the number of contour pixels shared 

between Nb2 and each of the other neighborhoods, confirming that Nb2 and Nb3 

have the highest attraction. In contrast, as shown in Fig. 4.8c, we measured clear 

repulsion between Nb5 and Nb6, compared to the relation between Nb5 and all other 

neighborhoods. In summary, our simulator modeled accurately attraction and 

repulsion between neighborhoods defined by the user. 

 

 

Figure 4.7: Qualitative assessment of the output synthetic tissue images. a. Tissue image 

showing phenotype Ph2. b. Tissue image showing marker colocalization of Mk3 and Mk4. 

c. Tissue image showing a spatial attraction between Ph2 and Ph6 cells. d. Tissue image 

showing cellular neighborhoods Nn3 and Nb4. 

 



  

 

  

 

Then we analyzed the cell phenotypes generated by Synplex. To study cellular 

interactivity, each simulated cell is first connected to its neighboring cells located 

within a radius of 30 pixels. Then, the interaction between cell phenotypes is 

measured as the number of 1-hop connected cells for each pair of phenotypes. Fig. 

4.9b shows a boxplot where, in accordance with the initial configuration of the 

matrix of phenotype interactions for Nb4 (Fig. 4.9a), Synplex effectively simulated 

attraction between Ph6 and Ph2. Repulsion between phenotypes was also accurately 

simulated for Nb6, as shown by low Ph5-Ph7 affinity (Fig. 4.9c,d).  

 

  

Figure 4.8: Quantitative assessment of synthetic tissue images. a-c. Evaluation of 

simulated neighborhood interaction with respect to the user-defined parameters. 
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Next, we studied if Synplex was able to simulate the user-defined abundance of cell 

phenotypes. As a representative example, we show in Fig. 4.8i that Synplex correctly 

simulated the relative abundance of Ph2, Ph4, Ph7 in Nb5, as defined in Fig. 4.8h, 

with a low standard deviation. 

 

Finally, we evaluated the quality parameters of the multispectral images generated 

by Synplex. The effect of the acquisition system noise (SNR) can be observed in 

Fig. 4.8k, where the marker expression of Mk2 in Ph2 shows a considerable standard 

deviation. The effect of the signal leakage between overlapping fluorescent probes 

 

Figure 4.9: Quantitative assessment of synthetic tissue images. a-d. Evaluation of 

simulated cell phenotype interaction with respect to the user-defined parameters. h-k. 

Evaluation of the simulated values of marker expression. 

 

 

 



  

 

  

can also be seen in Fig. 4.8k, where the expression of Mk1 and Mk3 for Ph2 is 

increased compared with the configuration setup shown in Fig. 4.8j because of the 

leakage of Mk2 in its adjacent spectral channels. 

 

 

4.3.2. Simulation of tissue samples from the experimental multiplex 

dataset 

We used twelve tissue sections from Formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded (FFPE) 

high-grade endometrial carcinomas, stained with a six-color multiplex panel 

targeting key elements of the immune environment: CD8+ T cells, the transcription 

factor FoxP3, the bona fide T cell activation marker CD137, the programmed cell 

death-1 (PD-1), cytokeratin (CK), and nuclear counterstaining with DAPI. Whole-

  

Figure 4.10: Quantitative assessment of synthetic tissue images. a-d. Evaluation of the 

simulated values of marker expression and cell phenotype abundance. 
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tissue sections were scanned using a Vectra-Polaris Automated Quantitative 

Pathology Imaging System (Perkin Elmer Inc., Waltham, MA, USA) capturing a 

total of 391 1468x1876x6 image fields. For these tumors, patient-level information 

was available155, allowing their categorization into two groups: ‘POLE-mutated’ 

tumors with high levels of immunological activity and good response to treatment22 

(77 image fields from 3 patients), and ‘POLE-WT’ (wild-type) tumors with low 

levels of immunological activity and bad response to treatment (314 image fields 

from 9 patients) (Fig. 4.11a,b).  

 

Both the ‘POLE-mutated’ and ‘POLE-WT’ tumor microenvironments were 

quantified using QuPath152,139,156. To this end, first, intensity thresholds over CK and 

DAPI were set to distinguish three neighborhoods: i. a tumor neighborhood 

consisting of CK positive cells, ii. a stromal neighborhood consisting of CK negative 

cells, and iii. a background neighborhood consisting of regions devoid of cells. Then, 

a random tree classifier was trained by an experienced pathologist to distinguish 

CD8+, FoxP3+, CD8+FoxP3+, CD8+PD1+, and CD137+ cell populations, as well 

as cells with no marker expression. Once trained, all subsequent quantification was 

performed blinded to the sample identity. For each image field, QuPath generated a 

cell report specifying, for each cell, its phenotype and the cellular neighborhood that 

it belongs to. These cell reports had been previously used to compare cell populations 

between patient types (i.e., ‘POLE-mutated’, ‘POLE-WT’)152 (Fig. 4.11c).  

Simulation parameters 

To simulate the POLE-Mutated vs. Pole-WT tumor immune microenvironment 

paradigm, we set Synplex simulation parameters using the above-mentioned QuPath 

quantifications, obtained from 314 image fields for the POLE-Mutated patient type, 

and 77 image fields for the Pole-WT patient type, as well as information extracted 

from the microscopy setup that was used to acquire the tissue images (Fig. 4.11d,e).  



  

 

  

Three cellular neighborhoods were simulated consisting of the tumor, stroma, and 

lumen. The lumen was located inside the tumor regions, and the stroma was placed 

surrounding the tumor. To simulate this spatial arrangement, stroma-tumor, and 

tumor-lumen neighborhood pairs were set with a high level of interactivity, i.e., 

setting 1’s values in 𝑁𝑖𝑛𝑡, while the rest of the neighborhood-pairs were left with no 

interactions, i.e., setting 0.5’s values in 𝑁𝑖𝑛𝑡 (see Fig. 4.12a). To simulate the real 

distribution of tumor, lumen, and stroma, we used the QuPath quantifications. To 

this end,  we created 𝜌𝑁, a three-dimensional histogram, where each axis specifies, 

for each neighborhood, the probability it has to be chosen (see Fig. 4.12b-d). When 

the simulator generates a new image it samples randomly one data point from 𝜌𝑁, 

obtaining three values of abundance for the tumor, stroma, and lumen. As shown by 

the probability maps created from the quantified images, the data point which is most 

probable to be picked is the one with abundance values of 4%, 22%, and 72% for 

the lumen, stroma, and tumor, respectively. 

 

 

Figure 4.11: Overview of tumor microenvironment simulation of two patient types 

(‘POLE-mutated’, ‘POLE-WT’) from a real experimental cancer image dataset 

stained by a 6-marker multiplex immunofluorescence panel. 
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Considering all phenotypes that were quantified by Qupath from the real images, we 

simulated 15 phenotypes. Six of them consisting of CD8+, FoxP3+, CD8+FoxP3+, 

CD8+PD1+, and CD137+ cells, were located in the tumor, and the other six 

phenotypes, with the same marker expression, were located in the stroma. 

Furthermore, we defined a background phenotype (i.e., absence of cells), and two 

stromal/fiber phenotypes, one in the tumor and one in the stromal region, 

representing the extracellular matrix. As it was done with the cellular neighborhoods, 

we created 𝜌𝑃 from the quantifications of QuPath, to model cell phenotype 

abundance. We next show (Fig. 4.13) representative cell populations defined in 𝜌𝑃. 

In Fig. 4.13a-d we display probability maps for pairs of stromal populations, where 

CD8+ stromal cells are more abundant in POLE-Mutated patients (Fig. 4.13e) 

compared to the POLE-WT ones. In Fig. 4.13f-i probability maps are shown for 

pairs of tumoral populations, where intratumoral cells stained by CD8 and FoxP3 

are more abundant in POLE-WT patients compared to POLE-Mutated patients (Fig. 

4.13j).   

 

 

Figure 4.12: Neighborhood simulation parameters for the real experiment. a. User-

defined interactivity between neighborhoods. b-d. Probability maps (shown by pairs of 

neighborhoods) that represent the endometrial carcinoma experiment, obtained from the 

quantification of the real images using QuPath. 

 

 



  

 

  

 

To simulate each cell phenotype, we first qualitatively estimated the average 

polarity, eccentricity, complexity, size, as well as marker localization of the cells 

  

Figure 4.13: Phenotype simulation parameters for the real experiment for both patient 

types (POLE-mutated, POLE-WT). a-d,f-i. Visualization of the distribution mesh 𝜌𝑃 by 

pairs of phenotypes that represent the endometrial carcinoma experiment. e,j. Stromal CD8 

population and CD8+FoxP3+ intratumoral population abundance across patient types. 
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seen in the real images. These values were then used to define the configuration of 

Synplex (see Table 4.1). 

 

 

To define the image quality parameters of the simulation, we first extracted key 

parameters directly from the acquired images, and we used also set-up parameters 

from the optics that were used to generate the images, i.e., Vectra® Polaris™ 

(Perkin Elmer Inc., Waltham, MA, USA). The marker expression levels, 𝑀𝑝ℎ ∈

ℝ𝑃×𝑀, were measured on positive areas of the tissue, thus obtaining the experimental 

average marker expression. To calculate the SNR of the system we measured 

expression levels of stained tissue areas and the background, which were therefore 

introduced in the following equation 𝑆𝑁𝑅𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠. = 20 log10
𝐴𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑎𝑙

𝐴𝑛𝑜𝑖𝑠𝑒
. Moreover, we 

measured the leakage between markers from the acquired images. To this end, we 

measure the marker expression of positive cells for one marker and then calculate its 

marker expression in their consecutive marker channels. The leakage is therefore 

calculated as the marker expression ratio between target positive cells and their 

expression values in consecutive marker channels. From the microscopy acquisition 

 

Table 4.1: Phenotype morphological simulation parameters for the experimental 

dataset. 

 

 



  

 

  

setup, we extracted the numerical aperture (𝑁𝐴 = 0.45) of the objective, and the 

emission filter spectra wavelengths in nanometers. With this information, we 

calculated the width of the point spread function using the following equation157, 

𝑀𝑃𝑆𝐹−𝑤𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ =
0.61𝜆

𝑁𝐴
, where 𝜆 is the wavelength of  the emission spectra of each 

marker. In addition to all these parameters, we set the Perlin Noise parameters, where 

their frequency and persistence were qualitatively estimated for each marker (see 

Table 4.2). 

 

 

Qualitative evaluation 

We first qualitatively evaluated the 300 2000x2000x6 multiplex images that were 

produced by Synplex. Fig. 4.14a shows an artificial multiplex tissue image from a 

POLE-mutated patient displaying a tumor microenvironment with a high number of 

PD1+ and CD8+ cells located in the peritumoral areas. For the sake of comparison, 

Fig. 4.14b shows a real multiplex tissue image from a POLE-Mutated patient. Both 

synthetic and real images display three clear cellular neighborhoods, the stroma -

unstained and immune active cells-, the tumor -cells stained with cytokeratin with a 

low level of immune infiltrates-, and the lumen -background areas placed inside the 

tumor without tissue autofluorescence-. Fig. 14c,d show, respectively, simulated and 

real images of a POLE-WT patient type, highlighting the compartments described 

before, but with a lower level of immune active cells in the stroma. In summary, 

 

Table 4.2: Tissue texture simulation parameters for the real experiment. 
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Synplex generated batteries of images from experimental information, modeling 

tumor microenvironments at the single-cell level including morphology, marker 

expression, texture, etc, which could be displayed in the form of tissue images and 

were comparable with the real multiplex dataset images. 

 

 

Quantitative evaluation 

To quantitatively evaluate Synplex, we compared the synthetically generated tumor 

microenvironments with the experimental data that Synplex was set to simulate. 

First, we compared the abundance of each cellular neighborhood (tumor, stroma, and 

lumen) between the synthetic and real images. Fig. 4.12a-c shows scatterplots of the 

experimental and simulated neighborhood abundances. As shown, no statistical 

differences were found for the tumor, stroma, or lumen, using a Mann-Whitney 

statistical significance test (p>0.05), meaning that Synplex accurately simulated the 

distribution of neighborhoods in the tumor microenvironment.  

 

Figure 4.14: Examples of artificial and real tissue multiplex images.  

 

 



  

 

  

 

Then, we compared the abundances of the simulated cell phenotypes located inside 

the tumor and the stroma with the experimental values quantified using QuPath. 

Table 4.2 shows phenotype abundance values for both patient types (POLE Mutated 

vs. POLE WT) and data types (Experimental vs. Simulated). For each pair of patient 

types, we performed a Mann-Whitney statistical test showing that for both 

experimental and simulated cohorts the immunological populations were different 

in mutated patients with respect to the wild-type ones. Indeed, p-values for the 

experimental and the simulated cohorts were comparable, meaning that Synplex 

could simulate the real tumor microenvironmental complexity seen in the 

experimental cohort. 

 

To show that the distribution of simulated cell phenotypes was comparable with the 

experimental ones we show scatterplots for two cell phenotypes. Specifically, we 

show two phenotypes that distinguished patient types with a low p-value. Fig. 4.12d 

contains scatterplots of the abundance of stromal CD8+ cells of POLE-WT and 

POLE-mutated patients. It also shows that CD8+ cells are statistically more 

abundant in POLE-mutated patients (p<0.0001), both in the simulated and 

experimental cohorts. Similarly, Fig. 4.12e contains the abundance of intratumoral 

CD8+/FoxP3+ cells, where again, Synplex correctly simulated a higher abundance 

of the CD8+/FoxP3+ cells in WT patients compared with mutated patients.  
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Table 4.2: Cell phenotype abundance comparison between the real endometrial patient 

cohort and the simulated cohort. P-values are obtained using a Mann-Whitney statistical 

test. 

 

 

 

Figure 4.12: Quantitative evaluation of Synplex simulated endometrial cohorts. a-c. 

Scatterplots comparing experimental and simulated neighborhood abundances (one point per 

image). d,e. Scatterplots comparing data type (experimental vs. simulated) and patient type 

(Mutated vs. WT) for stromal CD8+ and intratumoral CD8+/FoxP3+ populations. 

 

 



  

 

  

4.4. Discussion 

We have presented Synplex, a novel simulator of synthetic multiplex immunostained 

images representing tumor microenvironments that contain realistic and adjustable 

cell phenotypes and cellular neighborhoods. Synplex was validated using 

experimental data by comparing the statistical values extracted from the simulated 

ground-truth masks with the cell population distribution from real patient tissue 

sections. We hypothesize that this tool could be of use for two applications: 

 

 Objective benchmarking of image analysis methods  

The fact that our simulator automatically creates annotated bioimage data may help 

with the development of new image analysis pipelines designed to analyze these 

types of images. Among others, these artificial datasets could be useful for the 

augmentation of annotated datasets destined to train machine learning pipelines and 

to create datasets for benchmarking novel tissue analysis algorithms. Indeed, the 

manual annotation of thousands of cells in multiplex immunostained tissues is often 

impracticable, thus not allowing researchers to train machine learning models to 

perform cell segmentation, tissue segmentation, or patient classification. Therefore, 

we believe that Synplex will be of great value by generating realistic tissues, may it 

be for the classification of interacting cells, or the segmentation of cells with tunable 

fluorescent levels. Furthermore, benchmarking new bioimage analysis tools is often 

a complicated task due to the scarcity of annotated data. This is even specially true 

in the case of multiplex imaging data. Here, the interactivity between cell phenotypes 

or neighborhoods is often weak, and thus, tools that aim to make relevant biomedical 

discoveries by quantifying those relationships must be systematically validated. To 

this end, Synplex allows researchers to create images with adjustable parameters, 

generating artificial patient cohorts, where patient types can be defined by specific 

variations in elements from the tumor microenvironment. Using Synplex, it is 
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possible to tune the abundance of a phenotype in the whole tissue, thus creating 

different levels of difficulty for the analysis tool, thus validating algorithms that aim 

to find clinically relevant elements in the image.  

 

In silico modeling of the tumor microenvironment 

Besides modeling individual cells with a user-defined phenotype and morphology, 

Synplex models interactions between cell phenotypes that define cellular 

neighborhoods. For this reason, our simulator, when fed with data extracted from 

experimental data, could be used to simulate complex tumor microenvironments. 

This can be used for very different purposes. For example, Synplex can model 

complex tumor microenvironments from experimental data obtained from 

quantitative studies that quantified tumor features individually (e.g., marker 

expression of one marker, the abundance of a cell phenotype, etc.). Besides easily 

integrating years of cancer research into one tumor model, this strategy could allow 

researchers to select which potential targets have the highest ability to differentiate 

patient types (e.g., therapy responders vs. non-responders). This is especially true in 

a multiplex setup since Synplex, besides simulating cell phenotypes and their 

interactions, can simulate technical and experimental variabilities such as marker 

leakage, optical aberrations, marker expression, autofluorescence, etc. 

 

In this work, we acknowledge how complicate is for a computer method to simulate 

the tumor microenvironment and recreate in silico the biology of cancer. However, 

we consider that Synplex could be useful to generate annotated datasets and to 

approximate in silico experiments under certain conditions.  

 

All in all, thanks to the stochastic nature of Synplex every tissue image is generated 

independently. This allows the generation of batteries of images that can be used for 

very different purposes and will help researchers to systematically develop the next 



  

 

  

generation of bioimage analysis tools, as well as to inexpensively create artificial 

tumor microenvironments for the research of novel biomarkers and biological 

mechanisms. 
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5. Chapter 5 

NaroNet: Discovery of tumor 

microenvironment elements from 

highly multiplexed images 

Abstract:  

Understanding the spatial interactions between the elements of the tumor 

microenvironment -i .e.,  tumor cells,  f ibroblasts, immune cells - and how these 

interactions relate to the diagnosis o r prognosis of a tumor is one of the goals 

of Computational Pathology. We present NaroNet, a Deep Learning framework 

that models the tumor microenvironment from multiplex -stained cancer tissue 

images and provides patient -level interpretable predictions usi ng a seamless 

end-to-end learning pipeline. Trained only with multiplex -stained tissue 

images and their corresponding patient -level clinical labels,  NaroNet 

unsupervisedly learns which cell phenotypes,  cell neighborhoods, and 

neighborhood interactions have  the highest influence to predict the correct 

label. To this end, NaroNet incorporates several novel and state -of-the-art 

Deep Learning techniques, such as patch -level contrastive learning, multi -

level graph embeddings, a novel max -sum pooling operation, or a metric that 

quantifies the relevance that each microenvironment element has in the 

individual predictions. We validate NaroNet using synthetic data simulating 

multiplex-immunostained images where a patient label is artific ially 

associated to the -adjustable- probabilist ic  incidence of different 

microenvironment elements. We then apply our model to three sets of images 

of human cancer tissues: 336 seven -color multiplex-immunostained images 



  

 

  

from 12 high-grade endometrial cancer patients; 382 35 -plex mass cytometry 

images from 215 breast cancer patients; and 489 seven -color multiplex-

immunostained images from 250 early -stage endometrial cancer patients.  In 

both synthetic and real datasets, NaroNet provides outstanding predictions of 

relevant clinical inform ation while associating those predictions to the 

presence of specific microenvironment elements. This chapter is adapted from 

ref.15 2.  

5.1. Introduction 

The histopathology and phenotype of a tumor guide its diagnosis, prognosis, and 

help to predict its response to conventional or immune-based anticancer treatments. 

Indeed, cancers are graded based on tumor architecture and cellular morphology 

(histopathology), while the expression of relevant cancer biomarkers (phenotype) is 

used to stratify patients, predict their prognosis, and customize their treatment. 

Automating these tasks using Machine Learning is the goal of a novel field known 

as Computational Pathology (CP).  

5.1.1. Computational pathology 

Two main CP strategies exist to automate the analysis of the histopathology of a 

tumor or its phenotype: Weakly supervised Deep Learning (WSDL) and Single Cell 

Analysis (SCA). 

  

WSDL builds on the widespread availability of whole slide imaging (WSI) to blindly 

extract prominent histopathological tumor features from large amounts of raw or 

weakly annotated images of H&E stained tissue sections. Trained only with patient-

level information,  WSDL automatically associates these architectural tumor 

features with clinical labels158, eliminating the need for manual and extensive pixel-
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level annotations159. WSDL models patches containing several cells as the basic 

units of interpretability, to saliently localize tumor-specific regions. This strategy 

has been shown very effective, often outperforming human experts' predictive 

ability. For instance, WSDL has been effectively used for tumor subtyping, patient 

grade classification, or lymph node metastasis detection without a pathologist's 

intervention93,100,53,160,161. 

  

Single-Cell Analysis (SCA) emerged in the context of the research for novel cancer 

biomarkers, i.e., specific proteins that are expressed by tumor cells, defining their 

phenotype. This laborious task requires selecting potential targets from in silico data 

and validating these targets in situ to confirm that they are reliably related to a 

specific biological effect162. Traditionally, this has been done one or a few markers 

at a time. Recently, the development of highly multiplexed tissue imaging 

technologies, such as imaging mass cytometry (IMC) or multiplex 

immunofluorescence (MI), allows simultaneous staining of tissue sections with a 

high number (>20) of biomarkers163,164,165. These complex biomarker signatures 

provide a comprehensive visualization of the tumor microenvironment and the 

spatial relationship between its elements, which could be related to the biology and 

prognosis of the tumor166,167. However, the complexity of the extraction of 

expression and spatial patterns between multiple markers exceeds the capabilities of 

the human brain. SCA methods168 approach this task by first segmenting the cells in 

the tissue and quantifying their morphology and level of marker expression. This 

information is then used to find clusters of cells with similar phenotypes83, as well 

as higher-order interactions or ‘neighborhoods’ between phenotypes164. To this end, 

SCA methods build topological networks containing cell phenotype interactions, and 

apply graph-based clustering87 to assign groups of cells to different neighborhoods. 

Since SCA methods use the cell as the basic unit of tissue representation, they 

provide a high level of interpretability. However, SCA methods are sequential and 



  

 

  

not learning-based, meaning that the inferred phenotypes and neighborhoods are not 

extracted to answer clinical questions, and therefore they are not optimal to find the 

most relevant tumor features86,164. 

5.1.2. Aim of the study 

This study aims at combining SCA (cell-level interpretable quantification of the 

tumor microenvironment) and WSDL (patch-based end-to-end learning of tumor 

histopathology) to automate the in situ discovery of tumor microenvironment 

elements (TMEs) that are relevant for a specific clinical predictive task. To this end 

we have developed NaroNet, a multilevel, interpretable deep learning ensemble, 

which learns the most relevant TMEs from multiplex immunostained tissue sections 

while performing a classification task, using only patient-level labels. NaroNet 

assigns patches to TMEs at three levels of spatial complexity: local cell phenotypes, 

cellular neighborhoods, and interactions between neighborhoods named areas. The 

concept and main elements of NaroNet are illustrated in Fig. 5.1 and Fig. 5.2.    

 

To validate NaroNet in a controlled way, i.e., having a ground truth, we first analyzed 

synthetic sets of multiplex images that simulate situations that can be found in real 

samples. Then we applied our model to learn relevant TMEs while predicting 

clinically relevant parameters from three real datasets: 336 7-plex images from 12 

patients with high-grade endometrial cancer, a publicly available imaging mass 

cytometry dataset86 consisting of images from 215 breast cancer patients, and 489 7-

plex images from 250 patients with early-stage endometrial cancer. 
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5.1.3. Methodological contributions 

Besides the main conceptual novelty of discovering TMEs while performing clinical 

predictions from multiplex immunostained cancer tissues, NaroNet integrates novel 

and state-of-the-art ML approaches. In particular, the main methodological 

contributions of NaroNet are:  

• The development of Patch Contrastive Learning (PCL), a self-supervised 

learning algorithm that encodes high-dimensional pixel information into 

enriched patch-embeddings.  

 
 

Figure 5.1: Graphical description of NaroNet. The workflow illustrates with one example 

how NaroNet learns known as well as novel tissue microenvironment elements and how they 

can be used to extract insights. 

 

 



  

 

  

• The modeling of the tumor microenvironment in three levels of increasing 

complexity: local phenotypes, cellular neighborhoods, and areas of 

interaction between cellular neighborhoods.  

• A novel max-sum pooling operation that transforms TME learned 

annotations into patient-level vectors where each value specifies the 

incidence of TMEs.   

• Two novel regularization loss terms that prevent NaroNet from producing 

spurious local minima: Patch entropy loss and Patient entropy loss. 

• The optimal selection between several dataset-dependent architectural 

variations (e.g., multiple TME assignment, leveraging patch relevance, 

global reasoning unit, etc.). This is computationally feasible thanks to the 

dimensionality reduction provided by our PCL module. 

• A BioInsights interpretability module that automates the association 

between patient types and TMEs, based on a novel Predictive Influence 

Ratio (PIR) metric that quantifies the relevance that TMEs have in 

individual predictions. 

The structure of the rest of this chapter is as follows: Section 2 describes the synthetic 

and real datasets used and describes the proposed methodology. Section 3 contains 

the experiments used to test the performance of NaroNet and reports the results 

obtained. Section 4 provides an in-depth analysis of the proposed methods. Finally, 

we discuss the results in Section 5 and conclude in Section 6. 
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5.2. Methods 

5.2.1. Patch contrastive learning (PCL) (Fig. 5.2b) 

T The goal of our PCL strategy, i.e., the first step of our pipeline, is to convert each 

high-dimensional multiplex image of the cohort into a more manageable list of low-

dimensional embedding vectors. To this end, each image is divided into patches -our 

 
Figure 5.2: Scheme of NaroNet’s learning and discovery protocol. a. The input data 

consists of multiplex cancer tissue images with associated clinical and pathological 

information. b. The patch contrastive learning module divides images into patches and 

embeds each patch in a 256-dimensional vector using a CNN unsupervisedly trained to 

assign similar vectors to patches containing similar biological structures. c. An enriched 

graph of patches is generated that contains the spatial interactions between tissue patches. d. 

The graph of patches is fed to NaroNet: an interpretable ensemble of neural networks that 

learns phenotypes (e), phenotype neighborhoods (f), and areas of interaction between 

neighborhoods (g) to classify patients (i) based on the abundance of those tumor 

microenvironment elements (h). Legend. CNN: convolutional neural network; MLP: 

multilayer perceptron; GNN: graph neural network 

 

 



  

 

  

basic units of representation of the local tissue microenvironment, or phenotype-, 

and each patch is converted by the PCL module -a properly trained CNN- into a low-

dimensional vector that embeds both the morphological and spectral information of 

the patch.  

 

The PCL module is trained iteratively. In each iteration, illustrated in Fig. 5.3, the 

PCL module is unsupervisedly trained to learn embeddings of a random set of 

patches, by maximizing the agreement between augmented views of nearby located 

overlapping patches and minimizing the agreement between augmented views of 

distant patches, using a contrastive loss function. The steps required in each iteration 

are described next:  

 

A. Image crop selection.  A set {𝑥}1..𝐵𝐿
 is created made of 𝐵𝐿 image crops of size 

(𝑆𝐿 ∗∝𝐿) × (𝑆𝐿 ∗∝𝐿) × 𝐵 obtained at random positions from a set of 𝑅 random 

images chosen from the pool of 𝐼 existing images (Fig. 5.3a-b). Note that 𝐵 is the 

number of channels/markers of the image. The choice of 𝑆𝐿 is critical as it determines 

the extent to which biological structures can be captured, and their context. It also 

determines the size of the graph that is used to predict the outcome of the patient. 

This value was chosen considering that: i. a patch should be large enough to include 

between zero and two cells to ensure interpretability at the level of single-cell or 

small cell environments, and ii. the entire set of patches extracted from the images 

of one patient should fit in a single GPU, to efficiently produce patient predictions. 

 

B. Data augmentation.  Two augmented views, or patches, �̃�𝑗1 and �̃�𝑗2, are created 

from each image crop 𝑥𝑗 that belongs to the set {𝑥}1..𝐵𝐿
 thus producing an image 

patch set {�̃�}1..𝐵𝐿×2. To this end, the data augmentation module (Fig. 5.3c) applies 

the following sequence of simple transformations to each image crop 𝑥𝑗: i. two 
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random crops of size 𝑆𝐿; ii. one random rotation; and iii. a random cutout consisting 

of masking out one to three random 0.15 × 𝑆𝐿 sized sections of the patch. 

 

C. Patch embedding generation. The set of augmented patches {�̃�}1..𝐵𝐿×2 is fed to 

a ResNet-101 (Fig. 5.3d), to obtain a 𝑔 = 256 low dimensional vector 

representation or embedding of the patches {ℎ}1..𝐵𝐿∗2, being each patch, ℎ𝑗𝑘 =

𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑁𝑒𝑡(�̃�𝑗𝑘), 𝑘 = 1,2 where ℎ𝑗𝑘 ∈ ℝ𝑔. Then, a Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) maps 

each representation ℎ𝑗𝑘 to a 128-dimensional vector 𝑧𝑗𝑘. 

 

D. Network parameter update. Finally, a contrastive loss function is applied to 

{𝑧}1..𝐵𝐿∗2 to create similar embeddings for patches contained in the same crop (i.e., 

𝑧𝑗1 and 𝑧𝑗2) -possibly corresponding to the same biological structure-, while forcing 

dissimilar embeddings for patches contained in different image crops (i.e., 𝑧𝑖𝑘 and 

𝑧𝑞𝑘, being 𝑖 ≠ 𝑞) -possibly corresponding to dissimilar biological structures- (Fig. 

5.4g). Let 𝑠𝑖𝑚(𝑢, 𝑣) = 𝑢𝑇𝑣 ‖𝑢‖⁄ ‖𝑣‖ denote the cosine similarity between two 

vectors 𝑢 and 𝑣. The loss function for any given pair of patches that belong to the 

same image crop is defined as: 

ℓ𝑗1,𝑗2 = − log
𝑒𝑥𝑝(𝑠𝑖𝑚(𝑧𝑗1, 𝑧𝑗2) 𝜏⁄ )

∑ 𝑒𝑥𝑝(𝑠𝑖𝑚(𝑧𝑗𝑘 , 𝑧𝑞𝑘) 𝜏⁄ )
𝐵𝐿
𝑞=1,𝑞≠𝑗,𝑘=1,2

 (5.1) 

 

Where 𝜏 is a temperature parameter set to 0.5. 

This iterative (A-D) process is repeated until convergence to train the PCL module, 

which is next used to create efficient, usable representations or embeddings of all the 

images of the cohort. To this end, each high dimensional multiplex image 𝑖 ∈

ℝ𝑖𝑥×𝑖𝑦×𝐵 is divided into evenly distributed patches of size 𝑆𝐿 × 𝑆𝐿 × 𝐵. Each image 

patch is then introduced into the PCL module to obtain an image patch representation 

ℎ𝑗 (Fig. 5.3e). This way the PCL module converts each image into a list of patch 



  

 

  

embeddings {ℎ}1..𝐿. The resulting embedded image has a reduced dimensionality, 

i.e.,  𝑖 ∈ ℝ𝑖𝑥×𝑖𝑦×𝐵 is converted to ℝ𝐿×𝑔, where 𝐿 =
𝑖𝑥𝑖𝑦

𝑆𝐿
2  is the number of patches of 

the image, and 𝑔 is the number of features contained in the new patch embedding, 

in our case 255. This strategy reduces the image dataset size by approximately one 

order of magnitude. 

5.2.2. Patch-graph generation (Fig. 5.2c) 

We model each tissue/image using three levels of information corresponding to three 

types of TMEs: local phenotypes, cellular neighborhoods, and neighborhood 

interactions. To model each tissue at the lowest level of local phenotypes, we use the 

set {ℎ}1..𝐿 of patch representations that are provided by the PCL module. To capture 

cellular neighborhoods, i.e., local phenotypes that are spatially associated, we create 

a graph that contains all the patches of the tissue, by connecting each image patch to 

its 4 adjacent neighbors. This graph is 𝒢 = (𝑍, 𝐴), where 𝑍 ∈ ℝ𝐿×𝑔 is a matrix that 

contains all the embeddings of the image patches {ℎ}1..𝐿, and 𝐴 ∈ 0,1𝐿×𝐿 is an 

adjacency matrix that contains the connectivity between patches. To reduce the 

expensive memory burden of storing complete adjacency matrices, we ‘sparsify’ 𝐴 

as 𝐴′ ∈ ℤ𝐸×2, being 𝐴′ a list of edges (i.e., connections) between patches, extracted 

from the non-zero values of the original 𝐴, where 𝐸 is the number of edges present 

in the graph (i.e., the positive values from 𝐴). Thus graph  𝒢 = (𝑍, 𝐴), is converted 

into graph  𝒢′ = (𝑍, 𝐴′). Since we connect each patch to its 4 adjacent neighbors, 

i.e., 𝐸 = 𝐿 × 4, the memory required to store 𝐴′ increases linearly compared to 𝐴, 

for which it increases exponentially.  
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Figure 5.3: Patch Contrastive Learning method description. The training process is 

summarized step-by-step. a. Set of 𝑅 TMA multiplex images. b. Image crops are gathered 

randomly from the set of multiplex images. c. Pairs of patches are sampled from the image 

crops, and are modified by the data augmentation operator to create two correlated views. d. 

Each image patch is introduced in the CNN which outputs a visual representation. e,f. 

Dimensional vectors i.e. visual representations that have captured the characteristics of their 

respective image patch. f. Visual representations are introduced in the projection head (i.e., 

MLP) to generate g., a projected representation. h. MLP and CNN parameters are trained to 

maximize the agreement of correlated image patch views and to i, minimize the agreement 

between image patches obtained from different regions of the TMA multiplex images. 

 



  

 

  

5.2.3. NaroNet (Fig. 5.2d) 

Having a cohort of patients {(𝒢1, 𝑦1), (𝒢2, 𝑦2), . . . , (𝒢𝑀 , 𝑦𝑀)}, where 𝑀 is the number 

of patients, each patient represented by a graph 𝒢𝑚 and a patient-level label 𝑦𝑚, the 

goal of NaroNet is to learn a mapping 𝒢
𝑓
→ 𝒴 that connects patient information to 

patient predictions. To this end, the architecture of NaroNet is divided into two 

consecutive sections 𝒢
𝑓1
→ (𝒫, 𝒩, 𝒜)

𝑓2
→ 𝒴, trained end-to-end using the patient 

labels, where 𝒫 ∈ ℝ𝑃 is the abundance of tissue phenotypes, 𝒩 ∈ ℝ𝑁 is the 

abundance of neighborhoods, and 𝒜 ∈ ℝ𝐴 is the abundance of areas of interaction 

between neighborhoods. For the sake of consistency, we refer globally to 𝒫, 𝒩, 𝒜 

as tumor microenvironment elements (TMEs), 𝑃, 𝑁, and 𝐴 are respectively the 

number of phenotypes, neighborhoods, or areas (i.e., neighborhood interactions). 

 

The first section of NaroNet, 𝑓1 (see Fig. 5.2e-h), is an ensemble of three parallel 

networks that assign patches to distinct 𝒫, 𝒩, 𝒜 values. The second section, 𝑓2, 

assign’s patient predictions from the learned TMEs (see Fig. 5.2i). To learn the 

tumor microenvironment, the three neural networks 𝒇𝟏 = (𝑓1𝑃 , 𝑓1𝑁, 𝑓1𝐴) are trained 

in parallel from individual patient data and later pooled to obtain the abundance of 

each TME, as described in the following paragraphs. 

 

A. Phenotype learning.  Each image patch, ℎ𝑙 ∈  𝑍𝑚,  is assigned to a phenotype 

vector using 𝑓1𝑃, i.e.:  

𝑆𝑃 = 𝑓1𝑃(𝑍𝑚) ∈ ℝ𝐿×𝑃 (5.2) 

where 𝑓1𝑃 is an 8-layer MLP with skip connections, and 𝑃 elements in the last layer. 

Therefore 𝑓1𝑃 takes the patch embedding vectors belonging to 𝑍𝑚 and provides a 

patch assignment matrix 𝑆𝑃. 
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B. Neighborhood learning.  Likewise, each image patch, ℎ𝑙 ∈  𝑍𝑚 is assigned to a 

neighborhood 𝑓1𝑁, i.e.:  

 𝑆𝑁 = 𝑓1𝑁(𝑍, 𝐴′) ∈ ℝ𝐿×𝑁, (5.3) 

where 𝑓1𝑁 is a Graph Neural Network (GNN) followed by a 1-layer MLP which has 

a dimensionality 𝑁. Therefore, 𝑓1𝑁 uses the node embeddings of 𝑍𝑚 and the 

adjacency matrix 𝐴′ to produce a node assignment matrix 𝑆𝑁. A GNN captures 

relationships between connected nodes of a graph. To that end, it performs 𝐾 

iterations of a trainable weighted sum of each graph node (in our case patch ℎ𝑙 ∈

 𝑍𝑚) and its connected neighboring nodes, generating a new feature vector at the 

next hidden layer of the network169,170,171,172. We use the following GNN formulation: 

 𝑍(𝑘) = 𝑅𝑒𝐿𝑈(𝐴′𝑍(𝑘−1)𝑊(𝑘−1)) ∈ ℝ𝐿×𝐻 (5.4) 

where 𝑍(𝑘) are the node embeddings in the kth hop, and 𝑊(𝑘) ∈ ℝ𝐻×𝐻 is a trainable 

weight matrix, being 𝐻 the dimensionality of the output feature vector. A full GNN 

module will run K iterations of Eq. 5.4 to generate the final output embeddings 

𝑍(𝐾) ∈ ℝ𝐿×𝐻, where K, also referred to as the number of hops of the GNN, represents 

the extent to which the output patch embeddings can capture information of their 

neighbors. 

 

C. Area learning. Each neighborhood patch resulting from the previous GNN, ℎ𝑙 ∈

 𝑍𝑚
(𝐾) is assigned an area patch using a second GNN i.e., 𝑓1𝐴. To this end the 

following trainable assignment matrix is used: 

This GNN learns the higher-order interactions between the 𝑁 neighborhoods of the 

original graph. For this purpose, 𝑓1𝐴 is fed the embeddings of the 𝑁 neighborhoods 

(𝑆𝑁
𝑇𝑍(𝐾) ∈ ℝ𝑁×𝐻) and the interactions between neighborhoods (𝑆𝑁

𝑇𝐴′𝑆2 ∈

ℝ𝑁×𝑁). 𝑓1𝐴 accumulates feature vectors of neighborhoods that are close to each 

other. Compared to the previous section, the GNN is applied 𝐾 = 1 iterations or 

 𝑆𝐴 = 𝑓1𝐴(𝑆𝑁
𝑇𝑍(𝐾), 𝑆𝑁

𝑇𝐴′𝑆𝑁) ∈ ℝ𝑁×𝐴, (5.5) 



  

 

  

hops, this number indicating the extent to which the patch embeddings can capture 

information of their neighbors. 

 

D. Max-sum pooling. After applying 𝑓1𝑃, 𝑓1𝑁, 𝑓1𝐴, each row of 𝑆𝑃 contains the 

probability that each patch of the image contain each of the 𝑃 phenotypes, each row 

of 𝑆𝑁  contains the probability that a patch of the image contains each of the 𝑁 

neighborhoods, and each row of 𝑆𝐴 contains the probability that a neighborhood of 

the image contains each of the possible areas. The final step of 𝑓1 is a max-sum 

pooling operation that captures the abundance of each TME for a patient: 

 𝒫 = ∑ 𝑚𝑎𝑥
1..𝑃

(𝑠𝑜𝑓𝑡𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝑆𝑃))

1..𝐿

∈ ℝ𝑃 . (5.6) 

 𝒩 = ∑ 𝑚𝑎𝑥
1..𝑁

(𝑠𝑜𝑓𝑡𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝑆𝑁))

1..𝐿

∈ ℝ𝑁, (5.7) 

 𝒜 = ∑ 𝑚𝑎𝑥
1..𝐴

(𝑠𝑜𝑓𝑡𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝑆𝐴))

1..𝐿

∈ ℝ𝐴. (5.8) 

where 𝑆𝑃, 𝑆𝑁, 𝑆𝐴 of Eqs. 5.6, 5.7, 5.8 are the assignment matrices whose values 

correspond to neuron activations (Fig. 5.4a), and the 𝑠𝑜𝑓𝑡𝑚𝑎𝑥 activation function 

transforms neuron activations into probabilities in a row-wise fashion (Fig. 5.4b). 

The 𝑚𝑎𝑥 operator function is applied row-wise so that only the maximum values of 

each row are kept, while the others are set to zero. The sum operator, i.e., ∑, is 

applied column-wise to obtain the abundance of each TME (Fig. 5.4c). The resulting 

(𝒫, 𝒩, 𝒜) are the TME abundances that represent each patient. 
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The TME abundance (𝒫, 𝒩, 𝒜) ∈ ℝ𝑃+𝑁+𝐴 vector is fed to the second’s network 

section (𝑓2), consisting in a 1-layer MLP, i.e. 𝑦′ =  𝑓2(𝒫, 𝒩, 𝒜) ∈ ℝ𝑂, where 𝑦′ is 

the prediction between 𝑂 possible patient outcomes. A cross-entropy loss is used to 

train the parameters of both 𝑓1 and 𝑓2. As the strategy used to implement 𝑓1 can 

produce spurious local minima when all patches are assigned to a single 

microenvironment element, locally trapping the gradient-based optimization, we 

propose the use of two regularization loss functions. 

 

E. Patch entropy loss. Patch entropy loss is used to regularize the probabilities 

given by Eqs. 5.6, 5.7, 5.8. After initialization, the assignment of patches to TMEs 

is uncertain and the entropy of the patches is high. During the training process, we 

aim at knowing the assignment of patches to TMEs, obtaining a sparse matrix 

 
Figure 5.4: Illustration of the max-sum pooling. a. Hidden layer of NaroNet, where 5 

patches can be assigned to 3 TMEs. b. Softmax activation function. c. Row-wise max 

operator that that only keeps maximum values. Here, each patch is assigned to only one 

TME. d. Column-wise sum operator to calculate how abundant is each TME. NaroNet 

represents patients as a vector of TME abundances.  

 



  

 

  

assignment. To this end, we propose to reduce patch entropy for each TME using a 

loss function: 

 
ℓ =

1

𝐿
∗ ∑ −𝑠𝑢𝑚(𝑠𝑜𝑓𝑡𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝑆) ∗ 𝑙𝑜𝑔 (𝑠𝑜𝑓𝑡𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝑆)))

𝑙=1..𝐿

 (5.9) 

where 𝑆 is any of the matrices 𝑆𝑃, 𝑆𝑁, 𝑆𝐴 and the function generates (ℓ𝑒𝑝, ℓ𝑒𝑛, ℓ𝑒𝑎) 

losses, respectively. The final loss is restricted to ℝ ∩ [0,1] where the lower the 

value the most certain it is that a patch belongs to a specific TME. The final, 

combined loss is regularized by a 𝜆 parameter. 

 ℓ𝑒 = (𝜆𝑒𝑝 ∗ ℓ𝑒𝑝 + 𝜆𝑒𝑛 ∗ ℓ𝑒𝑛 + 𝜆𝑒𝑖 ∗ ℓ𝑒𝑖) 3⁄  (5.10) 

where 𝜆𝑒𝑝, 𝜆𝑒𝑛, 𝜆𝑒𝑖 regularize how much the weights are adjusted to each (𝒫, 𝒩, 𝒜) 

TME. This is a specific learning rate that is chosen based on the complexity of the 

tumor microenvironment. 

 

F. Orthogonal loss. Orthogonal function loss is used to avoid graph pooling collapse 

in GNNs, i.e., to assign every node in a graph to a single cluster173. This loss term is 

an orthogonal regularization term174 that forces clusters to have the same size, thus 

containing a similar number of nodes. We adapt this loss to regularize assignment 

matrices (𝑆𝑁 , 𝑆𝐴). 

 

G. Patient entropy loss. Patient entropy loss is used to avoid graph pooling collapse 

in (𝒫, 𝒩, 𝒜) TMEs. This strategy is less restrictive than the orthogonal loss since 

the regularization term does not force clusters to have the same size. Instead, we 

avoid low entropy of (𝒫, 𝒩, 𝒜) TME abundance vectors, where a value of entropy 

zero means that all patches are assigned to a single cell type: 

 ℓ𝑝𝑝 = −𝑠𝑢𝑚(𝒫 ∗ log (𝒫)) (5.11) 

 ℓ𝑝𝑛 = −𝑠𝑢𝑚(𝒩 ∗ log (𝒩)) (5.12) 

 ℓ𝑝𝑎 = −𝑠𝑢𝑚(𝒜 ∗ log (𝒜)) (5.13) 
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where (𝒫, 𝒩, 𝒜) are the TME abundances and the vector (ℓ𝑝𝑝, ℓ𝑝𝑛, ℓ𝑝𝑎) contains 

the calculated losses, their values being restricted to ℝ ∩ [−1,0]. As done for the 

patch entropy loss, the final loss is also regularized using a 𝜆 parameter, ℓ𝑝 =

(𝜆𝑝𝑝 ∗ ℓ𝑝𝑝 + 𝜆𝑝𝑛 ∗ ℓ𝑝𝑛 + 𝜆𝑝𝑎 ∗ ℓ𝑝𝑎) 3⁄ . Notice that the lower the value of ℓ𝑝 the 

most spread out is the abundance of the TMEs. This strategy is less restrictive than 

the orthogonal loss173 since the regularization term does not force clusters to have 

the same size. 

5.2.4. Architectural variations 

From the previously explained baseline NaroNet architecture, some variations have 

been proposed and implemented that are optimally selected after a process of 

architecture optimization. The architectural variations are described in the next 

paragraphs: 

 

A. Multiple TME assignment. In classical computational biology, a cell or tissue 

element is commonly assigned to a single TME85,83. Here we allow patches to be 

assigned to more than one TME, e.g., patches containing elongated Ki67 positive 

cells can be assigned to two phenotypes, the first capturing cells with an elongated 

morphology, and the second cells expressing Ki67. To this end, we eliminate the 

𝑚𝑎𝑥 operator in Eqs. 5.6, 5.7, 5.8. 

 

B. Leveraging patch relevance. Following the strategy behind the standard semi-

quantitative analysis of immunostained sections, such as the H-score175, where cells 

or tissue elements are assigned a semi-quantitative factor to measure the abundance 

of TMEs, we also allow our neural networks to assign different probability weights 

to each patch in a given TME. To this end, we replace the softmax operator in Eqs. 



  

 

  

5.6, 5.7, 5.8 with a sigmoid operator. This way the neural activations may add up to 

values higher than 1, thus eliminating the limitation imposed by the softmax operator. 

 

C. Global reasoning unit. Multiplex image staining quality can be affected by many 

factors: the presence of autofluorescence, spectral leakage between different 

biomarkers, low expression of some antigens, etc., leading to a great deal of 

variability within and between samples. When hundreds of samples are available, it 

is possible to ‘learn’ some of the technical variabilities present in the tissue. Here, 

we use a global relation reasoning unit (GloRe)176 to capture relations between 

disjoint and distant regions. To this end, as we preprocess the input of NaroNet, patch 

embeddings are fed to this processing unit, which returns the patch embeddings with 

the same shape, but with their features being leveraged by the rest of the tissue. This 

way, the processing unit can use distant regions and normalize their image 

information. 

 

D. Alternative GNN architectures. Several GNN architectures have been proposed 

such as residual networks (ResNet)177, jumping knowledge networks (JKNet)178, and 

IncepNet179. We have compared these three alternative architectures to determine the 

one that provides better learning performance. 

 

E. Data augmentation for Graph Neural Networks. Data augmentation expands 

the training dataset to improve the model’s generalization. Given a graph 𝒢′ =

(𝑍, 𝐴′), augmentation operations are carried out sequentially. We investigate which 

approaches provide a better generalization of patient-outcome predictions and 

include a tunable parameter 𝜌 that weighs the number of edges/nodes that are being 

augmented. The most commonly used augmentation operation in GNNs is to drop 

𝜌 × 𝐿 edges randomly in each training epoch180. We also propose to add 𝜌 × 𝐿 edges 
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randomly to the graph. Additionally, we mask out node embedding information from 

𝜌 × 𝐿 nodes. 

5.2.5. Architecture search 

To determine the configuration that provides the highest predictive and 

interpretability performance, we incorporate an architecture search algorithm into 

the training phase of NaroNet181. This is feasible since, by our choice of using PCL, 

the large multispectral input images are embedded in compact, low dimensional 

enriched patch-graphs. Due to this, NaroNet does not require very deep, multilayer 

neural networks to successfully classify patients. This reduces drastically the training 

time and allows an architecture search to iteratively optimize the parameters of the 

network based on the training data. We choose the Tune framework to perform 

architecture search182, which requires defining three main modules (Fig. 5.5)183: 

 

A. Search space. Search space is the set of interchangeable modules (see 

Architectural variations), the loss functions, and hyperparameters. 

 

B. Search strategy. The search strategy,  i.e., ASHA184, is used to explore the search 

space which works by the repetition of three simple steps: (i) train a considerable 

number of architectures with a few numbers of epochs, (ii) evaluate all 

configurations, (iii) keep the top 𝜂 architectures, (iv) increase the number of epochs 

to train the architectures, (iv) and repeat the process until only one architecture is 

left.  

 

C. Performance estimation strategy. The performance estimation strategy is based 

on the classification accuracy of the model on unseen data -valid both for synthetic 

and real data-, and the interpretability of the model, only for the synthetic data for 

which an absolute ground truth exists. To this end, the network is trained using a 



  

 

  

random set containing 90% of the data, and the performance is evaluated on the test 

set that contains the remaining 10% of the data (one-fold from a 10-fold cross-

validation configuration).  

 

5.2.6. Bioinsights interpretability module 

Besides generating predictions, NaroNet uncovers the elements of the tumor 

landscape that relate to specific predictive tasks. This is done through the 

quantification of the abundances of the TMEs (𝒫, 𝒩, 𝒜), obtained by NaroNet 

while classifying patients. The goal of the BioInsights module is two-fold: the 

identification of differentiating features at the whole cohort level (see below 

Differential TME analysis), and the identification of relevant TMEs for the 

individual predictions (see below Predictive influence ratio). 

 

A. Differential TME analysis. NaroNet’s 𝑓2 network maps TME abundances to 

patient-outcomes, i.e., 𝒴 =  𝑓2(𝒫, 𝒩, 𝒜)1..𝑀. Therefore, (𝒫, 𝒩, 𝒜)1..𝑀 are the 

coefficients or covariates of the model, and the patient’s predictions are made solely 

using the relative abundance of specific TMEs. We use regression analysis185 to 

 
Figure 5.5: Architecture search. a. A predefined search space is designed from which the 

final architecture is chosen. b. A search strategy choses different architectures automatically 

during an iterative process. c. A performance estimation strategy, which returns the 

estimated performance of the search strategy. 
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interrogate which TMEs were more important to perform patient predictions. 

Specifically, to evaluate whether a specific TME is significant to perform patient 

prediction, a leave-one-out strategy is used, where a TME 𝑡 is extracted from the set 

of all patient TME abundances (𝒫, 𝒩, 𝒜)1..𝑀 obtaining a new set of TMEs defined 

as (𝒫, 𝒩, 𝒜)1..𝑀
𝑡 . The model is evaluated with the whole patient cohort, and new 

prediction probabilities are obtained. Then, a Kruskal-Wallis test is used to compare 

the prediction performance of the original TMEs with that of the leave-one-out 

model. If the null hypothesis is accepted, the extracted TME is considered to have a 

predictive value. 

 

B. Predictive Influence Ratio (PIR). The Differential TME analysis is useful to 

find global patterns in patient cohorts but ignores the heterogeneity existing between 

patients/tissues (Fig. 5.6). To address this, we introduce the predictive influence ratio 

(PIR), which quantifies the influence that each TME has on the prediction accuracy. 

For each patient 𝑚 𝜖 1 − 𝑀: 

 
𝑃𝐼𝑅𝑚,𝑡 =

𝑓2(𝒫, 𝒩, 𝒜)𝑚

𝑓2(𝒫, 𝒩, 𝒜)𝑚
𝑡  

(5.14) 

where 𝑃𝐼𝑅𝑚,𝑡 is the predictive influence ratio for a patient 𝑚 and a TME 𝑡, and 

𝑓2(𝒫, 𝒩, ℐ)𝑚
𝑡   is the leave-one-out model performance. The higher the value of 

𝑃𝐼𝑅𝑚,𝑡 the most important the TME 𝑡 is for the classification of patient 𝑚. 



  

 

  

 

 

Figure 5.6: BioInsights workflow description. a. Patient cohort composed of patient 

clinical information and highly multiplexed histological imaging tissues. b. Decision 

whether multiplexed histological imaging tissues are predictive for the corresponding 

objective-based task. c. Identification of TME influence on the classification of each patient. 

d. Identification of TMEs that are statistically significant on the patient differentiation task.  
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5.3. Results 

In this section, we describe the experiments performed to validate NaroNet, by 

quantifying its ability to learn tissue microenvironments from multiplex 

immunostained images and relate this information to patient predictions, using 

synthetic data, and three real patient cohorts.  

 

Implementation details. Patch contrastive learning is implemented in Python 3.7.3 

using Tensorflow 1.14.0186. NaroNet is implemented in Python 3.7.3 using PyTorch 

1.4.0187. Architecture search was performed using ray 1.0.0182 and hyperpopt 0.2.3. 

Synthetic datasets were generated in MATLAB v2019b. Python libraries used 

include imgaug 0.4.0, tqdm 4.48.2, scipy 1.5.4, numpy 1.18.2, sklearn 0.23.2, 

seaborn 0.11.0, and pandas 1.1.1. All the experiments were carried out using a server 

with 16 Intel(R) Xeon(R) E5-2623 v3 @ 3.00GHz CPUs, a RAM of 256 GBs, and 

4 GeForce RTX 2080 Ti GPUs of 11GBs. NaroNet’s source code is available on 

GitHub (https://github.com/djimenezsanchez/NaroNet). All synthetic experiments 

(including multiplex images, ground-truth masks, and patient data) and high-grade 

endometrial cancer cohorts (including multiplex images and patient data) are 

available at Zenodo (https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.4596337). Breast cancer cohort 

is publicly available from the original authors86 also at Zenodo 

(https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3518284).  

5.3.1. Synthetic experiments 

Dataset description. A series of synthetic experiments were performed to evaluate 

the performance of NaroNet in terms of prediction/classification accuracy and 

interpretability. By using simulated, realistic tissue/patient cohorts136, we can 

perform highly controlled experiments for which we have a perfect ground truth both 

in terms of classification and interpretability, as we know exactly where in the tissue 

https://github.com/djimenezsanchez/NaroNet
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.4596337
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3518284


  

 

  

is taking place the biological event that determines to which class the patient belongs. 

An in-house developed multiplex immunostained tissue simulator, named 

Synplex136, was used to create patient cohorts mimicking different disease 

paradigms. For each paradigm, a patient cohort of 𝑀 = 80 × 𝑂 patients was 

generated, being 𝑂 the number of groups of patients, each one defined by the 

abundance of local phenotypes, cellular neighborhoods, and tissue areas. Each 

patient was represented by an 800x800 multiplex image that contained 8 cell 

phenotypes (Ph1-Ph8), defined by the (tunable) probabilistic level of expression of 

6 fluorescently labeled markers (Mk1-Mk6) (Fig. 5.7a), size (Fig. 5.7b), and shape 

(Fig. 5.7c). Four types of cell neighborhoods (Nb1-Nb4) were also defined based on 

the (adjustable) probabilistic abundance of the cell phenotypes (Fig. 5.7d), and the 

(adjustable) interactions between them (Fig. 5.7e). Each neighborhood had a 

predefined prevalence in the tissue (Fig. 5.7f) and could interact with other 

neighborhoods (Fig. 5.7g) defining areas of interaction. 
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Figure 5.7: Default configuration of Synplex. a. 8 cell phenotypes are defined by the 

expression of 6 markers, each of them having a specific cell size (b.) and eccentricity (c.). 

d. Interacting cell phenotypes (e.) are organized in 4 interacting cellular neighborhoods (f,g.) 

 

 



  

 

  

Four disease paradigms were simulated, inspired on real scenarios (a representative 

reference is given for each paradigm):  

 

A. Phenotype Marker Intensity. Based on Yerushalmi et. al.188, where Ki67 marker 

expression correlates with risk survival in breast cancer patients, the simulated 

patient cohorts displayed a 25%, 50%, or 75% relative level of expression of marker 

Mk6 in cell phenotype Ph6, existing in neighborhood Nb3, for patients of types I, II, 

and III, respectively (Fig. 5.8). Two experiments with different levels of complexity 

were performed. In experiment PMI1, the relative abundance of Ph6 cells in Nb3 

was set to 15% (moderately present), whereas in PMI2 the relative abundance of Ph6 

was set to 0.25% (rarely present).  

 

B. Phenotype Frequency (PF). Based for instance on Damond et. al.163, where Type 

I diabetes patients have 62% relative reduction of cells compared to non-diabetic 

subjects, the simulated patient cohorts displayed a different abundance of cell 

phenotype Ph6 as a function of patient type. Two experiments were simulated. In 

PF1 (moderate presence) the relative abundance of Ph6 cells in neighborhood Nb3 

was set to 0%, 30%, and 60% for patient types I, II, and III, respectively (Fig. 5.9). 

In PF2 (rare presence), the relative abundance of Ph6 in Nb3 was set to 0%, 0.12%, 

and 0.25% for patient types I, II, and III, respectively. 

 

C. Cell-Cell Interactions (CCI). Based on Schapiro et. al.168, where grade 3 breast 

cancer tumors showed an interaction between proliferative cells Ki-67+ and 

phospho-S6+ compared to grade 1 tumors, we simulated artificial patient cohorts 

where cell phenotypes Ph4 and Ph5 that coexist in neighborhood Nb2 repel, show 

no interaction, or attract each other in patient types I, II, and III, respectively (Fig. 

5.10). Two experiments were performed (CCI1 and CCI2). In CCI1 (moderate 
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presence) the relative abundance of both Ph4 and Ph5 in Nb2 was set to 5%; in CCI2 

(rare presence), the relative abundance of both Ph4 and Ph5 was set to 1%. 

 

D. Neighborhood-Neighborhood Interactions (CCI). Based on Schürch et. al.164, 

where cellular neighborhood interactions were connected to different antitumoral 

immune response, the simulated patient cohort displayed different interactions 

between cellular neighborhoods, related to patient type. In this experiment (NNI1), 

Nb2 and Nb3 repel, show no interaction, or attract in patient types I, II, and III, 

respectively. The relative abundance of both Nb2 and Nb3 was set to 15% (Fig. 

5.11). 

 

Interpretability performance measure. In the synthetic experiments, ground-truth 

masks correspond to the regions driving the disease paradigm. We evaluate if 

NaroNet classified patients correctly based on those regions. First, we select the 

TME with the higher PIR value for each image/patient, i.e., most relevant TME, and 

generate two binary images. The first image, 𝐼𝑇𝑀𝐸, is an image with ones in those 

pixels that correspond to a patch that was assigned to the most relevant TME. The 

second, 𝐼𝐺𝑇 is the ground-truth mask, containing ones in those regions that drive the 

disease paradigm. Next, we calculate the intersection between both images, and 

divide the result by the number of pixels present in 𝐼𝑇𝑀𝐸: 

𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 =
𝐼𝑇𝑀𝐸 ∩ 𝐼𝐺𝑇

𝑠𝑢𝑚(𝐼𝑇𝑀𝐸)
 (5.15) 

This way, we calculate the ratio of pixels that were relevant in NaroNet’s prediction 

that lied in the regions of the ground-truth mask that define the disease paradigm. 

Here, an interpretability value of 1 means that NaroNet’s most relevant TME is 

completely contained in the ground truth mask. This process is repeated for each 

image/patient in the cohort providing a mean value of interpretability. 

 



  

 

  

 

 

Figure 5.8: Phenotype Marker Intensity (PMI1) disease paradigm. a-c. Multiplex 

images obtained from the tissue simulator (each of the patients corresponding to a distinct 

type). d-f. Image crop extracted from (a-c). g-i. Ground-truth mask where each color 

corresponds to a different cell phenotype. j-l. Ground-truth mask where each color 

corresponds to a different neighborhood. m,n. Legend of colors that refer phenotypes and 

neighborhoods. o. Marker expression of Phenotype 6 for three patient typologies (I, II, and 

III).  
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Figure 5.9: Phenotype Frequency (PF1) disease paradigm. a-c. Multiplex images 

obtained from the tissue simulator (each of the patients corresponding to a distinct type). d-

f. Image crop extracted from (a-c). g-i. Ground-truth mask where each color corresponds to 

a different cell phenotype. j-l. Ground-truth mask where each color corresponds to a different 

neighborhood. m,n. Legend of colors that refer phenotypes and neighborhoods. o. Phenotype 

frequency for three patient typologies (I, II, and III).  

 



  

 

  

 

 

Figure 5.10: Cell cell interactions (CCI1) disease paradigm. a-c. Multiplex images 

obtained from the tissue simulator (each of the patients corresponding to a distinct type). d-

f. Image crop extracted from (a-c). g-i. Ground-truth mask where each color corresponds to 

a different cell phenotype. j-l. Ground-truth mask where each color corresponds to a different 

neighborhood. m,n. Legend of colors that refer phenotypes and neighborhoods. o. Cell cell 

interaction for three patient typologies (I, II, and III).  
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Figure 5.11: Neighborhood-Neighborhood Interactions (CCI1) disease paradigm. a-c. 

Multiplex images obtained from the tissue simulator (each of the patients corresponding to 

a distinct type). d-f. Image crop extracted from (a-c). g-i. Ground-truth mask where each 

color corresponds to a different cell phenotype. j-l. Ground-truth mask where each color 

corresponds to a different neighborhood. m,n. Legend of colors that refer phenotypes and 

neighborhoods. o. Neighborhood-Neighborhood interaction for three patient typologies (I, 

II, and III).  

 



  

 

  

With these experiments we wanted to validate the ability of NaroNet to correctly 

identify the relevant TME that defines each paradigm, in a properly controlled, 

quantifiable fashion. In all 7 experiments, 120 patients of the cohort (40 patients of 

each type) were used for training and validation of NaroNet (including PCL and 

architecture search), and the remaining 120 patients were used for testing. Three 

train-test runs were made and averaged to report the final performance. The results 

obtained for these four paradigms, in terms of NaroNet’s unsupervised predictive 

accuracy and interpretability are shown in Table 5.1. Overall, the model predicts 

remarkably well all disease paradigms, even those involving rare cell populations.  

 

 

Illustrative example: CCI1 accuracy and interpretability performance.  

To illustrate the robustness, parameter selection, accuracy, and interpretability of 

NaroNet, we now illustrate the results provided by NaroNet making use of the first 

experiment -i.e., CCI paradigm (CCI1)- (Fig. 5.10). Namely, CCI1 consists of a 

cohort of 240 patients distributed in 3 groups, based on the interaction between two 

cell phenotypes Ph4 -i.e., cells expressing Mk4- and Ph5 -i.e., cells expressing Mk5- 

that belong to Neighborhood Nb2 and repel, show no interaction, or attract each 

other for patients type I, II, and III, respectively. The PCL module was 

unsupervisedly trained (1,000 epochs) using a batch-size of 128 randomly located 

 

Table 5.1: NaroNet performance in synthetic experiments. Classification accuracy 

performance and 95% confidence interval, and interpretability calculated as the intersection 

of the most relevant extracted TME and the ground-truth. Legend. PMI: phenotype marker 

expression; PF: phenotype frequency; CCI: cell-cell interaction, and NNI for neighborhood-

neighborhood interaction. Index 1 refers to moderate presence, and index 2 to rare presence.  
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10x10 pixel image patches and required ~3.3 hours. Once the model was trained, 

each image of the cohort was divided into 6,400 10x10 pixel patches and introduced 

in the CNN to create a 256-dimensional embedding for each patch. The CNN model 

required ~32 minutes to create the embeddings for the complete synthetic cohort, 

composed of 768,000 patches. The contrast accuracy measured by the PCL module 

was used to evaluate the ability of the resulting embedding to distinguish elements 

contained within each patch obtaining 67.42% contrastive accuracy, which was 

comparable to state-of-the-art semi-supervised learning setups189. All patches 

extracted from each image were assembled into an image-graph. Next, we used the 

training image set (120 patients) to calculate the optimal architecture. Table 5.2 

contains the main parameters searched and the corresponding search space, both 

standard for ML (e.g., batch size, learning rate, dropout rate, etc.) and those specific 

to NaroNet (e.g., number of phenotypes, activation function to assign patches to 

TMEs, etc.).  

 

Table 5.3 shows the results produced by the architecture search for CCI1 after 500 

iterations (~68 hours). To quantitatively evaluate the effect of the parameter choices, 

we calculated the accuracy and the interpretability of all the model configurations 

evaluated by the architecture search. Then we compared the performance obtained 

for each parameter using a Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon two-sided test (Figs. 5.12 and 

5.13). The parameters found to be most relevant in this experiment (i.e., with the 

lower p-values) were the use of patch entropy loss (Figs. 5.12a), ResNet module for 

the graph convolution unit (Figs. 5.12d), and a softmax patch activation function 

(Figs. 5.13a). Interestingly, the optimal dimensionality value found for the hidden 

layer was 64 (Figs. 5.13f), which is low compared to what is common in DL 

workflows. This is a benefit of the use of the enriched graph of low-dimensional 

patch embeddings, which reduces the requirement of NaroNet’s network depth. 

State-of-the-art regularization losses that were proposed to improve GNN 



  

 

  

performance such as orthogonality173, and lasso190 seem to affect negatively the 

model performance. As expected, the model’s performance varies significantly with 

the number of TMEs used, being the optimal values: 10 phenotypes (Figs. 5.13e), 9 

neighborhoods (Figs. 5.13g), and 8 areas of neighborhood interaction (Figs. 5.13i). 

 

 

 

Table 5.2: Architecture search space used by NaroNet. Parameter configurations specific 

to NaroNet are specified above, and parameter configurations that are common to most ML-

based classifiers are described below. 
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Figure 5.12(a-c): Boxplot evaluation of individual NaroNet parameters with respect to 

the test loss and the interpretability accuracy for the CCI1 disease paradigm in 500 

architecture variations. a-e. Proposed and state-of-the-art unsupervised losses. f-g. 

Proposed and state-of-the-art units. P-value annotation legend: ns: p>0.05, *: p<0.05, **: 

p<0.01, ***: p<0.001, ****: p<0.0001. 

 

 



  

 

  

 

Figure 5.12(d-f): Boxplot evaluation of individual NaroNet parameters with respect to 

the test loss and the interpretability accuracy for the CCI1 disease paradigm in 500 

architecture variations. a-e. Proposed and state-of-the-art unsupervised losses. f-g. 

Proposed and state-of-the-art units. P-value annotation legend: ns: p>0.05, *: p<0.05, **: 

p<0.01, ***: p<0.001, ****: p<0.0001. 
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Figure 5.12(g): Boxplot evaluation of individual NaroNet parameters with respect to 

the test loss and the interpretability accuracy for the CCI1 disease paradigm in 500 

architecture variations. a-e. Proposed and state-of-the-art unsupervised losses. f-g. 

Proposed and state-of-the-art units. P-value annotation legend: ns: p>0.05, *: p<0.05, **: 

p<0.01, ***: p<0.001, ****: p<0.0001. 

 

 

Table 5.3: NaroNet optimized parameters after 500 runs in CCI1 disease paradigm 

experiment. Parameter configurations specific to NaroNet are specified above, and below, 

configuration parameters that are common to most ML-based classifiers. 

 

Grid search (specific to NaroNet)
Number of cell phenotypes 8 Number of neighborhoods 10

Number of neighborhood interactions 7 Global reasoning unit (GLORE) Deactivated
Patch activation function False Max-pooling on patch assignment Softmax

Orthogonal loss Deactivated Patch entropy loss Activated
Patient entropy loss Deactivated Mincut entropy loss Deactivated

Lasso loss (last layers) Deactivated Graph convolution unit Resnet
Graph data augmentation (in %) 0.01% Number of hops in GNN 2

Grid search (general parameters to ML)
Batch size 12 Weight decay 0.0001

Learning rate 0.01 Dropout rate 5%

Hidden layers 64 - -



  

 

  
 

 

Figure 5.13(a-c): Boxplot evaluation of individual NaroNet parameters with respect to 

the test loss and the interpretability accuracy for the CCI1 disease paradigm in 500 

architecture variations. a-e. Proposed and state-of-the-art units . f-j..ML hyperparameters. 

P-value annotation legend: ns: p>0.05, *: p<0.05, **: p<0.01, ***: p<0.001, ****: p<0.0001. 
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Figure 5.13(d-f): Boxplot evaluation of individual NaroNet parameters with respect to 

the test loss and the interpretability accuracy for the CCI1 disease paradigm in 500 

architecture variations. a-e. Proposed and state-of-the-art unsupervised losses. f-i. 

Proposed and state-of-the-art units. P-value annotation legend: ns: p>0.05, *: p<0.05, **: 

p<0.01, ***: p<0.001, ****: p<0.0001. 

 



  

 

  
 

  

Figure 5.13(d-f): Boxplot evaluation of individual NaroNet parameters with respect to 

the test loss and the interpretability accuracy for the CCI1 disease paradigm in 500 

architecture variations. a-e. Proposed and state-of-the-art unsupervised losses. f-i. 

Proposed and state-of-the-art units. P-value annotation legend: ns: p>0.05, *: p<0.05, **: 

p<0.01, ***: p<0.001, ****: p<0.0001. 
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Then the test image set (120 patients) was used to calculate the classification 

performance. The receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves, confusion matrix, 

and training and test accuracy curves obtained for CCI1 (Fig. 5.14) are shown for 

the optimal NaroNet’s set of parameters shown in Tab. 5.3. The time required to 

train and test the patient dataset three times was ~3.12 hours. The results show an 

overall accuracy of 98.6% with a 95% confidence interval (CI) [97.7,99.5]. Note that 

the model starts with a patch entropy of 0.83 and converges to 0.60 for both 

validation and training sets (Fig. 5.14f), showing that NaroNet learns phenotypes, 

neighborhoods, and areas with a high certainty (the proposed patch entropy loss 

decreases and stabilizes).  

  

Figure 5.13(d-f): Boxplot evaluation of individual NaroNet parameters with respect to 

the test loss and the interpretability accuracy for the CCI1 disease paradigm in 500 

architecture variations. a-e. Proposed and state-of-the-art unsupervised losses. f-i. 

Proposed and state-of-the-art units. P-value annotation legend: ns: p>0.05, *: p<0.05, **: 

p<0.01, ***: p<0.001, ****: p<0.0001. 

 



  

 

  
 

 

Figure 5.14: 10-fold cross-validation of CCI1 disease paradigm experiment with 

optimized architectural parameters. a,d. ROC and recall curves comparing patient type I 

vs. type II. b,e. ROC and recall curves comparing patient type I vs. type III. c,f. ROC and 

recall curves comparing patient type II vs. type III. d. Training-validation accuracy curve. e. 

Training-validation loss curve. f. Training-validation patch entropy loss. g. Confusion 

matrix. 
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We next show the interpretability of our model. Since NaroNet’s predictions are 

based on the abundance of learned phenotypes, neighborhoods, and areas, 

understanding their composition (i.e., cell marker expression, morphology, cellular 

interactions, etc) will help us to interpret decisions. To this end, for each 

neighborhood, we selected the 100 patches with the highest confidence -i.e., most 

representative patches- and measured their marker-mean intensity, shown in a 

heatmap where columns are min-max normalized (Fig. 5.15b). Representative top-

6 patches from all cellular neighborhoods are displayed allowing for a 

comprehensive interpretation of all elements of the tumor microenvironment found 

by NaroNet (Fig. 5.15c-k). Then, we used our differential TME analysis and 

revealed that four learned neighborhoods were most responsible for the patient 

prediction (Fig. 5.16). In order of statistical significance, N3, N7, N9, and N1. As 

expected, N9 (Figs. 5.15k) contains spatially related cells with phenotypes Ph4 and 

Ph5, while N7 and N3 (Figs. 5.15e,i) contain Ph4 and Ph5 cells that are seldom 

associated. From a global cohort perspective, and consistent with this observation, 

the boxplots that show the abundance of these four relevant neighborhoods (Fig. 

5.16b-e) prove that N9 is the most abundant neighborhood in type III patients (those 

displaying attraction of Ph4 and Ph5 cells), while N3 and N7 are the most abundant 

neighborhoods in type I patients (repulsion between Ph4 and Ph5 cells), and N1 is 

the most abundant neighborhood in type II patients (no interaction between Ph4 and 

Ph5 cells) showing an equilibrium between attraction and repulsion. In summary, we 

show that the TMEs learned by NaroNet capture the specifics of the underlying 

disease paradigm and lead to a successful patient classification. 

 

In summary, we show that the TMEs learned by NaroNet capture the specifics of the 

underlying CCI1 disease paradigm and lead to a successful patient classification. 

 



  

 

  

 

  
Figure 5.15(a-f): Neighborhoods learned by NaroNet in CCI1 synthetic experiment. a. 

Color legend for each marker. b. Heatmap showing the mean marker expression, coloured 

by phenotype d-k. Left, representative 6 pixel patches being the central one assigned to a 

specific neighborhood type, and right, histogram showing the certainty distribution of 

patches assigned to a neighborhood. 
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Figure 5.15(g-k): Neighborhoods learned by NaroNet in CCI1 synthetic experiment. a. 

Color legend for each marker. b. Heatmap showing the mean marker expression, coloured 

by phenotype d-k. Left, representative 6 pixel patches being the central one assigned to a 

specific neighborhood type, and right, histogram showing the certainty distribution of 

patches assigned to a neighborhood. 

 

 



  

 

  
 

 

Figure 5.16: TME differential composition analysis for CCI1 synthetic experiment. a. Table 

showing the most relevant inferred neighborhoods by NaroNet and its corresponding p-value 

in a Mann-Whitmann test. b-e. Violinplots showing the relative abundance of N7, N3, N4, 

and N6 neighborhoods for each patient group, coloured by patient type.eighborhoods learned 

by NaroNet in CCI1 synthetic experiment.  
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To quantify the interpretability provided by NaroNet, we measured the average 

intersection between the most relevant TMEs found in the images, and the ground-

truth neighborhood mask (Nb2) that contains the relevant, patient-type dependent 

TMEs in this experiment (i.e., Ph4 and Ph5). The average interpretability for this 

cohort was 92.89% (Table 5.1), confirming that our model correctly identified the 

relevant TMEs that were implemented by the simulator. 

 

To interpret why an individual image/patient was classified as a certain patient type, 

we calculated the Predictive Influence Ratio (PIR) value for each TME. This 

strategy, applied to CCI1 shows (Fig. 5.18a) that for most type I patients, the 

abundance of neighborhood N7 was the most determinant classification factor. 

Conversely, N9 was highly predictive for type III patients, and N1 was highly 

relevant to successfully classify type II patients. We illustrate this with examples of 

individual predictions: a patient classified as type III with prediction confidence of 

97.75% and a PIR value of 2.28 for N7 (Fig. 5.17a), and a patient classified as type 

I with prediction confidence of 94.36% and a PIR value of 1.61 for N9 (Fig. 5.17b).  

 

 

  

Figure 5.18: Illustration of most relevant TMEs to classify patients in the synthetic CCI1 

disease paradigm. a. Heatmap showing N6, N3, N4, and N7 PIR values per patient. 

 



  

 

  

 

5.3.2. High-grade endometrial carcinomas experiment 

Dataset description. Formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded (FFPE) samples from a 

retrospective collection of 12 high-grade endometrial carcinomas were analyzed, 

including 9 FIGO grade 3 endometrioid carcinomas and 3 serous-like carcinomas. 

This collection has been previously described155 and consisted of samples evaluated 

 

Figure 5.17: Examples of patients correctly classified as Type I and Type III, with 

squares showing patches assigned to learned neighborhood N7 and N9, respectively. 

All of them located in ground truth neighborhood Nb2 (marked in green). 
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at the Instituto de Investigación Biomédica de Bellvitge (IDIBELL, Lleida, Spain). 

All tissues were used after approval from the IDIBELL Investigation Committee 

protocol numbers: CEIC-2083, which approved the patient consent forms. All cases 

in the cohorts were reviewed by a local pathologist using hematoxylin and eosin–

stained preparations and the tumor histology variant was confirmed by morphology 

analysis. All patients have been molecularly classified in previous studies155. The 

microsatellite instability (MSI) subclass was determined by immunohistochemistry 

for DNA mismatch repair (MMR) proteins. Genomic copy number variation was 

determined using an array comparative genomic hybridization (aCGH) on sample 

pairs, as previously described191. POLE variants were studied by Sanger sequencing 

or NGS of the complete exonuclease domain (exons 9–14) or targeted sequencing of 

exons 9, 13, and 14. The tissue sections were stained with a seven-color multiplex 

panel targeting key elements of the immune environment: CD4+ and CD8+ T cells, 

the transcription factor FOXP3, the bona fide T cell activation marker CD137 (4-

1BB), the programmed cell death-1 (PD-1), cytokeratin, and nuclear detection with 

DAPI. Whole-tissue sections were scanned using a Vectra-Polaris Automated 

Quantitative Pathology Imaging System (Perkin Elmer Inc., Waltham, MA, USA). 

All relevant clinicopathological patient-level information was available for these 

tumors155, including the microsatellite instability (MSI) subclass, genomic copy 

number variation, and POLE mutation variants. 

  

Multiplex panel and staining protocol. The exploration of the immune 

environment of high-grade endometrial carcinomas was done using a previous 

developed and validated seven-color multiplex panel targeting CD4+ and CD8+ T 

cells, the transcription factor FOXP3, the bona fide T cell activation marker CD137 

(4-1BB), the programmed cell death-1 (PD-1), cytokeratin, and nuclear detection 

with DAPI. Multiplex immunofluorescence panel was used to enable the 

simultaneous examination of several cellular markers on a single formalin-fixed 



  

 

  

paraffin-embedded (FFPE) tissue section. Multiplex immunofluorescence 

development and validation workflow and protocols have been implemented as 

previously described192,193,194. Briefly explaining, 5 µm sections of FFPE tissue were 

deparaffinized and antigen retrieval was performed using DAKO PT-Link heat 

induced antigen retrieval with low pH (pH6) or high pH (pH9) target retrieval 

solution (DAKO). Each tissue section underwent five successive rounds of antibody 

staining, each round consisting of protein blocking with antibody diluent/block 

(Akoya Biosciences ARD1001EA), incubation with primary antibody, Opal 

Polymer anti mouse/rabbit HRP (Akoya Biosciences ARH1001EA), followed by 

tyramide signal amplification (TSA) with Opal fluorophores (Akoya Biosciences) 

diluted 1:100 in 1X plus amplification diluent (Akoya Biosciences FP1498). The 

primary antibody panel included: CD4 (Mouse monoclonal, clone 4B12, ready-to-

use, Agilent, product number IS64930-2), CD8 (Mouse monoclonal, clone C8/144B, 

ready-to-use, Agilent, product number GA62361-2), FOXP3 (Mouse monoclonal, 

clone 236A/E7, 1:300, Abcam, product number ab20034), PD1 (Mouse monoclonal, 

clone NAT105, ready-to-use, Cell Marque, product number 315M), CD137 

(TNFRSF9 or 4-1BB, Mouse monoclonal, clone BBK-2, 1:80, ThermoFisher, 

product number MA5-13736), cytokeratin (Mouse monoclonal, clone AE1/AE3, 

ready-to-use, Leica Biosystems, product number NCL-L-AE1/AE). Finally, in the 

last round, nuclei were counterstained with spectral DAPI (Akoya Biosciences 

FP1490) and sections mounted with Faramount Aqueous Mounting Medium (Dako 

S3025). A  total of 336 image fields taken from distinct tumor areas were acquired 

at a 20x magnification.  

 

We used NaroNet to learn TMEs associated to four patient-level labels: the somatic 

POLE mutation, copy number variation, DNA mismatch repair (MMR) deficiency, 

and two tumor histology types (endometrial carcinoma and serous-like carcinoma) 

The PCL module was trained (~3 hours) to generate 256-dimensional embeddings 
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of 15x15 pixel image patches obtaining a contrast accuracy of 81.11%. Once trained, 

it required 4 hours to produce 3,906,000 image patch embeddings, for all the images 

of the cohort. All patches that belong to an image were assembled into a graph of 

patches and fed to NaroNet.  

 

A 10-fold nested cross validation was utilized to optimize NaroNet's parameters and 

hyperparameters. In each fold of the outer loop, an inner loop was performed with a 

10-fold partition of the training data for hyperparameter optimization, in which 9 of 

the folds were used for training and one-fold was used for validation. The best 

architecture configuration (Table 5.4) was then evaluated on the corresponding test 

fold of the outer loop, providing patient-level predictions that achieved an overall 

accuracy of 93.75% with a 95% CI [91.16,96.33] (Fig. 5.19) for the four patient-

level labels. As a proof of principle of the type of analyses that can be performed, 

we next analyze the interpretability of the model while predicting POLE mutation 

status.   

 

 

Table 5.4: NaroNet optimized parameters after 500 run configurations in endometrial high 

grade disease paradigm. Parameter configurations specific to NaroNet are shown above, and 

below, configuration parameters that are commonly used in most ML-based classifiers. 

 



  

 

   

 

Figure 5.19(a-d): NaroNet’s prediction performance in a 10-fold nested cross-validation to 

classify image fields into patient-level labels. The columns (from left to right) represent 

confusion matrix and ROC curve specifying AUC statistic. a-b. Prediction performance to 

associate image fields with the presence of POLE mutation in two classes, wild-type (WT) 

and mutated. c-d. Prediction performance to associate image fields with 2 tumor histologies, 

serous-like EC and endometria carcinoma. e-f. Prediction performance to associate image 

fields with MMR deficiency in two classes, stable and unstable. g-h. Prediction performance 

to associate image fields with the copy number variation in two classes, high and low.  
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Figure 5.19(e-h): NaroNet’s prediction performance in a 10-fold nested cross-validation to 

classify image fields into patient-level labels. The columns (from left to right) represent 

confusion matrix and ROC curve specifying AUC statistic. a-b. Prediction performance to 

associate image fields with the presence of POLE mutation in two classes, wild-type (WT) 

and mutated. c-d. Prediction performance to associate image fields with 2 tumor histologies, 

serous-like EC and endometria carcinoma. e-f. Prediction performance to associate image 

fields with MMR deficiency in two classes, stable and unstable. g-h. Prediction performance 

to associate image fields with the copy number variation in two classes, high and low.  

 



  

 

  

Illustrative example: (POLE mutation - Wild-type) accuracy and 

interpretability performance. As a proof of principle of the type of analyses that 

can be performed, we analyzed the interpretability of the model while predicting 

POLE mutation status.  

 

For each cell phenotype, we selected 100 patches with the highest confidence -i.e., 

most representative patches- and measured their marker-mean intensity, shown in a 

heatmap (Fig. 5.20b). Representative top-12 patches from local phenotypes with 

cohort-differentiating characteristics were extracted allowing for a comprehensive 

interpretation of the full cohort without the need of visualizing all the images (Figs. 

5.20d-m). Three phenotypes captured immunologically active areas: stromal cells 

expressing CD8, FoxP3, PD1, and CD137 (P2), tumor-infiltrating cells expressing 

CD137 and CD4 (P7), tumor-infiltrating cells expressing CD4 and CD8 (P6). Other 

phenotypes are tumoral cells (P10 and P1), and lumen -i.e., absence of cells- (P3).  

 

For each neighborhood, we selected the 100 patches with the highest confidence -

i.e., most representative patches- and measured to which local phenotypes they were 

assigned. As cellular neighborhoods are calculated from microenvironmental 

features of image patches at 2 hops of distance, they are composed of the proximity 

of local phenotypes (Fig. 5.21c). Namely, cellular neighborhoods N7 and N1 contain 

local interactions between immunologically active stromal cells. N2 and N4 consist 

of local interactions between immunologically active tumoral areas. Finally, N6 and 

N8 are clusters of tumor cells. 

 

Our differential TME composition analysis revealed that area A1 (p-value: 2.56x10-

9) (Fig. 5.22a) was most predictive when making patient predictions. Indeed, area 

A1 was significantly more associated with tumors harboring POLE mutations than 

with POLE wild-type (WT) tumors (Fig. 5.22b). This area contains interacting 
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neighborhoods N2 and N7 which in turn contain local phenotype interactions 

between P2-P7 and P4-P9, respectively (Fig. 5.21c). Specifically, N7 contains CK+ 

tumoral cells (P4) and intratumoral cells expressing CD4 and CD8 (P9) (Fig. 5.22c). 

By contrast, N2 contains cells that express CD8, PD1 and FoxP3 (P2) along with 

tumoral CK+ cells (P7) and was associated with POLE mutated patients (Fig. 5.22d). 

Indeed, P2 itself was significantly more abundant in POLE mutated patients (p-

value: 2.80x10-10) (Fig. 5.20e). All these findings are consistent with the literature, 

as CD4, CD8, FoxP3, and PD1 are inflammation markers, and POLE-mutated 

endometrial carcinomas, usually with a better prognosis than POLE WT, are 

described to present large lymphocyte infiltrates195. In summary, area A1 contains 

cellular neighborhoods related to high immunological activity, and points at the 

existence of interactions between specific immune phenotypes in POLE vs. non-

POLE mutated cancers that could be further explored, as could be done with other 

TMEs selected by NaroNet, even those not significant for the prediction but 

significant to differentiate between groups. 



  

 

  

 

 

Fig. 5.20: Phenotypes learned by NaroNet in endometrial high-grade cancer cohort, 

showing marker expression (b.) and examples for each phenotype (d-m.). 
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Fig. 5.21: Neighborhoods and areas learned by NaroNet related to POLE mutation in 

endometrial high-grade cancer. a. Heatmap showing the mean marker expression, colored 

by neighborhood. b. Absolute patch count of each neighborhood in the cohort. c. Heatmap 

showing the Z-scored phenotype composition of neighborhoods. d. Heatmap showing the Z-

scored neighborhood composition of areas. 

 



  

 

  

 

To illustrate the interpretability of NaroNet, we provide two examples of patients in 

which phenotype P2 was the most informative TME. The first patient was correctly 

classified as POLE WT with a prediction confidence of 95.45%, and a PIR value of 

1.49. It shows a cold tumor landscape –low P2 abundance– that is associated with 

POLE WT patients (Fig. 5.23a). This is consistent with the global cohort-level 

findings (Fig. 5.23b). The second patient was correctly classified as a POLE mutated 

patient with a prediction confidence of 99.24%, and a PIR value of 1.38. It shows a 

hot tumor landscape with high P2 abundance, being also consistent with global 

cohort-level findings. 

 

Fig. 5.22: Association of high-grade endometrial carcinomas with patient-level labels. 

a.  Neighborhood composition of learned area A1. b. Violin-plot showing relative abundance 

of learned Area A1as a function of POLE mutation status. c,d. Patches assigned to 

neighborhoods N7 and N2, and their corresponding abundance across patient-types. 
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Comparison of NaroNet’s inferred phenotypes with standard analysis tools 

(Qupath). To further validate NaroNet, we quantified the phenotype that NaroNet 

identified as the most discriminative between patient types (P2, i.e. high expression 

of CD8, PD1, and FoxP3), using QuPath139,156, a widely-used open-source software 

for computational pathology. For each image of the cohort, we first quantified the 

level of expression of CD8, PD1, and FoxP3 from the cell segmentation masks 

obtained using the DAPI counterstaining. Then we calculated the number of 

CD8+PD1+FoxP3+ cells and correlated this number with the number of patches that 

NaroNet assigned to P2, obtaining a positive correlation (R2 = 0.63) (Fig. 5.24a,b). 

  

Fig. 5.23: Images from patient types WT and POLE mutated patients that were 

classified due to phenotype P2 abundance. White squares represent patches assigned to 

P2. 

 



  

 

  

Moreover, both QuPath and NaroNet are able to robustly distinguish patient-types 

based on CD8+PD1+FoxP3+ phenotype abundance, the outstanding difference 

being that NaroNet infers it without human supervision (Fig. 5.24c,d).  

 

 

 

Fig. 5.24: Comparison of P2 with QuPath quantification. a. Correlation of number of 

CD8+PD1+FOXP3+ cells (QuPath) and relative number of P2 patches (NaroNet). b. Log-

scaled Correlation of a. (p<0.001). c,d. Boxplots comparing differences across patient types. 
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5.3.3 Breast cancer cohort 

Dataset description. We used a publicly available image dataset composed of 215 

patients and their corresponding 381 IMC (CyTOF) images stained with a 35-plex 

antibody panel targeting clinically established breast cancer targets like estrogen 

receptor (ER), progesterone receptor (PR), and HER2, as well as relevant oncogenes, 

pathway signaling, and epigenetic related proteins. 

 

NaroNet was used to ‘blindly’ identify features associated with patient survival risk. 

To this end, patients were clustered by k-means into three classes based on their 

long-term survival, resulting in 3 groups (Fig. 5.25), where the RI risk group consists 

of 48 patients that survived more than 120 months (more than 10 years), RII risk 

group consists of 107 patients that survived between 54 and 119 months (between 5 

and 10 years), and RIII consists of 60 patients that survived less than 53 months (less 

than 5 years).  

 

The PCL module produced 18x18 pixel patch embeddings for all the images of the 

cohort, with a contrast accuracy of 82.50%. As more than one image was acquired 

per patient, all the images and patches of each patient were combined in one single 

graph and fed to NaroNet. A 10-fold nested cross-validation was used to optimize 

NaroNet's parameters and hyperparameters (Table. 5.5) as explained in the 

endometrial carcinoma experiment in Section 5.3.2. NaroNet classified RI (low risk) 

vs. RIII (high risk) patients with an accuracy of 70.37% with 95% CI [61.81-78.92] 

and an AUC of 0.73 with 95% CI [63.15-82.00] (Fig. 5.26).  

 



  

 

  

 

 

 

Figure 5.25: Histogram plot of patient overall survival in months, colored by risk.  

 

 

Table 5.5: NaroNet optimized parameters after 500 run configurations in risk survival. 

Parameter configurations specific to NaroNet are shown above, and below, configuration 

parameters that are commonly used in most ML-based classifiers. 
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Figure 5.26: Nested 10-fold cross-validation in breast cancer risk experiment. a-f. 

Confusion matrices and ROC curves for pair combinations of RI, RII, RIII risk classes. 

 



  

 

  

NaroNet learned 57 distinct spatial patterns of TMEs able to predict the patient risk 

group (Fig. 5.27 and 5.28). Thanks to our differential TME composition analysis, 

we found that a combination of two neighborhoods (N8 and N16) was significantly 

predictive (p<0.05) when distinguishing between RI and RIII patients. N8, 

containing tumor cells (cytokeratin AE1/AE3+ and cytokeratin 7+), and high 

presence of Fibronectin is abundant in risk III patients (Fig. 5.27b). Fibronectin is a 

key component of the extracellular matrix. As seen in previous studies, fibronectin 

is highly expressed in the remodeled tumor extracellular matrix, forming a barrier 

for the infiltration of immune cells.  Consistent with our findings, high fibronectin 

presence has been associated with poorer patient survival196. N16, consisting of 

tumor cells expressing p53, was also associated with a bad prognosis (Fig. 5.27b). 

The tumor suppressor gene p53 is one of the most mutated genes in human cancers 

and is generally associated with a strong and diffuse immunoexpression of p53.  

Consistent with our findings, TP53 mutation is a  poor prognostic factor in various 

cancer types197. 

 

Apart from N8 and N16, there are other TMEs whose abundance is significantly 

different across patient types (Fig. 5.27c). In 'discovery' mode, these TMEs could be 

used to obtain insights on cohort-differentiating microenvironmental features. For 

instance, neighborhood N4 containing Sox9+ cells was associated with poorer 

survival (p<0.0001), being consistent with the fact that Sox9 has been previously 

described as an oncogene198. 
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Figure 5.27: a. Heatmap showing the min-max mean marker expression, colored by 

neighborhood. b. Relative abundance of neighborhood N8 and N16 in RI and RIII survival 

risk groups. c. Relative abundance of N4 in RI and RIII survival risk groups.  

 



  

 

  

 

 

 

Figure 5.28: a. Heatmap showing the min-max mean marker expression, colored by 

phenotype. b,c. Relative abundance of phenotypes P2 and P5 in RI and RIII survival risk 

group. 
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We next evaluate NaroNet’s ability to capture the heterogeneity of the 35-plex breast 

cancer cohort by showing the interpretable prediction of two patients. The first 

patient, with a survival of 33 months, was correctly classified as high risk (RIII) with 

a prediction confidence of 98.98%. Such prediction was mainly driven by the 

presence of N4 (i.e., Sox9+), having a high abundance (9.07) compared to N4 mean 

abundance (1.49) and high PIR value (1.91). This is consistent with our global 

findings that indicate that high-risk patients are associated with Sox9 oncogene 

expression (i.e., neighborhood N4). The second patient, with 174 month survival, 

was correctly classified as low risk (RI) with a prediction confidence of 93.15%, 

being the prediction mainly driven by the absence of N8 (i.e., extracellular 

fibronectin), having a low relative abundance (0.01) compared to N8 mean 

abundance (2.21) and a PIR value (1.84). Therefore, for a specific patient, NaroNet 

correctly quantified a low presence of N8, and associated it to low survival, as it was 

previously observed cohort-wise (Fig. 5.27b).  

 

We finally analyzed NaroNet’s ability to predict patient risk subtypes as a function 

of the input used. On the one hand, as cell segmentation masks are provided along 

with the public image dataset, cell features were extracted as done by Jackson et al.86. 

Briefly, a graph of interconnected cells (37-element vectors) was fed to NaroNet, 

where each cell vector consists of the average expression of the 35 markers plus the 

cell size and eccentricity. This approach is compared to our proposed strategy based 

on patch embeddings. On the other hand, as more than one image was acquired for 

some patients, we compared the strategy of feeding NaroNet using one graph per 

image or feeding it with a graph that combines all the images of the patient. We used 

the same hyperparameters for all the experiments (Table 5.5). Table 5.6 shows the 

AUC for all experiments. As shown, NaroNet achieves the highest prediction 

performance using graph containing PCL patches instead of cell masks and performs  

better when all images of the same patient are combined into a single graph.  



  

 

  

 

5.3.4 Early-stage endometrial cancer 

Dataset description. Five hundred and twelve (512) patients with endometrial 

cancer underwent surgery between January 2003 and December 2015. The resected 

tumors were visually analyzed using FIGO screening199,200,201. Two hundred and fifty 

(250) patients were diagnosed as early-stage endometrial carcinomas (EEC), for 

which surgery followed by adjuvant chemotherapy or radiotherapy was expected to 

be sufficient to overcome disease. However, 36 patients diagnosed as EEC recurred 

in the disease within five years from surgery202. Tumor sections from biopsies of all 

EEC patients were  multiplex-stained using a panel of 8 immunological markers, and 

NaroNet was asked to associate elements from the tumor microenvironment to EEC 

patient recurrence. To find tumor features that predict EEC patient recurrence may 

be helpful in clinical settings, as visual screening strategies fail to predict EEC 

patient recurrence in a relevant number of patients (~10%).  

 

Tissue processing and staining. Representative non-necrotic central areas of each 

tumor were marked on H&E slides cut off from the top of the tissue block, and two 

cores of 1.2mm diameter were punched from those areas in the paraffin blocks and 

arrayed into a tissue microarray (TMA). A total of 14 TMAs were constructed 

Breast cancer risk 

assessment (AUC) 

Cell segmentation Patch contrastive learning 

Image-wise Patient-wise Image-wise Patient-wise 

RI and RIII 0.65 0.62 0.68 0.73 

RI and RII 0.57 0.49 0.68 0.69 

RII and RIII 0.55 0.53 0.60 0.56 

Table 5.6: AUC prediction performance of NaroNet for four training strategies: image-

wise or patient-wise, and using the cell segmentation. 
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containing tumor tissue cores from the 250 patients. A complete description of the 

cohort’s clinical characteristics can be found in Ruz-Caracuel et. al.203. The 

multiplex immunofluorescence (IF) protocols were applied a described in Schalper, 

K. A. et al.193 Briefly, 4 µm sections of thee TMAs were deparaffinized, and antigen 

retrieval was performed using heat-induced antigen retrieval with low pH (pH 6) or 

high pH (pH 9) solutions. Samples were next stained with primary antibodies 

targeting Cytokeratin (CK) (pan-CK, clone AE1/AE3, dilution 1:150, Novus 

Biologicals), CD8 (clone 4B11, dilution 1:150, Biorad), and CD68 (clone PG-M1, 

dilution 1/100, Dako) followed by TSA amplification with fluorophores Opal 690, 

Opal 540, Opal 620 (Akoya Biosciences), respectively. All staining steps were 

performed on the LabSat Research platform (Lunaphore Technologies, Lausanne, 

Switzerland). This is an automated tissue-staining instrument for rapid 

immunostaining which uses a microfluidic technology for the rapid and uniform 

delivery of reagents to tissue samples. Each TMA section underwent several rounds 

of antibody staining. In the last round, nuclei were counterstained with spectral DAPI 

(Akoya Biosciences), and sections were mounted with Faramount Aqueous 

Mounting Medium (Dako). The multiplex-stained TMA slides were imaged using 

the Vectra® Polaris™ Automated Quantitative Pathology Imaging System (Akoya 

Biosciences, Menlo Park, CA, USA). Image preprocessing and spectral unmixing 

were performed using InForm® Tissue Analysis Software (v2.4.8, Akoya 

Biosciences, Menlo Park, CA, USA). To this end a spectral library of the used 

fluorophores, captured from single stained slides, was generated using InForm 

software. Auto-fluorescence was measured on an unstained tumor. 

 

NaroNet performance predicting patient recurrence. For hundred and eighty 

nine (489) images, 2656x2656x7 pixels size, from the 250 EEC patients were 

acquired, each image being from a different tissue core. Please notice that the patient 

dataset was non-curated, meaning that all images were included in the analysis. 



  

 

  

Then, NaroNet was trained with these images to predict recurrence in EEC patients 

(Fig. 5.29).  

 

 

The PCL module transformed 20x20x7 image crops from all the images into 256-

element vectors embeddings the size, shape of cells as well as the marker expression 

measured in the patch. The PCL module reported 71.11% accuracy after embedding 

a total of 8.520.336 image patches from the complete cohort. This accuracy is 

comparable with those reported in previous studies152,204. From these patch 

embeddings, we create a graph that represents the tissue microenvironment by 

connecting each image patch to its 4-adjacent neighbors. Patient-level graphs are 

 

Figure 5.29: Illustrative workflow followed to analyze endometrial early-stage cancer 

patients  
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generated by joining all patch-graphs from one patient, coming from 1 or 2 tumor 

cores. 

 

We used our architecture search module to provide the highest possible predictive 

and interpretability performance (see Fig. 5.30). NaroNet’s optimal configuration 

recommended the use of 10 phenotypes, 8 cellular neighborhoods, and 4 tissue areas 

(4). Furthermore, the optimal configuration required 2 levels of depth when 

identifying cellular neighborhoods. Regarding the available configurations of the 

max-sum pooling operation, NaroNet’s optimal configuration required patches be 

constrained to one spatial phenotype -i.e., a patch cannot belong to two spatial 

phenotypes simultaneously-, and the use of a softmax versus sigmoid, activation 

function. 

 

Using the optimal NaroNet’s architecture, a 10-fold cross-validation strategy was 

used to measure the classification performance when predicting patient recurrence. 

In each fold, 225 patients were used to train the model, whereas the rest -i.e., 25 

patients- were used to test the model. The prediction ROC curve and confusion 

matrix obtained are shown in Fig. 5.30g,h. The overall accuracy achieved was 

92.40% with a 95% confidence interval (CI) of [89.55,95.75] and an area under the 

curve of 0.93 with a 95% CI of [0.87,0.97].  

 



  

 

  

 

 

Figure 5.30: Evaluation of model performance. a-c. Optimal number of phenotypes, 

cellular neighborhoods, and areas. d. Optimal number of hops for the graph neural network 

that learns to assign patches to neighborhoods. e. Multiple spatial phenotype assignment. f. 

Leverage patch relevance. g-h. Confusion matrix and ROC curve for 10-fold cross 

validation.  Statistics were performed with Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon two-sided test with 

Bonferroni correction.  
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Understanding cohort-differentiating local phenotypes. NaroNet’s patient 

predictions were based on the presence of 22 elements of the tumor 

microenvironment (TMEs). Specifically, NaroNet identified 10 local phenotypes, 8 

cellular neighborhoods, and 4 tissue areas. All patches were assigned to TMEs with 

a probability measure representing NaroNet’s confidence when assigning that patch 

to that TME. For each local phenotype, we selected the 100 patches with the highest 

level of predictive confidence and measured their average marker intensities, shown 

normalized in Fig. 5.31a. Two other heatmaps were generated. One contained the 

level of colocalization between markers, measured by the Spearman correlation (Fig. 

5.31b). The second contained the average cell morphology parameters, measured 

using Stardist205 cell segmentation masks, fed to Morpholibj76 for feature extraction 

(Fig. 5.31c). 

 

Three phenotypes, P3, P5, and P1 were significantly, negatively associated with 

local recurrence. Among these, P3 was significantly predictive (p<0.05) based on 

the differential TME composition analysis. Fig. 5.31d,f,h show how the low 

presence of these three phenotypes, containing immunologically active cells, 

differentiate recurrent versus non-recurrent patients, and show examples of 

representative image patches containing the phenotype. P3 contains tumor-

infiltrating cells expressing CD8 and FoxP3. P5 contains tumor-infiltrating cells 

expressing CD8 and PD1, and P1 tumor-infiltrating CD68 and FoxP3 cells.  Two 

phenotypes, P2 and P4, captured tumor cells. P2 -i.e., PD-L1+PD1+ tumor cells- 

was positively associated with recurrence (Fig. 5.31e), whereas, P4 -i.e., high-

density CK+ only tumor cells-, was negatively associated with non-recurrent patients 

(Fig. 5.31g). Lastly, the P8 phenotype -i.e., unstained elongated cells- did not 

express any marker, and was associated with patient recurrence (Fig. 5.31i). 



  

 

  

 

 

Figure 5.31: Local phenotypes associated with recurrence in EEC patients. a. Mean 

expression of all markers. b. Spatial colocalization among DAPI and the rest of the markers. 

c-h. Relative abundance of learned phenotypes among recurrent and non-recurrent patients, 

and top-9 representative.  
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Understanding cohort-differentiating cellular neighborhoods.  

Eight (8) cellular neighborhoods were identified by NaroNet. For each 

neighborhood, we selected the 100 patches with the highest confidence -i.e. most 

representative patches- and measured which local phenotypes they were assigned to. 

As cellular neighborhoods are calculated from microenvironment features at 2 hops 

of distance, they reflect the proximity of local phenotypes (Fig. 5.32a). The 

differential TME composition analysis found cellular neighborhood N5 significantly 

predictive (p<0.05). This neighborhood contains local interactions between PD-

L1+PD1+ tumor cells and P7 -i.e. background, or tumor lumen- and is associated 

with disease recurrence (Fig. 5.32b). Moreover, Neighborhood N3 contains local 

interactions between unstained elongated cells, tumor-infiltrating CD8+, and PD1+ 

cells, and tumor-infiltrating CD8+ and FoxP3+ cells, and the presence of this 

neighborhood is negatively associated with disease recurrence (Fig. 5.32c). 

Neighborhood N8 captures local interactions between P3, P5, P1 tumor-infiltrating 

immune cells, high-density tumor cells, and unstained cells and is negatively 

associated with disease recurrence (Fig. 5.32d). Lastly, cellular neighborhood N7 

shows local interactions within elongated negative cells -i.e., clusters of P8 cells-. In 

contrast to local phenotype P8, which is associated with patient recurrence, cellular 

neighborhood N7 -i.e., clusters of unstained elongated cells-, is negatively associated 

with recurrence. 



  

 

  

 

 

Understanding cohort-differentiating tissue areas.  

Four (4) tissue areas were found by NaroNet. Each tissue area is computed from a 

graph of cellular neighborhoods, each of them assigned to a tissue area (Fig. 5.33a). 

Please notice that in general all image patches in a tissue core are assigned to a one 

tissue area. Tissue area A1 mostly contains ‘cold’ tumor areas, which in turn consist 

 

Figure 5.32: Cellular neighborhoods associated with recurrence in EEC patients. a. 

Composition of cellular neighborhoods based on interacting cell phenotypes. b-e. Relative 

abundance of learned cellular neighborhoods among recurrent and non-recurrent patients. 
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of interactions between tumor cells and lumen, and is associated with disease 

recurrence (Fig. 5.33b,f). Tissue areas A2 and A3 contain ‘hot’ tumor areas, which 

in turn consist of: clusters of unstained elongated cells, tumor-infiltrating cells 

expressing CD8 and PD1, and tumor-infiltrating cells expressing CD8 and FoxP3; 

clusters of elongated negative cells; and clusters of tumoral cells and lumen. Both 

A2 and A3 are strongly associated with non-recurrence (Figs. 5.33c,d,g, and 5.33a). 

Finally, tissue area A4 mostly contains ‘cold’ tumoral areas with stromal cells that 

are immunologically active and are composed of N1, N3, and N5 cellular 

neighborhoods (immunology inactive tumoral and stromal active neighborhoods) 

(Figs. 5.33e and 5.34b). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.33(a-e): Tissue areas associated with recurrence in EEC patients. a. 

Composition of tissue areas based on interacting cellular neighborhoods. b-e. Relative 

abundance of learned tissue areas among recurrent and non-recurrent patients. f. Top-3 tissue 

cores assigned to areas 1 and 2, respectively. For each example: top left, tissue core; Top 

right, image patch confidence when assigning to tissue area; Bottom, image crop of the 

region with the highest relevance for the assignment to the tissue area (scale bar: 100µm). 

 



  

 

  

 

 

  
Figure 5.33(f-g): Tissue areas associated with recurrence in EEC patients. a. 

Composition of tissue areas based on interacting cellular neighborhoods. b-e. Relative 

abundance of learned tissue areas among recurrent and non-recurrent patients. f. Top-3 tissue 

cores assigned to areas 1 and 2, respectively. For each example: top left, tissue core; Top 

right, image patch confidence when assigning to tissue area; Bottom, image crop of the 

region with the highest relevance for the assignment to the tissue area (scale bar: 100µm). 
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Figure 5.34: Tissue areas associated with recurrence in EEC patients. a-b. Top-3 tissue 

cores assigned to areas 3 and 4, respectively. For each example: top left, tissue core; Top 

right, image patch confidence when assigning to tissue area; Bottom, image crop of the 

region with the highest relevance for the assignment to the tissue area (scale bar: 100µm). 

 



  

 

  

NaroNet robustness against technical variabilities. We next assessed the 

adaptability of NaroNet to input data from heterogeneous sources -i.e., when tissue 

staining is done in different institutions-. In our experimental cohort, 9 TMAs were 

stained in center A, and 5 TMAs were stained in center B. Although staining 

techniques followed a unified protocol, it is expected that differences are found in 

the tissue marker expression between samples. To serve as a reference control for 

the staining, one TMA containing 36 tumor cores from 19 patients was stained in 

both centers (Fig. 5.35a). Replicates of this TMA were used to evaluate the intensity 

distributions of markers across institutions. To this end, DAPI nuclear masks were 

used to obtain pixel values for each nuclear marker, and a dilated version of the 

nuclear mask was used to quantify markers expressed in the cytoplasm.  

 

 

In fig. 5.35b, marker expression levels were significantly different (p<0.0001) 

between institutions, with higher differences in PD-L1 marker expression. Only CD8 

marker expression was comparable between research centers (p>0.05). We next 

 

Figure 5.35(a): Deep learning robustness to technical variabilities. a. Workflow 

followed to stain one TMA in two institutions and their posterior quantification by NaroNet. 

b. Marker expression distribution across institutions. c. Correlation of DL quantifications 

across institutions. d-e. Correlation of spatial phenotype abundances across centers (each 

point corresponds to a tissue core). 
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evaluated the microenvironmental quantifications of our model across institutions 

for the replicated TMA by correlating the three levels of tissue complexity -i.e., 

phenotypes, neighborhoods, and areas abundances- across institutions. Although 

marker expression levels were not comparable across institutions neighborhoods and 

areas, which are calculated based on the context of the tissue, showed moderate and 

large positive correlation values (r>0.3 and r>0.5) (Fig. 5.35c). Only neighborhood 

N6 (Fig. 5.35g), which contains mostly background areas, showed negative 

correlation between institutions, meaning that NaroNet quantified a different 

background for each institution. This could be explained as NaroNet assign 

background patches to different neighborhoods in each set of images as the image 

background is not used to classify patient, and therefore, the creation of a 

“background” neighborhood type is not required the classification. In contrast to 

areas and neighborhoods, the local phenotypes did not always correlate positively. 

Local phenotypes that capture unstained -i.e., background- local patches correlate 

negatively (Fig. 5.35f), as these background local phenotypes are not used to predict 

patient recurrence. In contrast, relevant local phenotypes like phenotype P1 (Fig. 

5.35d) and P8 (Fig. 5.35e) correlated positively with r values 0.70 and 0.45, 

respectively. All in all, our model can analyze images from heterogeneous origins 

while showing good performance. 

 

 



  

 

  

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.35(b-g): Deep learning robustness to technical variabilities. a. Workflow 

followed to stain one TMA in two institutions and their posterior quantification by NaroNet. 

b. Marker expression distribution across institutions. c. Correlation of DL quantifications 

across institutions. d-e. Correlation of spatial phenotype abundances across centers (each 

point corresponds to a tissue core). 
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Analysis of prediction confidence. Using only two punches, thus two images, from 

a tumor section to predict patient recurrence is challenging since they may not 

univocally represent the status and prognosis of the patient. However, most patients 

were correctly classified with high confidence values (>90%) (Fig. 5.36a,b), 

meaning that for most patients the microenvironment of the tumor, measured in two 

images was sufficient to capture the microenvironment elements that define her 

outcome.  In Fig. 5.36c we show a heatmap of spatial phenotype enrichments for all 

patients in the cohort. It shows that “prototypical” recurrent patients have similar 

spatial phenotype enrichment vectors, as most cases showed “cold” tumor areas (A1 

and A4). 

 

 

 

Figure 5.36: Evaluation on difficult cases of EEC patients. a,b. Histogram of prediction 

confidence values for test set. c. Patient spatial phenotyping profiling for recurrent and no 

recurrent patients. 

 



  

 

  

To get more insights on NaroNet’s prediction confidences, we next analyze cases 

where NaroNet incorrectly classified patients with high prediction confidence. In fig. 

5.37a, a patient that did not recur in the disease but was classified as recurrent with 

>90% confidence is shown. In this case, both tissue cores were quantified as A1, 

which captures “cold” tumors. In fig. 5.37b, a patient that recurred in the disease but 

was classified as non-recurrent with >90% confidence is shown, where both tissue 

cores were quantified as A3, capturing high levels of immune-active tumor-

infiltrates. Therefore, both patients were misclassified, but not due to an incorrect 

assessment of the tumor microenvironment, as the model detects ‘hot’ and ‘cold’ 

tissue areas which are associated with no recurrence and recurrence, respectively, 

and predicts accordingly, with high levels of confidence. This cannot be considered 

errors of the model, but else, a reflection of the complexity, even the impossibility 

of predicting recurrence based only on the histology of the tumor. Indeed, tumor 

recurrence is heavily affected by the age of the patient, the presence of co-

morbidities, along with other clinical and non-clinical factors that are not reflected 

in the histology. This can only highlight, and give value to the outstanding predictive 

performance obtained by NaroNet (92.40% with a 95% confidence interval) in this 

extremely complex task. 

 

Support to clinical decisions. In a clinical setup, and as seen above, one technique 

(i.e., data modality) may not be sufficient to predict the patient outcome. Therefore, 

to combine clinical variables, they must be relevant and easy to assess. For this 

purpose, our strategy is very adequate since, for each patient, a set of phenotypes, 

neighborhoods, and area’s abundances is provided, where all of them have been 

previously interpreted and associated with clinical variables. Therefore, NaroNet’s 

quantifications could be easily used to assess clinical decisions. 
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Figure 5.37: EEC patients wrongly predicted by NaroNet. a. Tissue cores from a patient 

that did not recur in the disease but was classified as recurrent with a high confidence. b. 

Tissue cores from a patient that recurred in the disease but was classified as non recurrent. 

 



  

 

  

5.3.3. Analysis of NaroNet 

In this section, we carried out additional experiments for a comprehensive analysis 

of the proposed methods (i.e., NaroNet and PCL). All experiments were conducted 

using the training protocols introduced in the sections 5.3.1, 5.3.2, and 5.3.3.  

 

Ablation studies.  

We examined how NaroNet's performance varies when selected modules were 

removed from the original network, specifically phenotype, neighborhood, or area 

learning. The results of the ablation studies are shown in Table 5.7. Overall, NaroNet 

performs best when using the three modules. As expected, its performance varies 

greatly depending on which element of the tumor microenvironment is driving the 

disease paradigm at hand. For instance, in CCI1, where patient types show distinct 

cell-to-cell interactions, the neighborhood learning module is crucial, and when 

removed NaroNet is unable to capture cellular interactions dropping its performance 

dramatically. 

 

Comparison with other methods.  

NaroNet is the first WSDL method fully adapted to multiplex imaging. In contrast 

with other imaging modalities like H&E staining, where WSDL methods can be 

evaluated in public datasets, e.g., Camelyon16 challenge206, there is a lack of public 

 

Table 5.7: Ablation study on the synthetic and real experiments.  We denote with bold 

the best performing result.  The real experiments are evaluated with AUCs, and the synthetic 

experiments with accuracies. 

 

Ablation study
Endometrial Cancer (AUC) Breast Cancer (AUC) Synthetic experiments (Acc.)

POLE Hist. MMR CNV RI-RIII RI-RII RII-RIII PMI1 PF1 CCI1 NNI1

All networks 0.98 0.98 0.97 0.97 0.73 0.68 0.56 93.6 99.7 98.9 86.7

w/o Phenotype learning 0.98 0.98 0.99 0.98 0.66 0.65 0.56 77.7 98.8 96.7 88.9

w/o Neighborhood learning 0.94 0.96 0.98 0.95 0.63 0.62 0.52 60.3 63.5 35.3 60.2

w/o Area learning 0.93 0.97 0.99 0.99 0.70 0.65 0.52 98.8 80.8 98.6 86.5
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multiplex image datasets to objectively evaluate multiplex image analysis 

frameworks. However, in order to compare NaroNet with other existing approaches 

that could be utilized in multiplex imaging, we adopted two state-of-the-art WSDL 

methods used to classify H&E tissue sections, adapting them for the analysis of 

multiplex images from our real cohorts (i.e., Endometrial carcinomas and Breast 

Cancer cohort).  

 

A. CLAM.  As most WSDL methods, CLAM53 is based on a two-step strategy. In 

the first step, the image is divided into image patches (i.e., hundreds of cells) which 

are fed to a ResNet50 pretrained on ImageNet. In the second step, attention scores 

are assigned to patch representations considering their relevance in the patient-level 

classification task at hand. To adapt this method to multiplex imaging, it is necessary 

to utilize an alternative patch feature extraction strategy because it is not possible to 

input multiplex image patches to a RGB-based ResNet50 pretrained on ImageNet. 

Instead, we used our proposed PCL strategy. To this end, output patch 

representations from PCL were input to CLAM. To choose the size of the image 

patch we took into consideration how CLAM models patch representations. Indeed, 

CLAM does not capture physical interactions between patch representations, and 

therefore, the use of small patch sizes could be insufficient to model the tumor 

microenvironment correctly.  For this reason, we evaluated CLAM's performance 

using two patch sizes, the first following our strategy where one image patch 

contains one or two cells, and the second following the strategy used in ref.53  where 

one image patch contains dozens of cells. 

 

B. Neural Image Compression (NIC). NIC98 is also a two-step strategy. In the first 

step, the image is divided into image patches that are used to train a CNN 

unsupervisedly. In the second step, feature vectors are arranged to create a 

compressed image (with the original image structure), which is then fed to another 



  

 

  

CNN (ResNet50) that is trained supervisedly to predict patient-level labels. As done 

before, we used our PCL strategy to extract features at the cellular level. As NIC is 

based on a CNN to make patient predictions, we used a small image patch containing 

one or two cells.  

 

Performance results are provided in Table 5.8. Compared to CLAM and NIC, 

NaroNet achieves the best performance in terms of AUC scores. Please note that, 

besides  achieving higher prediction values, our method is inherently interpretable 

at three levels of complexity (i.e., phenotypes, neighborhoods, and areas). 

 

 

PCL parameter evaluation 

The PCL module learns cellular features from two augmented views of one image 

crop. Here, as the image crop is 𝛼𝐿 times bigger than the augmented views, the 

subsequent generated image patches (or views) do not necessarily contain the same 

pixel information, but can capture information from neighboring pixels. We evaluate 

NaroNet's performance using different 𝛼𝐿 values. Following Table 5.9 results, 

NaroNet performs better when using a value of 𝛼𝐿 higher than 1, thus meaning that 

introducing in the learning pipeline information from neighboring pixels is 

beneficial to extract cellular features. 

 

 

Table 5.8: Comparison  of  AUC  scores  of  weakly-supervised  methods  over 10-fold 

cross validation in the endometrial carcinomas and breast cancer datasets. A small 

patch size corresponds to 15x15 and 18x18 pixels, and alarge patch size is 90x90 and 

100x100 pixels in the endometrial carcinomasand breast cancer datasets, respectively. 

 

Methods
Patch 
size

Endometrial Cancer Breast Cancer

POLE Hist. MMR CNV RI- RIII RI-RII RII-RIII

NaroNet Small 0.98 0.98 0.97 0.97 0.73 0.68 0.56
Adapted from Tellez et al. Small 0.98 0.98 0.97 0.94 0.57 0.55 0.47

Adapted from Lu et al. Small 0.91 0.95 0.92 0.89 0.60 0.57 0.48
Big 0.95 0.92 0.87 0.86 0.59 0.57 0.49
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5.4. Discussion 

Our working hypothesis is that relevant elements of the tumor microenvironment 

can be blindly identified and associated with patient-level tumor information from 

multiplex imaging data. We have presented NaroNet, an end-to-end machine 

learning framework that proves this hypothesis true, as it accurately performs patient 

predictions from local phenotypes, neighborhoods, and neighborhood interaction 

areas, unsupervisedly identified from multiplex histological data. NaroNet takes 

advantage of and improves elements of the two main state-of-the-art computational 

pathology approaches. From SCA methods, NaroNet inherits the use of graphs to 

capture phenotype interactions, extending this idea by using GNNs to learn a three-

layer model of the tumor microenvironment from patient-level labels only. From 

WSDL, NaroNet uses the concept of using patches instead of cell segmentation 

masks and applies it to multiplex immunostained sections instead of H&E 

histological images. Furthermore, instead of being a black-box approach99, NaroNet 

is inherently interpretable as it makes predictions based on TME annotations, where 

multiplex data of large patient cohorts can be easily assessed in heatmaps and linked 

back to the images. This is especially appropriate for the discovery of biomarker 

signatures. To achieve this, NaroNet uses a novel max-sum pooling operation that 

inputs previously calculated TME annotations and outputs patient-level vectors. 

During the learning process, NaroNet’s parameters are trained to annotate never seen 

 

Table 5.9: Comparison  of  AUC scores over nested 10-fold cross validation in the 

endometrial carcinomas and breast cancer datasets for the image crop size 𝜶𝑳 for PCL. 

 

Endometrial Cancer Breast Cancer

POLE Hist. MMR CNV RI-RIII RI-RII RII-RIII

0.98 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.57 0.56 0.48
0.98 0.98 0.97 0.97 0.73 0.68 0.56
0.97 0.94 0.95 0.92 0.50 0.48 0.49



  

 

  

TMEs, whose abundances would eventually differentiate patient types. For this 

reason, NaroNet can be used in “discovery mode” to research new biomarker 

signatures of the tumor biology, or to answer clinically relevant questions, e.g., 

which tumoral features are more predictive of the tumor type or the outcome of the 

patient. Furthermore, using validated biomarker signatures, NaroNet can be trained 

to provide clinicians with interpretable clinical decisions, since predictions are based 

on TME annotations which can be mapped back onto the original images. To 

facilitate individual interpretable predictions, we developed a new metric called 

predictive influence ratio (PIR) that measures how each tumor 

microenvironmentelement contributes to the final prediction.  

 

One of the major bottlenecks in developing high-performance machine learning 

classifiers for computational pathology is the low number of available labeled tissue 

images. This is even a greater problem in the case of multispectral images, as the use 

of multiple markers increases the complexity and heterogeneity of tumor 

microenvironments, providing a high number of possible combinations between 

markers and tumor regions. To address this, we propose a data-efficient contrastive 

learning preprocessing step (PCL). This is a similar strategy to the one followed in 

state-of-the-art semi-supervised learning  frameworks189,204. These methods learn 

enriched image representations from large numbers of unlabeled images using an 

unsupervised deep neural network. Later, a supervised classifier can be trained to 

obtain outstanding image predictions from small numbers of these enriched, labeled 

image representations. In our case, all available patient tissue information is divided 

in patches, i.e., tiles, containing up to two cells, and are introduced in a convolutional 

neural network to create self-supervised low-dimensional enriched embeddings of 

these patches. These embeddings allow for comprehensive discrimination of pixel-

level features such as, cell morphology, marker intensity, marker colocalization, etc. 

thus reducing the inherent heterogeneity existing within and between tissues. We 
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hypothesized that the use of these prototypical enriched representations extracted 

from the images might help with the classification of low number of patients 

represented by them. Furthermore, the volume of data space is decreased so that 

NaroNet computational time is reduced allowing the use of architecture search 

algorithms, that would ultimately increase predictive performance. 

 

We have validated NaroNet using both synthetic and real data. Using a novel 

multiplex tissue image simulator, we created realistic patient cohorts with tunable 

presence of specific TMEs, providing an ideal objective benchmark to test the per-

formance of the system. Indeed, our extensive validation using synthetic data 

successfully confirms that NaroNet can learn relevant TMEs –local phenotypes, cell-

interaction neighborhoods, and neighborhood-interaction areas–, even when their 

presence in the tissue is rare. Using a high-grade endometrial carcinoma patient 

cohort, NaroNet found, among other TMEs that could be explored, a local phenotype 

expressing CD8, PD1, and FoxP3 whose high abundance was associated with the 

POLE mutation, while achieving a prediction accuracy of 91.67%. This finding is in 

accordance with what has already been described in the literature. Moreover, we 

confirmed using a semi-automated computational pathology software (QuPath), that 

the abundance of this specific phenotype correlates positively with the one found by 

NaroNet. This nicely shows that NaroNet can be a useful tool in research 

environments, as it can help to blindly identify novel TMEs that are related to the 

biology of the tumor. Using a public breast cancer dataset, NaroNet found TMEs 

that were associated with the patient’s survival achieving an AUC of 0.78. 

Strikingly, NaroNet did not require human supervision to learn, from a pool of 

millions of cells stained by35 markers, and among other TMEs, a decisive phenotype 

consisting of cells expressing ER and HER2, and related it to the prognosis of the 

patient. In addition, we show that NaroNet performs better when fed with an 

enriched graph created from image patches than when using cell features obtained 



  

 

  

from cell segmentation masks. This shows that NaroNet can learn relevant tumor 

microenvironmental information without the highly demanding task of segmenting 

all cells in the tissue. We also prove that using graphs to represent patients is more 

advantageous than using images, as several images for different tissue sections of a 

patiente can be combined together into a single graph providing NaroNet with more 

information to make better predictions. Finally, using an early-stage endometrial 

carcinoma (EEC) patient cohort, NaroNet successfully predicted patient recurrence 

with 92.4% accuracy. This is of outmost clinical utility since EEC patients, at 

present, are not successfully diagnosed with the standard visual screening procedures 

(i.e., FIGO). This was possible as NaroNet quantified phenotypes, neighborhoods, 

and areas and linked them to recurrence. In this experimental cohort, we have also 

evaluated the ability of NaroNet to quantify images from heterogeneous origins. In 

this case, it consisted of tissue staining variations across different research 

institutions. The results showed that NaroNet correctly quantified TMEs combining 

information from two research institution. 

 

All in all, we have presented NaroNet, an ensemble of networks that unsupervisedly 

identifies and annotates relevant TMEs that drive patient outcomes. Since we have 

shown that NaroNet is able to learn in situ highly predictive TMEs that confirm the 

existing literature, it is possible to affirm that the analysis of new predictive TMEs 

discovered by NaroNet could provide novel insights into the mechanisms of disease 

progression. This could be used in clinical settings, and more importantly, for the 

discovery of novel biomarkers. Furthermore, the fact that NaroNet’s clinical 

predictions are directly based on the annotations of TMEs results in an important 

breakthrough in computational pathology, as it contributes to the whitening of DL 

black boxes. Indeed, our model allows clinicians to understand which TMEs drive 

the prediction of each patient safely and reliably since DL neuron activations are 

related to specific biological structures that can be localized in the original images. 
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Therefore, NaroNet could be an optimal solution for the rapid clinical translation of 

biomarker discovery signatures, where DL models trained to quantify relevant TMEs 

are then applied to new incoming patients by providing clinicians with interpretable 

predictions. 
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6. Chapter 6 

Conclusions 

The main contribution of this thesis is the development of image processing and 

analysis tools for the quantification of the tumor microenvironment at the single-cell 

level, from multiplex immunostained image cancer datasets. Specifically, we have 

designed, implemented, and validated three computational tools named NMF-RI, 

Synplex, and NaroNet that address our main goal, as explained in the following 

paragraphs.  

6.1. Conclusions 

Having introduced our computational solutions in Chapters 3, 4, and 5 we can now 

provide answers to our research questions: 

 

Research Question 1: Can we properly unmix fluorescent emissions without the 

need for the time-consuming and expensive characterization of individual 

fluorochromes using single-stained, control samples? 

 

We have developed and validated an efficient blind spectral unmixing algorithm 

based on non-negative matrix factorization with re-initialization (NMF-RI), which 

efficiently separates fluorescent emissions without the need for experimental control 

samples. Our method is based on a multilayer optimization algorithm and a novel 

sparseness-based strategy for pixel selection that provides a robust unmixing 

solution even when high numbers of fluorochromes are mixed in the sample.   

 



  

 

  

Research Question 2: Can blind unmixing (NMF-RI) be used in situations of high 

spatial colocalization between spectrally overlapping fluorochromes? 

 

We performed synthetic and real experiments to evaluate NMF-RI in situations of 

high spatial colocalization, by artificially creating samples with increasing levels of 

spatial colocalization. Our results show that NMF-RI, performs best among state-of-

the-art and reference methods in situations of high spatial fluorochrome 

colocalization, allowing the separation of markers for their a posteriori 

quantification. 

 

Research Question 3:  Can we create ‘in silico’ tumor microenvironments 

considering spatial interactions between cells that govern the tumor and stroma? 

 

We have developed Synplex, a computer simulator that generates synthetic images 

of highly multiplexed cancer tissues, containing artificial tumor microenvironments 

that display realistic and adjustable interactions between cell phenotypes and cellular 

neighborhoods. To validate Synplex, we generated complex tumor 

microenvironments from user-defined parameters, and from features quantified in 

real samples, and compared relevant features of the simulated images with the 

original user-defined and tumor features. In both comparisons, we quantitatively 

found high similarities between the defining and simulated features. 

 

Research Question 4:  Can we computationally model the tumor microenvironment 

as a complex network of interacting cells?  

 

We have developed NaroNet, a deep learning framework that models the tumor 

microenvironment at different levels of complexity, being the image patch the basic 

unit of representation. At the lowest level, self-supervised representations of image 
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patches are grouped into cell phenotypes based on both morphological and 

phenotypic information. At the intermediate level, image patch information is 

combined with their neighbors’ using GNNs, to assign groups of patches to cellular 

neighborhoods. At the highest level of complexity, a graph of neighborhoods is 

created using GNNs that group neighborhoods into areas. Synthetic experiments 

showed that NaroNet can successfully capture marker intensity and phenotype 

variations, phenotype interactions, as well as neighborhood interactions, even when 

their presence in the tissue is rare. Real experiments showed that NaroNet can model 

the tumor microenvironment in situations of technical variabilities and low number 

of images, thus showing that our framework could indeed be used in real clinical 

scenarios. 

 

Research Question 5: Can we identify elements of the tumor microenvironment that 

are clinically and/or biologically relevant, without the need of human expert 

annotations? 

 

NaroNet is trained only with patient-level information. Due to this fact, it 

automatically identifies the elements of the tumor microenvironment with the 

highest predictive value to differentiate between patient types. In our experiments 

with real tissue samples, some TMEs found relevant by NaroNet were already 

known and were consistent with the literature; others, had not been described before, 

pointing cancer researchers to potentially relevant novel cancer biomarkers. 

 

Research Question 6:  Can NaroNet help with clinical decisions by predicting 

patient outcomes and providing interpretable predictions? 

 

The fact that NaroNet’s clinical predictions are directly based on the abundance of 

TMEs is an important breakthrough in Computational Pathology, as it contributes to 



  

 

  

the whitening of Deep Learning black-boxes. Indeed, our model allows clinicians to 

understand which TMEs drive the prediction of each patient since predictions are 

related to specific phenotypes, neighborhoods, and areas that can be mapped back 

onto the original images and are cohort-wise differentiating. Moreover, TMEs found 

by NaroNet that have been proved to be relevant can be easily combined with clinical 

information to improve patient management. 

6.2. Future lines 

In this thesis, we have presented a significant number of novel computational tools 

that improve the processing and analysis of multiplex images. We now suggest, for 

each chapter of the thesis, several potential lines of future research: 

 

Chapter 3. “NMF-RI: blind spectral unmixing of highly mixed multispectral 

flow and cytometry data”: 

 

• NMF-RI blindly and globally calculates endmember spectra, which are then 

used to unmix all images of a given experiment. We propose as future work 

to allow minor adjustments to the initially calculated spectra on a sample-

by-sample basis. This would allow the algorithm to overcome the 

endmember spectra variability across samples (i.e., changes in the spectra as 

a result of the microenvironment and the technical variabilities). 

 

• Regardless of the unmixing algorithm used, the quality of the unmixed data 

highly depends on the selection of fluorophores, where the spectral and 

spatial overlap of fluorescence signals increases the error in the unmixed 

data. For a given experiment, we propose to implement a synthetic simulator 
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to evaluate in silico for which fluorochrome combination and order, NMF-

RI achieves the best fluorophore separation.  

 

Chapter 4. “Synplex: tumor microenvironment simulation from highly 

multiplexed histological images”: 

 

• We propose to use Synplex to refine i//n silico the selection of markers to be 

used in multiplex panels designed for clinical purposes. To this end, 

biomedical knowledge (e.g., marker expression, phenotype affinity, etc.) 

could be used to define Synplex parameters and generate artificial patient 

cohorts with multiply-stained (>10 markers) tumor microenvironment 

elements. Then, image analysis algorithms (e.g., NaroNet) could be used to 

differentiate patient types obtaining the subset of markers (5 or 6 markers), 

with the highest ability (i.e., AUC) to predict patient outcomes in a real 

experiment. This would result in significant time and monetary savings. 

 

• We propose to use Synplex to support experimental design in terms of the 

amount of tissue to be used for quantification (e.g., the number of tumor 

cores used per patient from TMA construction, the location of the tumor 

cores -peripheral or central tumor areas-, the use of whole tissue samples, 

etc.). Artificial patient cohorts could be generated with different tissue 

selection strategies. Then, image analysis algorithms that quantify patient 

tissue information could be used to estimate, on average, the amount of 

tissue required to prove a given hypothesis with enough statistical 

significance. This will result in significant time and monetary savings. 

 

Chapter 5. “NaroNet: discovery of tumor microenvironment elements from 

high multiplexed images”: 



  

 

  

 

• In our experiments, NaroNet was fed with graphs of image patches 

containing local phenotype information –and their interactions- from patient 

cohorts. We propose to use NaroNet with other types of data. Specifically, 

we propose to feed NaroNet using omics data (e.g., scRNA-seq, flow 

cytometry). Thanks to the inherent interpretability of NaroNet, this strategy 

would allow discovering which cell phenotypes have the highest ability to 

distinguish patient types. Moreover, it can provide interpretable patient 

predictions based on the abundance of cell phenotypes. 

 

• We propose to use NaroNet to embed in one graph patient data obtained 

using different modalities (e.g., scRNA-seq, multiplex images, etc.). This 

way, NaroNet could find possible affinities between information from 

different modalities (e.g., a combination of one cell phenotype acquired by 

flow cytometry with the high expression of one gene acquired by scRNA-

seq).    

 

• Personalized medicine aims at classifying patients into different groups, 

taking medical decisions, and assigning treatments based on particular 

patient features. Despite its recent success, this strategy poses great 

challenges when evaluating new treatments as, even in large hospitals, the 

number of patients that could be qualified for a specific treatment is low 

(<10), which may not be large enough for its clinical validation. To this end, 

multicentric analyses are consistently being a fit solution that could impose 

new privacy and technical challenges. We propose to use our proposed patch 

contrastive learning strategy to convert image data into representation 

vectors, which are only intelligible by neural networks. In technical terms, 

this conversion reduces the amount of data by several orders of magnitude, 
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allowing for a faster transference of data across institutions. In privacy 

terms, as this conversion is only intelligible by neural networks, it helps to 

maintain patient data privacy fostering multicentric data sharing.  

 

 

• High dimensional imaging (>40 markers) leaves researchers with great 

amounts of experimental biomedical data (e.g., cell phenotypes, interactions 

between cells, etc.), which takes a lot of time to interpret, understand, and 

confirm with previous studies from the biomedical corpora. To help 

researchers with this daunting task, we propose to automatically compare 

experimental data insights with the literature. To this end, text sentences 

(e.g., tumor-infiltrated CD8 T cells are negatively associated with patient 

recurrence in low-stage endometrial cancer) could be generated from 

experimental data (i.e., heatmaps, boxplots, etc.), to then compare them 

exhaustively with the biomedical literature. This way, experimental insights 

could be automatically confirmed with previous studies, or contrarily, 

rejected by the literature. This strategy could save time to researchers by 

helping them to understand the results obtained experimentally from high 

dimensional data. 

 

• As NaroNet works without any ROI extraction or manual annotations, just 

needing multiplex images and their corresponding subject-level labels, it can 

be easily used by researchers in new datasets from any cancer type. To 

facilitate its use in the life sciences community, we propose including 

NaroNet in ImageJ (the de facto image processing software in life sciences) 

as a plugin that could be executed on standard computer desktops. This 

could be achieved since our proposed framework is composed of two 

independent neural networks, the first used to extract tumor features, and the 



  

 

  

second used to associate them to patient types. To this end, first, the PCL 

module, which outputs representation vectors from image patches could be 

deployed in ImageJ pretrained, just being used for inference purposes. 

Second, NaroNet, which is a shallow learning model, could be trained 

without great computational requirements (i.e., using the CPU) to 

automatically associate TMEs to patient types. This could help researchers 

to analyze complex data (i.e., hundreds of tumor microenvironments stained 

by dozens of markers) rapidly, and without the need for expertise in neural 

networks. 
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8. Appendix B 

Unsupervised learning of 

contextual information in multiplex 

immunofluorescence tissue 

cytometry 

Abstract:  

New machine learning models designed to capture the histopathology of 

tissues should account not only for the phenotype and morphology of the cells 

but also learn complex spatial relationships between them. To achieve this,  

we represent the tissue as an in terconnected graph, where previously 

segmented cells become nodes of the graph. Then the relationships between 

cells are learned and embedded into a low -dimensional vector, using a Graph 

Neural Network. We name this Representation Learning based strategy 

CellEmbeddings, a fully unsupervised method that learns how to optimally 

encode cell  phenotypes,  morphologies,  and cell -to-cell  interactions from 

histological tissues labeled using multiplex immunohistochemistry. To 

validate CellEmbeddings, we first use syn thetically generated tissues to show 

that CellEmbeddings's inferred embeddings can be used to cluster cells in 

meaningful, dist inct anatomical regions without prior knowledge of 

constituent cell types and interactions. Then we test CellEmbeddings on real 

multispectral images of human lung adenocarcinoma tissue samples, to show 

that the generated embeddings can indeed be used to automatically infer 



  

 

  

regions with different histopathological characterist ics. This framework 

solves limitations of previous image u nderstanding methods whose data 

representation strategies are either inappropriate for Machine Learning or do 

not properly capture the interaction between cells. This may render next -

generation image understanding deep learning frameworks predicting 

clinically relevant patient -level labels. This appendix is adapted from ref. 1 7 1.  

B.1.   Introduction  

Advances in multiplex immunofluorescence staining and multispectral microscopy 

allow biologists to simultaneously visualize multiple (>10) fluorescent markers in 

intact tissue samples. This can be useful, for instance, to analyze the complex cellular 

composition of a tumor in the context of its intact tissue architecture providing an 

improved patient diagnosis. Traditionally, pathologists visually score samples by 

looking at the architecture of the tissue using 2 or 3 markers. Extending this manual 

procedure to a large number of markers would be extremely challenging, thus 

requiring the use of automated image computational methods able to capture the 

complexity of the tissue in its entirety. 

 

Single-cell resolution unsupervised methods have been used to learn cellular 

phenotypes83, cell-cell interactions168,207, and cell morphometry82 in tissue sections. 

Noteworthily, Boisset et al.207 built a graph-based cellular network based on physical 

cell interactions (i.e. proximity). This strategy, combined with unsupervised 

clustering208 was used to discover unseen preferential cell interactions in a variety of 

tissues and has also been associated with tumor staging168. However, these methods 

are sequential, usually requiring experienced computational biologists to segment 

cells, extract cellular features, cluster cells into cell phenotypes, create cellular 

networks, etc.  
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Conversely, Deep Learning (DL) models, such as Convolutional Neural Networks 

(CNN), use convolution kernels followed by a densely connected Artificial Neural 

Network to segment and classify objects that can be used downstream, for instance, 

to learn the grade of a tumor. This strategy automatically learns to extract the most 

prominent architectural features from the tumor for the task classification at hand. 

This strategy does not need experienced computational biologists to fine-tune 

parameters and is optimal for the support of clinical decisions, where models provide 

patient predictions. However, the use of kernels implies defining the pixel as the unit 

of representation, thus ignoring that cells are the basic units used by pathologists to 

study tissue histopathology. 

 

To overcome these shortcomings, we bring to cell biology the concept of 

Representation Learning (RL), a data embedding strategy that embeds the contextual 

information of individuals in a social network graph169. By applying this concept to 

tissues, each cell becomes represented by itself and its entire context using a low-

dimensional vector. This strategy provides an enriched and compact representation 

of tissues that may lead to the improvement of ML tools to predict, for instance, the 

outcome of the disease in large cohorts of patients209.  

 

Following the RL concept, we present CellEmbeddings, a fully-unsupervised 

framework for the embedding of histopathological information. First, tissues are 

segmented into blocks by grouping pixels with perceptual meaning, (e.g. nuclei, 

membranes, areas of biomarker expression, etc.) using a hierarchical superpixel 

method210, which we have improved and adapted for this task. Second, a network is 

created in which nodes (superpixels), edges (physical connections), and node 

attributes (the expression of each biomarker and the superpixel morphology) are 

represented in a graph structure. Third, an embedding is generated by sampling and 



  

 

  

aggregating information of neighboring superpixels169. In the following sections, we 

describe CellEmbeddings and evaluate CellEmbeddings’s generated embeddings, 

by analyzing how these embeddings can be used to cluster cells into meaningful 

cellular neighborhoods, using both synthetically generated and histopathological 

samples.  

 

B.2.   Materials and methods 

In this section, we describe the steps that constitute CellEmbeddings, which are 

summarized in Figure A.1. First, the algorithm for the generation of superpixels is 

presented (Fig. A.1a); then, the creation of the network using graph structures (Fig. 

A.1b) and subsequent low-dimensional node embedding (Fig. A.1c) are described. 

B.2.1          Multispectral hierarchy superpixel 

To group pixels with similar characteristics, we use a hierarchical superpixel 

algorithm, based on the work of Wei et al.210. First, a non-directed graph is created 

 
Figure. B.1: High-level illustration of our proposed method. a. Superpixel generation and 

extraction of features based on color and morphology. b. Creation of an unweighted physical 

network using a user-defined context 𝑪. c. Node embedding 𝑧 for the central superpixel by 

aggregating information from orange edges that are adjacent superpixels (k=1 hop), and 

green edges that are second-level neighbours (k=2 hops). 
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where each pixel of the image is associated with a vertex and connected by edges to 

its 8 nearest neighbors. For each edge, a weight is assigned consisting of the 

Euclidean distance in the color space between its vertices. This graph can be seen as 

a forest made of n vertices, or trees. From this graph, superpixels are then generated 

as follows: for each tree, we find the neighboring tree with the lowest weight 

connecting edge and merge both trees. Iteratively, clusters of joined trees are 

converted into a single tree and the color distance between neighbors is recomputed. 

This algorithm is repeated until only one tree is left while creating a minimum 

spanning tree.  

 

To adapt the algorithm to multispectral image cytometry, we calculate the color 

distance measure in 𝑵-dimensions, being 𝑵 the number of channels (i.e. 

biomarkers). Moreover, as we aim at obtaining superpixels to capture tissue elements 

at the cellular level, we introduce a regularization term that enforces a homogeneous 

size in the superpixels. Our new color dissimilarity term is: 

𝑑𝑖𝑗 = ((𝑆𝑖 + 𝑆𝑗)/𝑆𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛) ∗ √∑(𝑣𝑖𝑘 − 𝑣𝑗𝑘)2

𝑁

𝑘=1

 (B.1) 

where, 𝑑𝑖𝑗 is the weight assigned to the edge between vertices (i.e. superpixels) 𝑣𝑖 

and 𝑣𝑗, and 𝑆𝑖 and 𝑆𝑗 are the sizes (in pixels) of 𝑣𝑖 and 𝑣𝑗, respectively. Finally, 

𝑆𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 is the average size of all the superpixels in the image, which is recomputed in 

each iteration. 

 

The original algorithm210, connects and joins all vertices in each iteration, regardless 

of their color distance. This usually produces highly heterogeneous superpixels in 

size. To avoid this, in each iteration we first sort out all weights of the graph and join 

only the 5% of superpixels with the lowest color dissimilarity (i.e. lowest distance 

𝑑𝑖𝑗). Finally, an RMSE metric is used to calculate the optimal number of superpixels. 



  

 

  

To this end, the superpixel image, i.e. an 𝑵-dimensional pixel-wise image containing 

in each pixel the mean intensity of the corresponding superpixel, is compared to the 

original image. The optimal number of superpixels is then chosen so that the pixel-

wise normalized RMSE is lower than 3. 

B.2.2        Superpixel embedding 

From the superpixel image created as described in the previous section, an 

unweighted undirected graph is created, by connecting each superpixel u to all 

superpixels 𝑣 laying in the same spatial context, 𝑪. At the same time, the adjacency 

matrix 𝑨 is created, of size (𝑵𝒔𝒖𝒑 × 𝑵𝑫) where 𝑵𝒔𝒖𝒑 is the total number of 

superpixels, and 𝑵𝑫 is related to the node-degree, i.e. the number of neighbors of 

each superpixel. Since all superpixels have a different node-degree, 𝑵𝑫 is chosen by 

thresholding a histogram that contains the number of superpixels that have more than 

a given number of neighbors. The threshold 𝑵𝑫 is set as the value of the histogram 

that has a minimum derivative value (See Fig. B.2). Therefore, 𝑨 contains as many 

rows as the number of nodes (superpixels), each row containing the indices that 

 
Figure. B.2: Representation of the automatic selection of 𝑵𝑫. a. Histogram containing 

the number of superpixels that have at least a certain number of neighbors. b. Derivative of 

(a.) and its corresponding minimum value, that is the selected 𝑵𝑫.  
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identify the neighbors of the corresponding node. Finally, a node-attribute matrix 𝑻 

of size (𝑵𝒔𝒖𝒑 × [𝑵 + 𝟑]) is created, where 𝑵 is the number of image channels (i.e., 

biomarkers), and 3 is the number of morphology parameters, namely the lengths of 

the major and minor axis of an ellipse optimally fitted to the superpixel, and the 

orientation of its major axis. 

 

We then feed A and T to GraphSAGE169, a graph neural network that outputs a useful 

low vectorial representation, or embedding, (𝑧𝑢) of each node u in an unsupervised 

way. Following ref.169 we chose the size of 𝑧𝑢, m=128.  GraphSAGE initializes the 

embeddings 𝑧𝑢 by randomly selecting m features amongst the attributes of all 

superpixels in the context of u.  Then, it applies a loss function to 𝑧𝑢, to tune the 

weights and parameters of the aggregator functions of a Neural Network via 

stochastic gradient descent. This loss function forces nodes with similar contexts to 

have a similar representation while enforcing the representation of disparate nodes 

to be very distinct. 

 

To improve the performance of GraphSAGE, we normalize the images using 

standard ML normalization methods: if we represent multiplex cytometry data as an 

(𝑩 × 𝑺) matrix, being 𝑩 the number of biomarkers and 𝑺 the total number of pixels, 

we normalize the matrix row-wise using a z-score to ensure that each biomarker has 

the same mean and standard deviation. Then the matrix is L2-norm normalized 

column-wise so that all pixels have the same L2-norm. 

B.2.3        Clustering and Fit-SNE 

The superpixel embeddings 𝑧𝑢 obtained as described in the previous paragraph are 

grouped into clusters using agglomerative clustering. The obtained labels are 

displayed using FIt-SNE211, a fast visualization tool for high-dimensional data that 



  

 

  

projects the superpixel-feature or the superpixel-embedding into 2-dimensions, thus 

allowing the visualization of cell populations defined by its intrinsic features 

(phenotype) or by its context (embedding). 

B.3    Results 

B.3.1        Detection of cellular neighborhoods on synthetic images 

We first tested CellEmbeddings on a set of synthetic images. To this end, we have 

used a simulator that generates synthetic, realistic images of multiplex 

immunostained histological tissue sections. This tool allows selecting most variables 

found in a real sample: number of markers, the noise of the acquisition system, 

anatomy of the regions in the sample, cell phenotypes, and their interactions, etc. It 

uses a stochastic method to iteratively assign phenotypes and regions to pixels until 

several user-defined input parameters are reached (Fig. B.3a). Once the phenotype 

and region masks are generated (Fig. B.3b,c), the predefined fluorochromes are 

applied to each phenotype by generating a 𝑵 × 𝑺𝒙 × 𝑺𝒚 matrix (Fig. B.3d), where 

𝑩 is the number of fluorochromes and, 𝑺𝒙 and 𝑺𝐲 are the size of the image in the 𝒙 

and 𝒚 axes respectively. 
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Three 500×5000 pixel images were synthetically created with increasing levels of 

complexity (bench-easy, bench-normal and bench-hard) defined by three 

hierarchical chords (Fig. B.4a-c) that graphically display the parameters used to 

generate each synthetic image: the outer circle of the chord represents the cellular 

neighborhoods; the inner circle shows the cell phenotypes present in each region and 

the spatial interactions between phenotypes. Fig. B.4d-f show the three tissue images 

created, and Fig. B.4g-i show sample zoomed-in views of the tissues generated with 

the simulator. Using these images we firstly applied the multispectral hierarchy 

superpixel method to the image obtaining superpixel information that was gathered 

into one tissue graph. We obtained cell-embeddings using the self-supervised 

algorithm169 which were then inputted in unsupervised hierarchical clustering Fig. 

B.4m-o. 

 

We studied how the embedding parameters, 𝐂 and data size affect the accuracy and 

time performance. To this end, CellEmbeddings was used on image regions of 

 
Figure. B.3: Representative example of a synthetic multispectral tissue image. a. 

Hierarchy chord showing presence of each region, presence of each phenotype in each 

region, and interactions between phenotypes. b. Cellular neighborhoods ground-truth mask. 

c. Cell-phenotype ground-truth mask. d. N-dimensional image.  

 



  

 

  

increasing data size, selecting randomly located sub-images within the whole image: 

5 images 20% in width (1000x500); 3 images 40% in size (1000x1000); 2 images 

60% in width (1000x1500); 2 images 80% in width (1000x2000); 1 image 100% in 

width (1000x2500). For each image, an embedding was created and clustering was 

performed using 7 different context sizes 𝑪: (10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70 pixels). Fig. 

B.5 shows the average accuracy of the clustering as a function of the size of the 

context 𝑪 (Fig. B.5a) and data size (Fig. B.5b) parameters using the Jaccard index 

as a performance evaluation for the 3 different datasets. The figure also shows the 

computation time required by the method as a function of the 𝐝𝐚𝐭𝐚 𝐬𝐢𝐳𝐞. To perform 

the experiments, we used an NVIDIA GTX 1060Ti GPU and an Intel Core i7-8750H 

2.20GHz CPU. 
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Figure. B.4: Evaluation of the proposed method on synthetic images. (a-c) Hierarchical 

chord representation of the synthetic tissue architecture for bench-easy, bench-normal and 

bench-hard. (d-f) Generated multispectral 500x5000 pixel image. (g-i) Image crop from (d-

f) showing different anatomical regions. (j-l) Ground truth image of anatomical regions 

showing for each color a different region. (m-o) Image of inferred anatomical regions by 

using clustering on the cell-embeddings showing for each color a region.  

 



  

 

  

 

B.3.2        Detection of cellular neighborhoods on lung cancer samples 

A five 5𝜇𝑚 thick human adenocarcinoma lung cancer tissue sections were stained 

using a 5-marker (DAPI, SLC2A1, BRCA1, QKI, and cytokeratin cocktail 

7+AE1/AE3+CK8/18) predictive immunostaining panel162 using the OPAL 

(PerkinElmer, Inc.) system. A 10x (2000*2000 pixel) multispectral image of the 

section was acquired using the Vectra Polaris system (PerkinElmer, Inc.).  

 

CellEmbeddings was applied to the images (Fig. B.6a) to create a superpixel-

embedding (C=60 pixels) and clustering. Fig. B.6 shows the image and its clustering 

(and FIt-SNE graphs) in 2 regions (Fig. B.6b) separating tumor from background, 

in 4 regions (Fig. B.6c) distinguishing conjunctive tissue in dark blue and dark green 

from background and tumor areas, and in 6 regions (Fig. B.6d) finding biological 

differences in the conjunctive tissue such as QKI+ cells (in light green) close to the 

tumor and SLC2A1+ cells (in purple). 

 
Figure. B.5: Evaluation of CellEmbeddings’s parameters using synthetic experiments. 

a. Jaccard index using different context C radius. b. Jaccard index and time performance for 

different data sizes used for the embedding generation.  
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Next, to explore the behavior of CellEmbeddings in the presence of heterogeneous 

data, the embedding and clustering were performed jointly on the remaining four 

images of the set. It took an average of 8.2 minutes to generate the embedding of 

each image, using 20 training epochs, and a batch size of 1500 superpixels. The 

clustering results (Fig. B.7) show preliminarily that our method is able to identify 

regions of similar characteristics on different images. 

 
Figure. B.6: Lung cancer tissue section cell-embedding using CellEmbeddings. a. 

Human lung adenocarcinoma image. b. Inferred regions and Fit-SNE on the cell-embedding 

using 2, 4 and 6 clusters.  

 



  

 

  

  

B.4    Discussion 

We have presented CellEmbeddings, an unsupervised Machine Learning 

framework that generates low-dimensional superpixel graph embeddings of cells 

within complex multiplex-stained tissue microenvironments, encoding cell 

morphology, cell phenotype, and cell-microenvironment interactions. This 

framework solves limitations of previous image understanding methods whose data 

representation strategies are either inappropriate for Machine Learning or do not 

properly capture the interactions between cells. Using a synthetic tissue simulator, 

we have quantitatively assessed the quality of CellEmbeddings’s generated 

embeddings, by evaluating how they can be efficiently used to cluster cells into 

meaningful anatomical regions. In particular, we have analyzed the performance of 

CellEmbeddings in terms of clustering accuracy and time performance, as a factor 

of the data size and the user-defined cell context size 𝑪. We show that 

CellEmbeddings produces robust embeddings that can be used to produce efficient 

 

Figure. B.6: 4 lung cancer tissue sections cell-embeddings using CellEmbeddings. a. 

Human lung adenocarcinoma image. b. Inferred regions on the cell-embedding using 2, 4 

and 6 clusters.  
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clustering results, requiring a reasonably low computation time. Furthermore, a 

qualitative evaluation of CellEmbeddings’s performance in human lung cancer 

multiplex images, performed by a senior cancer biologist, showed a partitioning of 

data into distinct anatomical regions, providing accurate identification of different 

cell populations. This rich cell-embedding of histological image data produced by 

CellEmbeddings could be used downstream on clinical samples of a large cohort of 

patients, to discover patterns related to their diagnosis or possible outcome. 
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